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lNTRODUCTlON 

As the process of Voice Guard instruction book writing progressed, it became clear that the application of General 
Electric Voice Guard as well as the whole subject of digital voice privacy system planmng needed to be addressed in more detail. 
It also became apparent that no single document existed which could support the all encompassing collection of material needed 
for good voice privacy systems planning. Thus - the birth of the Voice Guard System Manual. 

Chapter 1 contains a quick exposure to the various methods by which voice privacy can be obtained and a summary of 
the Voice Guard product line. Chapter 2 covers the- subject of “security” and addresses key management as it applies particularly 
to Voice Guard. Chapter 3 covers the concept and application of the unique GE “‘Outside Addressing” capability. Chapter 4 
addresses the required Voice Guard transmission~characteristics and test methods associated with transmitting digital data. 
Chapter 5 covers Voice Guard system hardware and system configuration information and, Chapter 6 addresses the subject of 
Voice Guard voting systems. 

In addition, appendices contain a reprint of an lEEE convention paper on the subject of Voice Guard and a reprint of 
Fed STD 1027. 

This system manual is intended for use by both newcomers and those experienced in the subjects of digital transmission 
and voice privacy. It is also intended that it be used by systems planners and users alike. - 
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CHAPTER 1 

SUMMARY OF VOICE GUARD METHODS 

TYPES OF VOICE SECURITY 

There have, for a number of years, been a variety of methods 
available for providing Voice Security (VS) capability on land 
mobile radio systems. The techniques employed usually fell 
into one of three categories. These were: frequency domain, 
time domain or digital. The individual VS products varied in 
the numher of available unique codes, in required circuit 
complexity and in the level of security that each provided. The 
following discussion is meant to only describe some of the 
various approaches and is not intended to be an all-inclusive 
listing of Voice Security equipment. 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN - ANALOG 

The fit and simplest attempt to provide a VS add-on to land- 
mobile radio was the frequency inversion technique. This 
involved applying the 300 to 3KlO Hz voice band to the input 
of a balanced modulator being switched at 3.3 kHz, and then 
passing only the lower sideband products on to the radio. This 
had the effect of turning over (inverting) the voice spectrum in 
the frequency domain. There was effectively only one code 
and not much technical sophistication was needed for someone 
to monitor the transmissions. This method provided almost no 
security and can be considered as the lowest on a list of 
perceived levels of voice security. 

Another method of frequency domain scrambling involved 
breaking up the 300 to 3ooO Hz band into several frequency 
sub-bands by means of individual filters and then shifting these 
bands into different spectral positions. An adaptation of this 
dynamically changed the spectral position of the sub-bands 
every few seconds. Whilethesetechniquescouldprovidemore 
than just one coding combination, the number of available 
code combinations was still relatively small. In addition, since 
the syllabic intervals of the speech and, to some degree, voice 
intonation were not materially affected, much information 
could be gained by monitoring the VS transmissions even 
though they were not decoded. Furthermore, a dedicated 
adversary would not have too much difficulty in decoding this 
type of VS. Hence, this type of VS would still rate very low on 
the perceived levels of voice security. 

TIME DOMAIN - ANALOG 

Time domain VS generically involves taking l/2 to 1 second 
major intervals of speech, dividing these intervals sequentially 
into a number of smaller intervals, and then scrambling the 
small intervals prior to transmission. The arrangement of the 
small intervals can be changed dynamically for each major 

interval. A very large number of rearrangement plans or 
encryption codes can be made available thus making complete 
decoding of the VS signal by an adversary quite difficult. 
However, as with frequency domain systems, the time domain 
VS systems still do not totally mask the inter-syllabic gaps in 
speech and voice intonations even though the text of the 
transmission may be more difficult to decode. Thus consider- 
able information can still be gained such as: anxiety in the 
speaker’s voice, whether it is a man or woman, or different 
speakers. 

Even though tune domain VS has shortcomings similar to 
those of frequency domain VS, time domain VS would rate 
better on a list of perceived levels of voice security. 

DIGITAL 

While several different implementations of digital VS exist, 
the basic approach is similar for all. The analog speech to be 
transmitted is fiit digitized. This string of real-time ones and 
zeros is then scrambled in accordance with some predeter- 
mined plan and then, after appropriate filtering, directly trans- 
mitted. This transmitted modulation has a white noise sound 
throughout the transmission. There is no perceived change in 
the sound of the modulated signal whether there is any analog 
speech being processed or not. Hence, there is total masking 
of the speech, inter-syllabic intervals and intonations. The 
only information to be gained by an adversary would be that a 
VS transmission is in progress and perhaps some indication of 
RF signal strength. These methods of VS would occupy the 
highest place on a list of perceived levels of voice security. 

LEVELS OF SECURITY 

The following is a list of relative levels of perceived voice 
security as provided by some of the various VS methods: 

1. Simple Frequency Inversion - Least secure 
2. Frequency Band scrambling 
3. Dynamic Frequency Band scrambling 
4. Time Domain scrambling 
5. Dynamic Tune Domain scrambling 
6. Digital scrambling - Most secure 

Of the above generic methods of providing voice security, 
those that can supprt a large number of unique encryption 
combinations or codes provide a higher level of security than 
those that support a small number of codes, For example, if a 
particular system can only support a small number of codes (ie. 
255), it is not a very difficult job to tape record a segment of an 
encrypted transmission and then play it through a test setup 
and try each of the 255 code combinations until the correct one 
is found. This is called an “exhaustive search”. As the number 
of available code combinationsgets up into the billions and 
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greater, an exhaustive search becomes very time consuming, 
thus less effective. Some encryption systems can provide of 
the order of 10 to the 19th power available codes. 

VOICE GUARD PRODUCT LINE - OVERVIEW 

ALGORITHMS 

Voice Guard can be provided with either of two 
different encryption algorithms. These are DES (DataEncryp- 
tion Standard) and VGE (Voice Guard Encryption). The 
algorithms are the mathematical manipulations used to 
scramble the digitized voice bit pattern. Both algorithms offer 
the user a high level of voice security by virtue of the extremely 
large number of available cryptographic keys. DES has 7.2 
times 1Otothe 16thpowerandVGEhas 1.8times 1Otothe 19th 
power cryptographic keys that are user selectable by-means of 
cryptographic key variable loaders. In addition, VGE also has 
a customer unique encryption (CUE) code that provides an- 
other layer of security. The CUE is a second 64 bit word that 
a user can uniquely set with a TQ-2310 programmer so that 
even ifan adversary has obtained the cryptographic key in use, 
he still cannot decrypt aVGE transmission without also having 
the CUE. The DES algorithm versions are generally not 
available for export outside the United States. The VGE 
algorithm version is exportable, but only with a valid U.S. 
State Department, Otfice of Munitions Control (OMC) export 
license. Separatecryptographickeyloadersarerequiredforthe 
DES and VGE algorithms. One type of keyloader will note 
work with the other type of algorithm. 

PACKAGE CONFIGURATIONS 

Voice Guard units for application with mobiles and 
stations are available in two basic package configurations. The 
one most used by U.S. Federal Government agencies has FS- 
1027 endorsement. This endorsement means that the equip- 
ment operates with the DES encryption algorithm in accor- 
dance with the specific requirements of FED-STD FS-1027 
and has been endorsed by the National Security Agency 
C-A). 

The second available Voice Guard module package 
formobileandstationapplicationdoesnotpossessthephysical 
security of the FS- 1027 endorsed package. Versions contain- 
ing the DES algorithm are available in the non- 1027 endorsed 
package. Voice Guard modules with the VGE algorithm are 
only available in the non-1027 endorsed package. 

Portables and the cryptographic keyloader are ex- 
empted from some of the physical security requirements of the 
mobile and station equipment. However, they must meet the 
DES and most of the electrical requirements. MPS and M-PD 
portables equipped with DES Voice Guard have FS-1027 

endorsement while those equipped with VGE Voice Guard do 
not meet the FS-1027 requirements. 

Q 

STATION CONFIGURATIONS 

Voice Guard MASTR II stations are available with 
elements to provide end-to-end encryption between users or 
between a user and a control point; or RF only encryption (El 
D stations) with the station to control point link always being 
unencrypted (clear). 

In end-to-end encryption, the voice is encrypted at the 
control point andremains encrypted all the way to the properly 
equipped mobile or portable radio. A Voice Guard module is 
co~ected to a console interface unit which is located at or 
nearby a dispatch center. The four-wire interconnection to a 
base station is encryptedwhen operating in the guarded mode. 
The four-wire interconnection with one or more consoles is 
always in the clear mode. This assumes that the dispatch center 
is secure and that the ClWconsole interconnection will be by 
short, local cable runs that are adequately secure. 

In RF only encryption, a Voice Guard module is 
connected to an RF base station. The voice signal is always 
delivered clear (unencrypted) from the dispatch center to the 
base station where it can then be encrypted and sent over the 
radio path to properly eqmpped mobiles and portables. One or Q 
more station consoles operate in essentially a standard clear 
mode, tone control configuration. - 

Voice Guard DELTA desk top stations are also avail- 
able with the VGE algorithm or either package version of the 
DES algorithm. 

MOBILE CONFIGURATIONS 

The Voice Guard modules for mobile applications are 
the same as those used for station applications except that the 
VG module case has a mounting support on top for supporting 
a control unit bracket. In the station applications, the VG 
module case does not have the control unit mounting support -. 

Voice Guard can be operated with DELTA-SX and 
DELTA-S high band andUHFradios that have a Voice Guard 
mobile interface board installed. The radios will operate 
normally in the clear mode with the mobile interface unit 
installed but without a Voice Guard module. All Delta-SX 
radios are Voice Guard ready as shipped from the factory. 
Voice Guard is also available on RANGR mobile radios. 

The Voice Guard module wilI operate with an S550, 
S950 or S990 control unit and is capable of supporting 32 
independent transmit and receive outside addresses that track Q 
with the radio channel frequency selector. In addition, the 
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S950 and S990 control units also have a channel frequency 
storage capability of 128 channels and the ability to down load 
these in 4 blocks of 32 to the DELTA radio on command. 

The outside addresses, data polarity, alert tones and 
attack times may be programmed into the Voice Guard unit 
using a TQ23 10 universal programmer that is equipped with a 
Voice Guard PROM TQ-2344 and cable TQ-2322. The 
cryptographic keys must Abe loaded with a Keyloader 
19A148910 (pl for DES and P4 for VGE). 

PORTABLE 

The Voice Guard equipped M-PD and MPS portable 
radios only come in two versions, the DES FS-1027 endorsed 
and VGE versions. Because a portable radio is under the 
personal control of the user, there is no requirement for key- 
locks. Therefore, there is no DES, non- 1027 version of portable 
radio available. 

SPECIFICATION SHEETS 

See the “Voice Guard System Guide”, ECR 3398, for 
a complete list of Voice Guardsystem specification sheets. 

STATION FIELD UPGRADE 

MASTR II stations for both end-to-end and RF only 
(E/D) encryption are not only available from the factory but can 
also be field modified to support Voice Guard operation. See 
Chapter 5 for more information. 

JARGON LIST 

Voice Guard is a unique product involving a number 
of new techniques. This, of necessity, brings forth a number of 
new terms and abbreviations. The following list is an attempt 
to tabulate and define some of the more common of these terms 
and where they might be used. 
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NAME 

BAUD 
BIT 
CG 
CAS 
CIU 
CODEC 
COR 

CTS 
DELTA 
DES 
DPTT 
ED 

EEPROM 
EOM 
GETC 

GMSK 
ICOM 
IPAS 
Iv 
KEY 

MASTR 
MODEM 

MODEM IC 

M-PD 
MPS 
OA 
PROM 

RANGR 
RemPl’T 

RP~ 
RTS 
RUS 
SBC 
SECURIT 
SIMON 
Sync 
TX Aud 
TX Data 
TXMod 
TQ-23 10 

DEFINITION 

A single data element per second 
Single two-level element of data 
Channel Guard (CTCSS) 
Carrier activity sensor 
Console Interface Unit 
Analog/digital encoder-decoder 
Carrier operated relay 
Combined push to talk 
Clear to send 
GE mobile radio product line 
Data Encryption Standard 
Delayed push to talk 
Encrypt/decrypt or RI? only 
encryption station 
EIectrically erasable PROM 
End of message 
G.E. Trunking Card- 
Updated VG control shelf 
Gaussian minimum shift keying 
Oscillator module 
IF-Audio-Squelch 
Initialization vector 
Cryptographic key 
Local push to talk 
GE station product line 
Module to send 9600 baud data 
over a 4-wire line or eqv. 
Interfaces serial NRZ data to 
VG microprocessor 
Mixer-IF 
GE personal radio product line 
GE personal radio product line 
Outside address 
Programmable read-only memory 
Pushtotalk 
Random access memory 
GE mobile radio product line 
Remote push to talk 
Remote Keying Panel 
Repeater push to talk 
Request to send 
Receiver unsquelched sensor 
Sub Band Coder 
2175 Hz TX control tone 
Simple MONitor 
Synchronization word 
Clear audio to TX audio switch 
VG data to TX audio switch 
Modulation to TX modulator 
Universal Radio Programmer (URP) 

ASSOCIATION 

data format 
data format 
receiver/TX 
receivers 
stations 
VG module 
voter 
transmitters 
data modem 

encryption 
transmitter 

stations 
VG module/radio 
data format 

stations 
VG module 
stations 
receiver 
encryption 
encryption 
transmitter 

stations 

units using VG 
receiver 

VG module 
VG module 
transmitter 

transmitter 
voter 
transmitter 
data modem 
receiver 
VG module 
transmitter 
VG module 
data format 
VG module 
VG module 
VG module/TX 

a 
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NAME DEFINlTION ASSOCIATION 

VG Voice Guard 
VG-9600 Voice Guard DES mobile/station 
VGE GE proprietary encryption algorithm 
VGE-9600 GE proprietary encryption mob/stn 
vs Voice security 
4-wire Data grade 4-wire control line 

module 

module 

modem 
I I I I 
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CHAPTER 2 FED-STD-1027 

SECURITY/KEY MANAGEMENT 

SECURITY AND THE KEYS 

DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD (DES) 

The DES or Data Encryption Standard is a public 
domain encryption system that is described in theU.S. Depart- 
ment of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards publication 
FIPS PUB 46, titled: DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD. 
DES employs a 64 bit cryptographic key, 56 bits of which are 
used for encryption and the remaining eight bits are parity bits. 
This results in 7.2 times 10 to the 16th power unique crypto- 
graphic keys being available. The security of a DES equipped 
system comes about because of this extremely large number of 
available keys, in that the key is the only unknown element in 
a DES equipped system. It has been estimated that to accom- 
plish an exhaustive search of the available DES keys, employ- 
ing a high speed computer, would require many tens of years. 

The U.S. Government presently prohibits from gen- 
eral export, communications gear equipped with the DES 
encryption algorithm. DES equipped gear can, however, be 
used commercially within the U.S. 

VGE ALGORITHM 

TheVOICEGUARDVGEalgorithmisaverysecure, 
GE proprietary, encryption algorithm which was developed to 
meet the security needs of international and domestic custom- 
ers. The encryption algorithm utilizes highly complex nonlin- 
ear data spreading and iterative key scheduling to insure the 
security of encrypted voice data. GE will not disclose design 
details of the VGE algorithm in order to maintain an extremely 
high level of security. 

The VGE algorithm utilizes a 64-bit cryptographic 
key, and thus offers the security of 1.8 times 10 to the 19th 
power permutations of keys. It also utilizes a-key scheduling 
algorithm, bit permutations, and nonlinear product transfor- 
mations to provide a very high level of bit spreading. 

In addition, the VGE algorithm offers an additional 
level of security, in the form of Customer Unique Encryption 
(CUE). Theprogrammingofasecond64-bitCUEcode(16hex 
characters) allows a user an increased level of security in his 
equipment. This CUE is programmed into a VGE Voice Guard 
unit by means of a TQ-23 10 programmer. Even if two parties 
use the same cryptographic key, their equipment will not 
communicate unless they use the same CUE. This, effectively, 
increases the number of key and CUE permutations to 3.4 times 
10 to the 38th power. 

The U.S. Government has, by Executive Order, 
mandated that all Federal Government radio (and other tele- 
communications) systems that are to he equipped with voice 
privacy, shall employ the DES algorithm. Furthermore, such 
equipment shall carry the endorsement of the National Secu- 
rity Agency (NSA) in the form of a USGEID number which 
shall appear on each approved piece of equipment. These 
numbers are issued after completion of an endorsement proc- 
ess for each model of equipment to be offered for sale to any 
U.S. Government agency. Nor&Federal government agencies 
are not required to have equipment possessing USGEID 
numbers. 

Endorsed mobile and station equipment have, but are 
not limited to, the following general characteristics: 

-Mounted in tamper-resistant boxes. 

-If tampered with, the cryptographic keys contained 
therein will be destroyed. 

-Be equipped with pick-proof locks for both me- 
chanical and operational access. 

-Provide malfunction alarms. 

-No single electrical component failme shall permit 
transmission in the clear when the Guarded 
mode has been selected. 

Endorsed personal handheld radios shall have similar 
characteristics as the mobile and station units except that pick- 
proof locks on the equipment are not required. 

KEY-ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

DES 

The DES key consists of 16 sequential hexidecimal 
characters, seeFrgureZ1. Thiswouldimply that 16tothe 16th 
power combinations of keys could be employed, however, 
there are certain restrictions on the entry of DES keys that 
restricts the maximum available number of DES keys to 16 to 
the 14th power (i.e., 16 times 16 - 14 times). 

DES keys are entered as 8 pairs of two HEX digits 
each. The first digit of a pair can assume any HEX value 
without restriction. The second HEX digit of a pair, combined 
with the first digit of the pair, must have ODD ONES parity. 
That means when converted to the binary form (see Figure 2- 
l), the two characters of the pair must have an odd number of 
ones. For instance, both characters of a pair can never have the 
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DECIMAL HEX BINARY 

0 
1 0001 
2 0010 
3 0011 
4 0100 
5 0101 
6 0110 
7 0111 
8 loo0 
9 1001 
A 1010 
B 1011 
C 1100 
D 1101 
E 1110 
F 1111 

Figure 2-1. Table of Decimal, HEX and equivalent 
Binary values 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

same value; however, the second character of one pair and the 
first character of the next pair can have the same value since 
tbereisnorestrictiononthefirstcharacterofapair. Hence,two 
adjacent characters in a DES key can be the same as long as 
they are not in the same pair. Figure 2-2 depicts a valid and an 
invalid key. In the invalid key example, both the 55 and 47 
number pairs have even ones parity. 

VALIDKEY = lA45574AAl106E7C 

INVALIDKEY= lA55474AAllO6E7C 

Figure 2-2 

This parity limitation reduces the available number of 
cryptographic keys from 16 to the 16th power (1.8 times 10 to 
the19tbpower)to 16tothe14thpower(7.2time-s 1Otothe 16th 
power). 

VGE 

The VGE cryptographic key consists of 16 sequential 
hexidecimal characters (see Figure 2-l). There are no parity 
entry restrictions as with DES therefore, all 16 to the 16th 
power combinations of keys may be utilized. This equates to 
1.8 times 10 to the 19thpowercombinationsofavailabIe keys. 

In addition, a Customer Unique Encryption (CUE) 
word must also be programmed into the VGE unit personality 
PROM by a TQ-2310 Universal Radio Programmer (URP). 
This CUE word also consists of 6-4 bits. 

KEYLOADER (19A148910) 

The cryptographic Keyloader (19A148910) is a 
small, handheld, calculator-like keyboard display unit. It 
permits easy user storageand transfer of thecryptographic key 
word for use by Voice Guard modules. The keyloader require- 
ments are different for the DES and VGE algorithms therefore, 
two types of loaders are provided: 

19A148910Pl= DES Keyloader with cable 

19A148910P4 = VGE Keyloader with cable 

The key loader hardware for both algorithms is iden- 
tical, but they employ different microprocessor operating pro- 
grams. Each type of unit sign-ON message identifies the 
algorithm it supports. 

Should one attempt to transfer a key utilizing the 
wrong type of loader, it will display the message ‘ERROR 1” 
and the radio will give a single “bleep” (also.see DES in the 
KEYLGADER TESTS and RESPONSES section below). 

FEATURES 

Main featuresof both types of keyloader are: 

-All functions are keyboard controlled and all entries 
are display prompted. 

-Keyboard correction includes capability to correct 
any entry&fore execution. 

-Automatic testing prevents the transferring of an 
improper algorithm key to the radio. 

-Security provisions prevents redisplay of a stored 
key. 

Zeroization provisions allow for rapid emergency 
destruction of all keys stored in the loader. 

-Loader automatically turns itself off after60 seconds 
of no keyboard activity. 

-MASTER and SLAVE modes protected by key- 
board entered passwords provide for key trans- 
port only operation. In the SLAVE mode, no key 
can be changed and, zeroization is possible only 
with the power-on method (see KEYLOADER 
in the OPERATIONAL SECURITY section). 

-LOCKED mode protected by keyboard entered 
passwords shuts down most of the keyboard 
initiated activities. In this mode, the stored keys 
cannot be accessed at all. 
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-In case of a malfunction, an error message is dis- 
played on the keyloader. See the KEYLOADER 
ERROR MESSAGES section below. 

KEYLOADER OPTIONS-- - 

Two independent hardware options are available 
inside all Voice Guard Keyloaders. These options are selected 
by the proper configuration of wire jumpers located on the 
Keypad Board. The GROUP option allows for the storage of 
either a maximum of one group of seven cryptographic keys, or 
for the storage of eight groups of seven (56 total) cryptographic 
keys. The DESTINATION option controls the internal desti- 
nation of a key when it is downloaded to a Voice Guard unit. 

GROUP OPTION 

When the Keyloader is configured for seven key 
storage, up to seven cryptographic keys can be stored in the 
Keyloader in seven adjacent memory positions. These posi- 
tions are numbered one through seven. A cryptographic key 
can bebe entered, downloadedor erased from any position with 
out affecting the stored key in any other position. In the seven 
key mode, the Keyloader will always display the key number 
1.x with the “x” denoting a digit 1 through 7. The display 
cursor will always appear under the “x” position. 

A jumper located on the Keyloader Keypad Board is 
connected to IC Ul pin 14. This jumper can be cut to enable the 
eight groups of seven keys (56 total) option. These key will be 
identified 1.1 - 1.7 through 8.1 - 8.7. With this 56 key mode 
enabled, the Keyloader display will show the group number (1 
through 8) before the decimal point and the position number (1 
through 7) following the decimal point. With the 56 key mode 
enabled, the display cursor will always fiit appear under the 
group number position. 

DESTINATION OPTION 

within each of the eight groups of cryptographic 
keys, each key is assigned a memory position number one 
through seven. This position number corresponds to the 
number following the decimal point shown on the Keyloader 
display. This position number, along with the corresponding 
cryptographic key is normally sent to the Voice Guard unit 
during a key transfer. 

With a Keyloader configured for DESTINATION 
Option 1, a cryptographic key being downloaded to a multi-key 
Voice Guard unit will be stored in the Voice Guard unit’s 
cryptographic memory position. that corresponds to the posi- 
tion number sent from the Keyloader. The key group number, 
the number preceding the decimal point in the display, is not 
transferred to the Voice Guard unit. For example, key 1.5 and 
key 6.5 will both be transferred to multi-key Voice Guard units 
key position 5, and the last key transferred will be the active key 
#5 in the Voice Guard unit. 

Some Voice Guard units, such as the VG-9600 and 
the MPS, can be preset to either ignore the position number 
during a download and put all keys into position one, or to 

‘direct each key into the corresponding position described by 
the position number. 

The M-PD portable is configured only for multiple 
key operation. The key selection is coupled to the radio 
channel number by means of the personality information 
programmed into the radio. The keys are always loaded into 
the key position identified by the Keyloader position number. 

Some users wish to store several cryptographic keys 
in their Keyloader and be able to load any of them into key 
position one of an M-PD. This is possible by increasing the 
Keyloader storage capacity to 8 groups via the GROUP option. 
The keys can then be loaded into position 1.1,2.1, ---, 8.1 and 
selectively transferred to the M-PD to position one. Some 
users, includingallFS-1027applications,donotwish toenable 
the 56 key storage mode. 

Both the DES and VGE Keyloader firmware has been 
revised to support the DESTINATION Option 2. This option 
assigns the position number one to all keys as they are trans- 
ferred to a Voice Guard unit, irrelevant of their position in the 
Keyloader. A jumper, located on the Keyloader Keypad Board 
at IC Ul pin 16, can be cut to enable the Option 2 mode. 

All DES Keyloaders with firmware vezsion 2.1 and 
all VGE Keyloaders with firmware version 1.1 have the 
DESTINATION option capability. The Keyloader display 
will show the selected option at the power-ON sequence. All 
earlier versions of Keyloaders only support the Option 1 mode, 
but they may be upgraded by changing the EPROM IC U5 on 
the Display Board. 

KEYLOADER TESTS and RESPONSES 

DES (19A148910Pl) 

The DES Keyloader automatically checks the parity 
of the second character of each pair as they are entered and 
rejects digits not producing an odd-ones parity for the digit 
pair. This is indicated by the cursor on the display not 
advancing after an improper character has been entered and the 
improper character flashes. Another entry from the keyboard 
willbecheckedforproperparitywiththefirstcharacterandthe 
new character will overwrite the improper character. If the 
parity check of the new character is good, the cursor will 
advance. Ifthe parity of the new character is not good, the 
cursor will not advance as described above. 

In addition, the DES keyloader performs a parity 
check on the key to be transferred at the beginning of the 
transfer process. Should the stored key have somehow been 
corrupted in the a keyloader memory, a “BAD PARlTY” 
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message will be displayed and the transfer immediately halted. 
In addition, a series of tests with the radio during the key 
loading process before a key is transferred. After the key 
transfer,theradioperformsanotherparitycheckonthekeyand 
sends the status back to the loader before the “GOOD LOAD” 
message is displayed by the loader. In the event that any of 
these tests fails, the key transfer is halted and an error message 
will appear on the keyloader display. 

There is a special DES failure condition where the 
radio may “bleep” at the end of a key loading sequence and the 
“GOOD LOAD” message appears on the Keyloader’s display. 
ThiscanoccurduetoalogicfailureintheVoiceGuardmodule. 
While this is a Voice Guard module failure, and is not associ- 
ated with the Keyloader, it can happen at the end of a key 

loading sequence, Ifit does occur, attempt to reload the key(s). 
If the radio does not “bleep” and the “GOOD LOAD” message 
appears, the problem was of a transient nature and the condi- 
tion should be ignored. If the “bleep” continues to reoccur, 
there is a Voice Guard unit logic failure. 

VGE (19A14891OP4) 

The VGE keyloader performs an ID test with the 
radio and looks for a specific return. Then, the keyloader will 
transfertheuserselectedkeyandagainiookforadefmedstams 
response from the radio before the “GOOD LOAD” message 
is displayed by the loader. In event that one of these tests fails, 
the key transfer is halted and an error message will appear on 
the keyloa&r display. 

KEYLOADER ERROR MESSAGES .~ 

Table 2-3 shows the messages and probable causes for DES 
keyloaders (19A148910Pl). Table 2-4 shows the messages 
and probable causes for VGE keyloaders (19A148910P4). 

JviFSSAGF, 

ERROR l- 

G 

Time-out during 
s-box test 

ii23YsE 

Cable not connected- 
VG unit not in FILL- 

Wrong algorithm- 
VG-9600 logic board II21 

not connected to H22 

ERROR 2 - 

ERROR 3 - 

ERROR 4 - 

ERROR 5 - 

ERROR 6 - 

ERROR 7 - 

ERROR A - 

ERROR B - 

External S-box 
test failure 

Parity test failure 

Test key failure 

Timeout during 
Auto-test 

Auto-test 
test failure 

Auto-test status 
byte error 

Time-out during 
key transfer 

Test key parity 
error 

VG DES chip defective 

VG DES chip defective 

VG unit defective 

VG unit failure 

VGunitfailure 

VG unit or loader 
failure 

VG unit failure 

VG unit failure 
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ERROR C - 

BAD l.(x) 
PARITY- 

Key transfer status VG unit or loader 
byte failure failure 

Key l.(x) as stored Loader failure 
is defective 

~~ Figure 2-3. DES Keyloader Error Messages 
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ERRORl- 

ERROR2- 

ERROR 3 - 

ERROR4- 

ERROR 5 - 

KEY MANAGEMENT 

. 
Time-out during 

ID request 

Illegal ID 
return 

Timeout during 
key transfer 

ID status byte 
failure 

Key transfer error 

Cable not connected- 

Wrong algorithm- 

VG unit defective 

VG unit defective 

VG unit defective 

VG unit defective 

Figure 2-4. VGE Keyloader Error Messages 

The real security in any voice privacy system comes 
from the fact that the specific cryptographic key being em- 
ployed in any system at a specific time is not known. Further- 
more, the more often a key is changed, the greater the level of 
system security. This is because: 

a) If the key being used has been discovered by an 
adversary, frequent changing of the key will ne- 

- gate the discovery. 

b) If an adversary is attempting an ‘exhaustive 
search”, changing the key forces the search to be 
started over. 

Maintainmg the secrecy of the key is of utmost 
importance. Since the keyloader has the active key(s) stored in 
it, it is essential that the keyloader notbe left laying on a service 
bench or in an unlocked desk drawer. Maintenance should be 
performed with test keys, not the operational key(s) and, upon 
completion of maintenance, the operational key(s) should then 
be installed by a person responsible for key security. 

Ideally, a cryptographic key should be composed of 
randomly selected characters. Care must be taken to not use 
such sequences as one’s Social Security number, phone num- 
ber, address, etc. Such sequences are logical first ties for an 
adversary conducting an “exhaustive search”. If several keys 
are to be employed in one area, the keys should be significantly 
different, not just differ by one or two characters. Otherwise, 
for an adversary to find one key gives him a distinct advantage 
on discovering the others. 

In a large, dispersedorgani&ion where more than 
one keyloader must have the operational key, distribution of 
the key is ‘one of the weakest links in system security. The 
Voice Guard keyloader attempts to address this problem by 
allowing all of the keyloadem to be programmed at a central, 
secure point then, electronically lock the keyloaders with their 
preset LOCK code. The units can then be transported to 
another location by courier and unlocked upon arrival by using 
the preset UNLOCK code. -~ 

*** REMEMBER *** System security is solely 
dependent upon maintaining of the secrecy of the operational 
cryptographic keys. 

OPERATIONAL SECURITY 

KEYLOADER 

In an adversary situation where the keyloader is in 
imminent danger of being captured, it is possible to quickly 
destroy all of the cryptographic keys stored in the loader with 
one operation. This is accomplished most rapidly if the 
keyloader is OFF. First, depress and hold the “Z” button. Then 
depress the “PWR” button. The unit will power on and, upon 
detecting the “Z” button being depressed, will zeroize the 
entire key storage RAM. This procedure works for all three 
operational keyloader modes (MASTER, SLAVE and 
LOCKED). 

If a DES (or 1 group VGE) keyloader is already 
powered on, press the “EXE?’ button to get the unit back into 
the MASTER MODE. Then, depress the “2” button for 
zeroize, followed by the “A” button for all. The result will be 
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all 7 keys of group 1 will be erased. (NOTE: For FED-STD 
1027 applications, the keyloader will only support 1 group of 
7keys.)ForVGEkeyloadersoperatinginthe8groupmode(56 
keys), this method will zeroize only the selected group. 

MOBILE AND STATION 

The FED-STD FS-1027 endorsed models of VG- 
9600 Voice Guard module (VG-9600 C, S and SR) have anti- 
tamper and cryptographic key dumping capabilities. 

These VG modules fit on a mounting plate that has 
four protrusions that extend up into the module. The module 
is then slid forward to position it to be locked in place with the 
mechanical FILL./LOCK key. The process of sliding the 
module forward causes one of the protrusions to press against 
a microswitch. Once locked, the mounting plate holds this 
microswitch operated which, in turn, completes the electrical 
path for applying power to the cryptographic key RAM. Any 
action that even momentarily allows the microswitch to move 
to its released position, will remove power from the key RAM 
and ground the RAM power input terminal. This immediately 
destroys the cryptographic key contents of the module’s key 
RAM. Unless this microswitch is held operated, it is also 
impossible to load a key from the keyloader. See VG module 
Service Section manual for details. 

The mounting plate also has four recessed holes on 
the bottom to cover the mounting hardware and make it 
inaccessible when the VG unit is locked in place. When 
employing the VG-9600 in a station application, it is intended 
that the mounting plate be screwed onto a table top. Removal 
or tampering with the mounting will at least leave marks on the 
table as a warning that security has been compromised. 

TheFS-1027endorsedmodelsof VG-96OOalsohave 
the capability of being quickly rendered cryptographically 
useless in case of an emergency where the unit is in imminent 
danger of falling into an adversary’s possession. This is 
accomplished by fully depressing the recessed keydump push- 
button on the front of the VG-9600. This action removes power 
from the cryptographic key storage RAM and grounds the 
RAM chip power input pin. This immediately destroys all of 
the digital information stored in the RAM, thus obliterating the 
cryptographic key. To again make the VG-9600 functional, it 
is necessary to reload the operational keys tiom a keyloader. 
Upon depressing the keydump button, the frame of VG digital 
data being transmitted will be completed, but the VG module 
will not start transmitting the next frame of data. Each frame 
of VG data is approximately 0.25 seconds long. 

The non-1027 endorsed Voice Guard mobile units 
(VG-9600 CW, SW and SRW and, VGE-9600 CW, SW and 
SRW) do not provide the anti-tamper and key dumping fea- 
tures. 

PERSONAL 

MPS 

An MPS personal radio equipped with DES algo- 
rithm Voice Guard is only available in the FS- 1027 approved 
configuration. It has anti-tamper and cryptographic key 
dumping capabilities. The VGE algorithm version of MPS 
Voice Guard does not include the anti-tamper and keydump 
features. Both versions of Voice Guard equipped MPS port- 
able support only one cryptographic key. 

The Voice Guard module is contained in an extended 
MPS radio rear cover and forms an integral part of the radio. 
The module is retained by four mounting screws in the standard 
MS rear cover locations. Anti-tamper protection is accom- 
plished in the DES models by means of a cover plate over one 
of the four rear cover retaining screws. The cover plate is 
retained by another small screw, and the removal of this screw 
causes the cryptographic key to be electrically cleared. 

The DES cryptographic key is retained in alow power 
proprietary encryption chip which is powereddirectly from the 
unswitched radio battery. The DES VG module stores suffi- 
cient energy to retain the cryptographic key for at least 30 
seconds while the radio is switched OFF, to facilitate battery 
change. Key dumping is accomplished by removing the 
battery with the radio power switch ON. This quickly dis- 
charges the energy stored in the DES module back into the 
radio electronics thus “dumping” the cryptographic key. 

The VGE model stores the cryptographic key in non- 
volatile EEPROM memory. The cryptographic key is retained 
even if the battery is removed for extended periods. There is 
no provision for quickly destroying the cryptographic key in 
the VGE model of Voice Guard. . 

MPS personal radios can be equipped for up to 64 
channel operation with OA’s assigned on a channel by channel 
basis. MPS radios are programmable with a TQ-2310 pro- 
grammer. Cryptographic keys are loaded with a 19A148910 
key loader. 

M-PD 

ith either 
a 

An M-PD personal radio can be equipped wi 
DES or VGE encryption algorithms. The Voice Guard func- 
tion is contained on the M-PD main system board. Both the 
DES and VGE versions of M-PD are capable of supporting up 
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to 7 different cryptographic keys. These are selectable from the 
front keyboard of the radio or can be preprogrammed on a 
channel by channel basis. An M-PD can be programmed for up 
to 64 channels with OA’s assigned on a per channel basis. 
Voice Guard operation can also be selectively inhibited on a 
channel by channel basis. The personality information can be 
programmed into an M-PD with an IBM PC or compatible 
having at least 512 kilobytes of memory and running GE 
software package TQ-3319. Cryptographic keys are loaded 
with a 19A148910 keyloader. 

The key-dumping requirement of FS- 1027 has been 
met by holding the upper left and upper right most keys on the 
M-PD radio keypad down for at least one second. A message 
“KEY ZERO will flash on the display panel of the radio and 
all keys stored in the DES encryption chip will be erased. 

The anti-tamper requirement of FS-1027 has been 
satisfied in that when the RF (rear) portion of the M-PD radio 
is separated from the controller (front) portion of the M-PD 
radio, a switch is automatically operated that removes keep 
alive power from the DES encryption chip. This erases the 
stored cryptographic keys. 

With VGE, there is no requirement for the key- 
dumping and anti-tamper features supplied with all DES ver- 
sion M-PD radios. 

MECHANICAL KEY SECURJTY 

The main objective of key control, either crypto- 
graphic or mechanical keys, is to restrict and control the 
acquisition of keys. Anyone with temporary access to the 
standard type of keys has no problem in getting duplicate keys 
made for their own purposes. The basic problem is the ready 
availability of most key blanks and the common availability of 
key cutting machines. The vendor of the keys and locks used 
on the FS-1027 approved versions of Voice Guard has R- 
stricted the duplication capability of keys to his plant This is 
accomplished through using keys requiring angled cuts and 
critically tight tolerances. He also restricts the distribution of 
key blanks to his own manufacturing facility. 

Duplicate Voice Guard keys can be ordered through 
GE, but only by the number on the tag supplied with the 
mechanical keys when the Voice Guard equipment was deliv- 
ered. An order accompanied with a key requesting one or more 
duplicate keys cannot be accommodated. 

If all of the keys to a particular Voice Guard lock are 
lost, it will be necessary to replace the lock with a new one 
accompanied with new keys. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GE OUTSlDE ADDRESSlNG 

OUTSIDE ADDRESSING 

Voice Guard digital selective signaling or Outside 
Addressing.provides a Guarded mode equivalence for clear 
mode multitone encode/decode Channel Guard. 

CONCEPT 

Outside Addressing is accomplished by utilizing 
eight (8) unencrypted data bits that are located in the Voice 
Guard digital sync word Any combination of these 8 bits can 
be employed as an outside address (OA) however, hex “AC” is 
aspecialcase. DuringGuardedmodeoperation,thissyncword 
is repeated approximately four times a second. 

Voice Guard units require that individual TX and RX 
OA’s be programmed in their personality EEPROM for each 
operational radio channel. OA switching is ganged to theradio 
channel select leads. Failure of a Voice Guard (VG) unit to 
recognize a matching OA, even though the Guarded mode 
signal had a correct cryptographic key, will result in the 
receiver decrypted audio path not opening up and Channel 
Guard will keep the radio muted so that the encrypted data will 
not pass through the clear audio path. 

A VG unit continmliy examines the OA contained in 
a received Guarded mode signal and looks for a match with the 
stored OA for that channel in the hexidecimal range of 00 
through FF. If a hex “AC” OA is received, the VG unit will 
interpret it as a universal receive code and will open up the 
receiver audio path (assuming the cryptographic key is correct) 
independent of the receive OA programmed for that channel. 
Similarly, a transmit OA for a given channel programmed with 
a hex “AC” will serve as an all-call, independent of the OA(s) 
that might be programmed in the VG receivers being contacted. 
Again, the cryptographic keys must all be the same. 

Remote, repeat and remote/repeat stations also have 
the capability of examining the OA on an incoming VG signal 
and eitherresponding to or ignoring the signal. The stations can 
also optionally modify the OA of a VG signal received via the 
station RF receiver as it is retransmitted on the RF path. The 
OA’s to and from the remote control point via the telephone 
line are retransmitted on the station RF path unchanged. 
Several different station configurations of OA operation are 
selectable by means of the three “DIP” switches on the VG 
station shelf. 

It should be noted that Voice Guard disables the 
Channel Guard (CTCSS) encode and decode functions when 
operation is in the Voice Guard mode. However, the use of 
Channel Guard when in the Clear mode is highly recom- 
mended because, without Channel Guard to keep the receiver 
muted, a Voice Guard signal with a wrong key or non- 
matching OA will unsquelch the receiver and be heard in the 
speaker as a loud hiss for the duration of the transmission. In 
addition, all non-VG equipped receivers without Channel 
Guard will also receive all VG transmissions as a loud hiss. 

Outside addressing makes a variety of Guarded mode 
control and selection functions possible. Multitone Channel 
Guard selection can be ganged to radio channel frequency 
select lines in a manner similar to OA selection, thus making 
it possible to configure parallel control paths for Guarded and 
Clear mode operation that appear as one to the user. 

MOBILE 

All versions of VG-9600 Voice Guard module that 
are applied to DELTA and RANGR mobile radios have OA’s 
assigned on a channel by channel basis up to a maximum of 32 
channels (16 channels for RANGR). In addition, the transmit- 
ted OA and the received OA for each channel are independ- 
ently specified and need not be equal. These OA’s may be any 
decimal value from 0 through 255 (hex 00 through hex FF) and 
are programmed into the VG unit’s personality EEPROM 
utilizing the TQ-2310 programmer. See the CONCEPT sec- 
tion above regarding the all-call code hex “AC”. See LBI- 
3 1523 for detailed TQ-23 10 instructions. 

The DELTA S and SX mobile radios channel select 
system involves the binary encoding of up to 32 radio channels 
on 5 frequency select lines (FB-1 through FB-5) in the control 
unit and their subsequent decoding in the radio synthesizer 
control circuitry. These five lines are read by the Voice Guard 
logic as the radio control cable is looped through the VG unit. 
The radio channel number and the states of the 5 frequency 
lines are shown in Chapter 5, Figure 5-9. These lines are 
normally pulled to a + voltage which appears as a logic “1” in 
Figure 5-9. Grounding of a frequency select lead constitutes a 
logic “0”. RANGR mobiles employ the same frequency select 
system except only 16 channels are provided and only the four 
least significant select lines (FB-1 through FB-4) are utilized. 

The DELTA S and SX mobile radios can have an ad- 
ditional 32 channel blocks of operating frequencies dynami- 
cally downloaded from some control units. These 32 channel 
blocks are called channel “MODES” and, the S99O/S950 
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control units provide for the downloading of up to 4 modes of 
32 channels each, for a maximum capacity of 128 channels. 
The Voice Guard unit however, only reads the five channel 
select lines and does not take cognizance of the channel MODE 
number. Therefore, radio channel 9 of control unit MODE 1 
will have the same TX and RX OA’s as radio channel 9 of 
control unit MODE 4, even though the radio frequencies for 
these two modes may be totally different. RANGR mobiles 
can support four modes of 16 channels each. The same OA 
assignment restrictions described for DELTA apply to mul- 
tiple modes in the RANGR. 

PERSONAL 

MPS 

Both the DES and VGE versions of Voice Guard 
modules for the MPS radio provide for separate assignment of 
transmit and receive OA’s and data polarity on a channel by 
channel basis. This, aloug with other, personality information 
is stored in an BBPROM in the VG module and is programmed 
with a TQ-23 10 programmer. 

. . 
Outside addressing for the MPS operates in much the 

same way as for the mobile described in the MOBILE section 
above. The major difference is that the MPS personal can 
support up to 64 radio channels and the EEPROM has the 
capability of storing individual TX and RX OA’s for each 
channel for a maximum total of 128 OA’s. 

M-PD 

Both the DES and VGE versions of M-PD radio 
provide for separate assignment of transmit and receive OA’s 
and data polarity on a channel by channel basis. In addition, 
VG operation can also be inhibited, and selection of any one of 
up to seven cryptographic keys can also be programmed on a 
channel by channel basis. This, along with other, personality 
information is stored in a lithium battery backed-up RAM 
inside the M-PD radio. 

Outside addressing for the M-PD operates in much 
the same manner as for the mobile described in the MOBILE 
section above. The up to 64 channels of VG personality 
information along with other radio characteristics can be 
programmed with an IBM PC or compatible with at least 512 
Kilobytes of memory and running GE soft$are package TQ- 
33 19. 

DELTA DESK TOP STATIONS 

The DELTA DESK TOP stations are DELTA mo- 
biles mounted in a sloping panel cabinet with an AC power 

supply. When equipped for Voice Guard operation, the origi- 
nal station cable harness is replaced with one that picks up the 
required interconnection to a VG unit. The VG unit, which is 
the same configuration as used with DELTA mobiles, is to be 
mounted adjacent to the station. 

The DELTA DESK TOP station supports up to 16 
radio channels. The radio channel select leads are also deliv- 
ered to the VG unit so that each operational radio channel will 
have an individual programmable TX and RX OA. OA assign- 
ment and all-call operation is the same as that described for the 
DELTA mobile. No coiit?ol unit dotiloading capability is 
provided with the DELTA DESK TOP station. 

END-TO-END STATIONS AND REPEATERS 

End-to-end encryption stations and all VG repeaters 
require a GETC or Voice Guard station shelf. Either of these 
shelves have three separate eight-section DIP switches, one 
switch (S 1) is for programming the radio receive channel OA, 
the second switch (S2) is for programming the radio transmit 
channel OA and the third is for establishing the station conflgu- 
ration. See LBIi3J54ff-and the VOICE GUARD STATION 
SHELVES section in Chapter 5 for additional details on the 
station shelf. 

STATION SHELF CONFlGURATlON SWITCHES 

Switch Sl establishes the matching OA required 
before the received RF signal can key up the repeater transmit- 
ter or initiate the sending of VG data to the telephone line 
modem. Ifahex”AC”set intoswitchS1, theshelfwillrespond 
to all valid format VG signals independent of the OA they 
contain, and the OA on the received RF signal will be retrans- 
mitted on both the controller (phone line) and repeater (RF) 
paths - unchanged. 

Switch S2 establishes the OA thatanyrepeat configu- 
ration station will transmit (RF) in the Guarded mode, pro- 
vided that switch S 1 is not set for hex “AC”. Any remote con- 
figuration station will transmit the OA on the VG signal 
received via the wire line port, independent of the setting of the 
transmit OA switch (S2) setting. -~ 

If Sl is set forany value other that hex “AC”, the 
received RF signal OA must match the value set in Sl. The 
repeater (RF) transmitter signal will contain the OA value set 
in switch S2 and the value of the OA signal sent down the wire 
line will be the originalreceived OA (i.e., the setting of S 1 of 
hex “AC”). 

An additional operational choice is selected by switch 
S3-5 which either enables or disables the all-call decode. If 
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enabled, an “AC” OA received on the RF path will be accepted 
independent of what OA is set in Sl. The repeated RF path 
signal OA will be the contents of S2 and an “AC” will be sent 
to the wire line path. If disabled, the station shelf will ignore 
the incoming RF path signal by virtue of a non-matching OA. 

Configuration switch S3 establishes the mode of 
station operation (i.e., remote, repeat, remote/repea& voted 
remote/repeat etc.), the data inversion criteria for the RF and 
wire line paths and the option of enabling or disabling the all- 
call decode. See LBI-3 1546 for additional &tails on setting 
switch S3. 

CONSOLE INTERFACE UNIT (CIU) - Tone control only 

In end-to-end encryption VG configurations, it is 
necessary to locate a VG-9600 at or near a dispatch center so 
that the station control lines can be encrypted during Guarded 
mode operation. Since a dispatch center of any size usually has 
several dispatcher positions, each with a separate console, the 
locating of cryptographic equipment at each console presents 
a sign&ant cost penalty. Since most dispatchers are located 
at a common place and that place can be made secure, the 
obvious approach is to interconnect all of the consoles on a 
clear mode basis and then connect these clear lines to a Console 
Interface Unit (CIU) which is also located at the dispatch 
center. 

Each console position is equipped for two frequency 
tone control operation. If a clear mode transmission is desired, 
the dispatcher transmits an Fl transmit select sequence. The 
ClU allows this tone sequence to pass and the remote transmit- 
ter is keyed up on the air on Fl in the clear. If a Guarded mode 
transmission is desired, the dispatcher transmits an F2 transmit 
select sequence. The CIU recognizes and intercepts the tone 
sequence before the transmitter is keyed on the air. The CIU 
then redirects the audio and keying paths so as to cause a VG- 
9600 to encrypt and connects the digital output to a wire line 
modem for transmission to the remote station. 

If a VG signal & received from the remote station, the 
VG-9600 in the CIU re&gnizes the signal and directs the CIU 
to rearrange the audio paths so as to deliver a decrypted signal 
to all of the consoles. 

Two-frequency station operation can be achieved if 
the console positions are equipped for four-frequency tone 
control. Frequency and mode selection occurs in the following 
manner: 

CoNsoLE MQRE 

Fl Clear Fl 
F2 Guarded Fl 
F3 Clear F2 
F4 Guarded F2 

The VG-9600 in the ClU can be programmed to 
produce and respond to different OA’s for transmitted Fl and 
la. 

CHANNEL GUARD MONITOR 

In the clear mode, when the Channel Guard monitor 
button on the microphone or console is momentarily de- 
pressed, the receive Channel Guard is disabled and the dis- 
patcher hears all transmissions on the channel. In the Guarded 
mode, when the Channel Guardmonitorbutton is momentarily 
depressed, the receive OA appears as if an “AC” had been 
programmed into switch Sl. Any Guarded signal will be sent 
on to the dispatcher via the wire line port with the OA 
unchanged and, the repeater will key up in the Guarded mode 
with the transmitted signal having the OA value set in switch 
S2. To restore normal Channel Guard and Voice Guard opera- 
tion, it is only necessary to momentarily key up the transmitter 
in the clear mode via the wire line path. 

E/D REMOTE ONLY STATiON 

An E/D Remote only station has the VG-9600 unit 
installed at the station instead of at a remote control point and 
the control line between the two is always unencrypted. This 
is the only configuration of Voice Guard MASTR II station that 
doesnotrequireaGETCorVGStationShelf. TheE/DRemote 
only station can be configured for either one or two frequency 
operation. In either case, the VG unit is normally configured 
to support one OA. 

An E/D Remote only station will respond to the all- 
call OA in addition to the programmed OA. The VG unit OA 
channel 1 is the channel that is utilized. 

E/D REMOTE/REPEAT STATION 

The ED Remote/Repeat configuration of MASTR II 
Station combines the characteristics and hardware comple- 
mentofboththeVGRepeaterandtheE/DRemoteonlystation. 
The VG-9600 unit performs the required encrypt/decrypt 
function for the local service microphone and speaker and, for 
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the remote control point via au unencrypted four-wire control 
line. The GETC or VG Station Shelf performs the required 
data storage and regeneration functions for repeater operation. 
The VG96OO unit and the GETC or station shelf operate quite 
independently except that a local (service microphone) or 
remote console initiated transmit command will preempt the 
repeater operation of the VG Station Shelf, even if a signal is 
being repeated, 

Outside addressing of the VG unit is as described for 
an E/D remote only station. Since an E/D Remote/Repeat 
station is available only configured for only one frequency 
operation, there is only one TX and one RX OA available. 
Theseareasso-ciatedwithVGunitchaxmell. TheshelfRXand 
TX OA’s are independently set with DIP switches S 1, S2, and 
S3 and discussed in the END-TO-END STATIONS AND RE- 
PEATERS section above. A significantpoint of note is that the 
VG unit OA’s and the shelf OA’s do not necessarily have to be 
the same. See the SYSTEM APPLICATIONS section below 
for an example. 

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 

The following are several examples of system con- 
figurations involving the use of outside addressing for digital 
mode control and selection. The counterpart clear mode 
control equivalence, while not discussed, is attainable with 
multitone Channel Guard or other available tone co&& tech- 
niques. It should be noted that while VG Outside Address 
operation readily supports an all-call capability, typical multi- 
tone Channel Guard systems may not be able to support all- 
Call. 

EXAMPLE 1. - Standard system 

The simplest OA configuration of VG involves hav- 
ing all units and stations be programmed for the same OA 
(usually the default OA of hex 55). This is analogous to single 
tone Channel Guard clear mode operation. 

EXAMPLE 2. - Subdividing a fleet 

A fleet of units under the control of one dispatcher 
could be subdivided into groups so that all members of a group 
can communicate with all other members of his group but 
would not hear or be heard by the other groups. Furthermore, 
the dispatcher, with a base station - no repeater, would hear all 
of the groups and would be able to talk simultaneously to all 
members of all groups. 

System setup criteria: 

- All VG radios have the same key. 

- Each group operates with a different OA 
assignment. 

- The base station would be set for hex “AC” 
TXandRXOA. 

EXAMPLE 3. - Dispatcher subdividing a fleet 

A dispatcher can subdivide a fleet of units so as to 
communicate with 1 of up to 3 groups or talk to all of them. 
This is anticipated to be a simplex frequency operation utiliz- 
ing an end-to-end remote only station. 

System setup criteria. 

- Station controller--is set up for four-fie- 
quency operation with hex “AC” (all- 
call) for one TX OA and 3 unique TX 
OA’s for the remaining 3 channels. The 
RX OA is set for hex “AC”. 

- Rig the station for single frequency opera- 
tion. SetRXOAforhex“AC”(all-call) 
&id mode 0 remote station operation. 

-Each group of mobiles is programmed with 
one of the unique TX and RX OA’s. 

~- 
System operation 

- The dispatcher selects on of the OA’s and 
talks to that group. 

- The dispatcher selects all call OA and talks 
to everybody. 

-IfamobileTXOAisalsosetforhex“AC”, 
he will be able to talk to all groups. 
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EXAMPLE 4. - Selective repeater keying 

Where there are several repeaters located in different 
“zones”, it may be desirable to allow the mobile operator the 
ability of selecting which repeater is going to be brought up. 

System setup criteriaz 

- The mobiles, portables and control stations 
areprogrammed with the same frequen- 
cies but a different TX OA for each re- 
peater to be selected 

- Set the RX OA for each repeater to be one 
of these unique values. 

- The repeater TX OA’s and the mobile RX 
OA’s will all be the same value but 
different from the repeater input OA’s 
(hut should not be the all-call code hex 
“AC” as this would prevent repeater 
talk around). 

- Input all-call (S3-5) enabled. 

- For talk around, the mobile TX OA’s will 
then be the same as the repeater TX 
OA’S. 

- To bring up all repeaters within range, 
program mobile TX OA for hex “AC” 
(all-call). 

EXAMPLE 5. - Selective repeater access but always contact 
dispatcher. 

- The station always transmits the mobile 
RX OA. 

System Operation 

A mobile transmitting with the repeater OA 
will key up the repeater and the all-call 
station VG unit OA will receive the mobile. 

A mobile transmitting with the non-repeater 
OA will still be heard by the all-call OA 
station VG unit. 

The station/repeater output will always be 
heard by all mobiles as the TX OA always 
equals the fixed RX OA’s in the mobiles. 

2. 
A base/repeater system where the dispatcher hears 

andtalkstoallunits,buttheunitseachhavetheabilitytoenable 
the repeater or just talk to the dispatcher. This can be accom- 
plished with the E/D Remote/Repeat station. 

System setup criteria: 

- All mobiles and portables are programmed 
for 2 channels with the same frequen- 
cies but two different TX OA’s. Re- 
ceive OA’s are all the same. 

- The repeater shelfreceive OA is set for one 
of the mobile TX OA’s. The station VG 
unit RX OA is set for hex “AC” (all- 
cm. 

NOTES AND COMMENTS 

1. Even though OA codes can be assigned any value 00 
(hex) through FF (hex), it has been noted that occa- 
sional falsing can occur when operating in the clear 
mode with Voice Guard equipped radios. This 
occurs when certain Channel Guard tones in the pres- 
ence of noise (typicaIly due to weak RF signal level) 

. are improperly decoded as valid VG late entry start of 
preamble and valid OA. This briefly switches the VG 
unit to the Guarded mode, however the VG unit 
immediately discovers that the rest of the required 
VG signal is missing and the audio path is switched 
back to clear. This results in an occasional blank hole 
being punched in a clear mode received audio. This 

can be avoided by not using either of the two OA 
values 00 (hex) and FF (hex). 

While it has been noted that the E/D station and CIU 
implementations of VG are limited in the number of 
OA’s available, it should also be noted that this 
limitation has to do with the number of normally 
available frequency select leads. Should a particular 
system application require that more OA’s be avail- 
able at a dispatch point, it would only be necessary to 
go into the cable connected to the back of the VG unit 
and free up the leads identified as FB- 1 through FB- 
5 and tape back the wires. It is now possible to extend 
these five wires to an external binary coded selector 
switch using the logic table shown in Figure 5-9. The 
desired 32 OA’s would be programmed into the 
personality PROM of the VG unit and would he 
selectable independent of the transmit frequency. 
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CHAPTER 4 

VG TRANSMBSION CHARACTERISTICS/TEST 
METHODS 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

In order to properly set up and operate a Voice Guard 
system, there are several system level parameters that require 
attention. These include: control line characteristics, transmit- 
ted digital waveform, data polarity and the outside address 
assignment. This section deals with these subjects except for 
outside address assignment which is covered in Chapter 3. 

CQNTROL LINE CHARACTERISTICS 

There are two generic types of Voice Guard remote 
control stations. These are: a) end-to-endencryption and b) RF 
only encryption. 

In end-to-end encryption, a Voice Guard unit is in- 
cluded as part of the dispatch console/CIU equipment and the 
remote station has digital data processing circuitry but does not 
have any cipher or encryption capability. Cryptographic key 
information is not required at the remote station. The control 
circuit, be it privately owned or telephone company supplied, 
or be it wire or microwave, must be a four-wire data grade 
circuit capable of supporting 9600 baud Voice Guard data. In 
this configuration the data transmit~ted over the control circuit 
as well as over the radio path(s) is encrypted. This provides the 
highest level of system security. 

In RF only or encrypt/decry& (E/D) stations, a Voice 
Guard unit is included as part of the remqte station equipment. 
This requires that the working cryptographic key mustreside in 
the Voice Guard unit at the remote station. The control circuit 
now only c@es clear (unencrypted j information. The Voice 
Guard unit is remotely selected for CLEAR or GUARDED 
mode of operation at the start of each transmit PIT, receive 
mode selection is automatic. Four-wire control is still a 
requirement but now only needs to be a voice grade (not data 
grade) circuit. While this configuration only provides encryp- 
tion over the RF path(s), significant system cost savings can be 
had, especially in voted receiver applications. 

REMOTE CONTROL CIRCUIT 

When a local telephone company is contacted about 
furnishing a dedicated radio remote control circuit, one imme- 
diately finds that there are a large variety of available transmis- 
sion circuit characteristics - with a corresponding variety of 

costs. These transmission characteristics are defined by such 
terms as: 

2-wire 
4-wire 
Frequency response 
Net loss 
Frequency error 
Group (envelope) delay 
2000 grade 
3OOOgrade 

The following is an attempt to take some of the mystery out of 
this subject: 

* Two-wire -Describes asinglepair of dedicated metallic 
wires or the multiplexed equivalent. This ty-pe of circuit will 
support the bidirectional transmission of audio signals in the 
nominal 300 to 3000 Hz frequency range. Support of DC 
control signals is available only with physical or metallic 
equivalent circuits and may not be available in some areas. 

* Four-wire - Describes two pair of (usually) multiplexed 
dedicated telephone circuits with one pair going each way. 
Each pair will support unidirectional transmission of audio 
signals in the nominal 300 to 3000 Hz frequency range. One 
pair is usually designated as the SEND pair while the other is 
designated as the RECEIVE pair. DC signaling and control is 
usually not available. These circuits may be obtained for voice 
only or for voice and/or data applications. 

* Frequency response - This is usually defined as the 
maximum variation in attenuatron (loss) of a particular circuit 
over the specified frequency range relative to the attenuation 
measured at 1000 Hz, or in some cases 1004 I-l&. The frequency 
band of interest for most telephone circuits is 300 Hz to 3000 
Hz though other ranges may be specified. 

* Net loss - This is usually defined as the attenuation that 
a telephone circuit presents at 1000 or 1004 Hz. It can be 
determined by applying a 0 dBm signal to one end of a line and 
noting the absolute level delivered to a terminating load at the 
other end of the line. Typically, this loss ranges Tom 0 to 20 
dB. 

* Frequency error - Most present day telephone transmis- 
sion is accomplished by some form of electronic multiplexing. 
This may be done by either time domain or frequency domain 
techniques, or combinations of both over cable or microwave 
facilities. Some of the frequency domain links are not fre 
quency locked end-to-end but rely upon oscillator stability at 
both ends to minimize frequency shift of the recovered signal. 
Since these oscillators are not absolutely stable, the term 
“frequency error” is a measure of the spectral frequency shift 
of a received (delivered) signal relative to that which was 
transmitted. 
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* Group delay - This is a measure of the change of 
propagation delay through a telephone circuit (or any other 
transmission path) relative to the propagation delay that is 
presented at a reference frequency (usually 1000 Hz). This 
change of propagation delay can also be expressed as the rate- 
of-change of phase as a function of frequency. 

The effect of group delay is to cause the various 
frequency components of a digital waveform to be propagated 
at different rates. It might be thought of as a measure of a 
transmission system’s ability to carry square waves. Severe 
group delay will degrade the bit error rate of an otherwise good 
data signal. Telephone circuits that are intended tosupport 
high speed data signals will have much tighter~group delay 
specifications than will lines that are only intended to support 
voice signals. 

* 2OOOgrade - This refers to a family of telephone cir- 
cuits, covered by telephone company service tariffs, that are 
only intended to support voice signals. These are generically 
referred to as “voice grade circuits”. 

* 3ooO-grade - This refers to a family of telephone cir- 
cuits, covered by telephone company service tariffs, that are 
intended to support either voice or data signals. These are 
generically referred to as “data grade circuits”. These circuits 
can be obtained with several levels of conditioning. These are 
referred to as: standard, Cl, C2, C4 and D. 

TYPICAL LINE SPECIFICATIONS 

The following information represents the typical 
specifications that should be expected for voice and data grade 
circuits. The Voice Guard end-to-end encryption equipment 
requires a 3002 data grade channel without additional condi- 
tioning. 

Available in both 2-wire and four-wire configura- 
tions. Voice Guard E/D stations require four-wire. 

Frequency response: 300-3000 Hz, -3 dB to 
(rel. 1 kHz) +12 dB 

Frequency error: +,- 5Hz 

Group delay: 

Net loss: 

Minimum S/N: 

Not specified - 

Various specs available 

2odB 

Available in four-wire configuration. The Voice 
Guard end-to-end stations require a type 3002 circuit without 
special conditioning. 

Frequency response: 
(rel. 1 kHz) 

Frequency error: 

300-2700 Hz; -2 to +6 dB 
500-2400 Hi; - 1 to +3 dB 

+,- 5 Hz 

Net loss: 16dB maximum 

Group delay: 800to2600Hz;2000 
usec maximum 

Minimum S/N: 24dB 

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION - RADIO 

The Voice Guard encrypted signal can be character- 
ized as: 9600 baud, two level, NRZ, serial data This means 
that the data is a serial train of two-state data bits (i.e., l’s and 
Q’s) occurring at the rate of 9600 bits per second. The NRZ 
(non-return to zero) characteristic means that the duration of 
each data bit is a full clock period (approximately 104 micro- 
seconds) instead of returning to zero before the next bit time 
ssarts. This NRZ characteristic also means that the data has 
frequency components that extend down to DC and if passed 
through an AC coupled transmission media, a DC wandering 
or bounce will be present. The better the low frequency 
response of the transmission media, the less the bounce. Voice 
Guard requires a radio (baseband) frequency response flat 
down to below 10 Hz. 

-a 
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A second characteristic of NRZ data is that if it is 
inverted, it appears as a totally different data train and will not 
be recognized. This means that it is necessary to keep track of 
all data inversions caused by the radio equipment, or other 
causes. The personality PROM in each Voice Guard module 
provides a means for inverting or not inverting the transmitted 
and received data trains independently for up to 32 radio 
channels. GETC and VG station shelves have four hardware 
switches which provide a means for data inversion on each of 
the station data input and output paths. See the DATA 
POLARITY section below for a further discussion of data 
polarity. 

DATA FILTERING - RADIO 

The Voice Guard data as delivered from the VG logic 
circuitry or station shelf is a TTL logic signal. This signal has 
a 5 volt amplitude and the data transitions typically have 20 to 
30 nanosecond rise and fall times. To apply such a signal to the 
modulator of a radio transmitter would result in modulation 
sidebands that would extend to a displacement of several 
megahertz on each side of the RF carrier. Since the FCC 
spectral occupancy limitations for digital voice transmission in 
the Land Mobile Radio services clearly restricts the width of 
the modulation spectrum, fdtering of the data prior to the radio 
modulator is absolutely required. Such filtering must be phase 
linear so as to not add group delay and hence skewing of the 
data transitions. In addition, this filtering must not have a sharp 
cut-off response but, instead, have a smooth transition between 
the passband and the stopband regions. Filters having such 
responses are called a Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 
(GMSK) and Bessel filters. 

When a logic level data signal is passed through a 
GMSK filter, the fast data transitions are slowed down to 
approximate the shape of a cosine wave at the data clock rate. 
If the filtering is phase linear, all of the filtered data transitions 
will continue to cross a line midway between logic 1 and logic 
0 at precise clock intervals (104 usec for Voice Guard). If, on 
the other hand, the filtering is not phase linear (i.e., has group 
delay), the filtered data transitions will not cross aline midway 
between logic 1 and logic 0 at precise clock intervals but will 
be skewed in time on each side of the clock interval. If the filter 
frequency response rolls off too quickly, higher frequency data 
components such as single ones or zeros will be filtered more 
than longer groups of ones or zeros. This will result in a 
shrinking of the amplitude of the single data bits. 

EYE PATTERN DISPLAY - TWO LEVEL DATA 

A method of displaying these effects on an oscillo- 
scope is to trigger the scope from the data clock signal. Set the 
scope sweep rate so as to display slightly more than a single 
clockperiod. Conuectthedatatotheverticalinputof thescope 
and adjust the display for a symmetrical presentation about the 
horizontal center line. This has the effect of stacking all of the 
successive data intervals upon one another. If the data is not 
bandwidth limited (filtered), the display will appear as two 
horizontal lines (the upper line for one logic state and the lower 
line for the other logic state) and two vertical lines which 
represent all of the data transitions. See Figure 4-1 (a) for the 
data train and eye pattern display. An ideally filtered data train 
and eye pattern is shown in Figure 4-1 (b) while a non ideally 
filtered data train and eye pattern are shown in Figure 4-l (c). 

An alternate method of obtaining scope sync, when 
data system clock is not available, is to sync from one edge of 
data and display about three periods of data (i.e., three eyes). 
This method will not show the dispersing or skewing of zero- 
crossings to be as great as the clock synchronized display 
however, the amplitude distortions as shown will be the same. 
This alternate display method will be adequate for most system 
setup and troubleshooting purposes. 

If the VG transmitter data deviation is set for k3.0 
kHz and the eye pattern approaches the ideally filtered display 
shown in Figure 4-1 (h), the modulation spectrum of the 
transmitter will be within the required limits as presently 
defined by the FCC. 

STATION RECEIVER DATA MODS 

TheIFcrystalfiltersectionsemployedintheMASTR 
II station IFAS and MIF boards are normally adjusted for 
optimizedSINADperformance.,Themajorityoftheimportant 
modulation sideband energy is confined to the approximately 
middle two-thirds of the receiver IF passband. When Voice 
Guard data, at 9600 baud, is being transmitted, the modulation 
energy is uniformly dispersed over more than three-fourths of 
the receiver IF passband. In order to minimize the group delay 
and amplitude response effects of the receiver IF crystal filters 
on the Voice Guard digital signal, it is necessary to readjust the 
MIF and IFAS board IF’s in the presence of Voice Guard data. 
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IFAS board type 19D432667 provides the required 
adjustments on the crystal filters to permit VG data optimiza- 
tion. A Voice Guard unit or a pseudorandom test generator 
(19A149117P2) can be utilized as the external modulation 
source for a signal generator for IF alignment. The alternate 
(data sync) method of eye pattern display is adequate for the IF 
realignment. The realignment procedure is described in the 
VG station service manuals. 

A coupling capacitor on the output of the FM detector 
has also been increased in value from .47 uf to 10 uf in order to 
improve the low frequency response, thus minimizing the 
‘bounce” of the received NRZ data train. This modification is 
described in the VG station service manuals. 

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION - WIRE LINE 

It will be noted that the telephone line specifications 
listed in the DATA GRADE (3ooO) section above indicate that 
the frequency response of a data grade telephone line can only 
be expected to be usable from 300 to 2700 Hz. This is much less 
than that required by a two-level, JNRZ, 9600 baud data signal. 
In order to accommodate these high data rate signals on wire 
lines, dam modems are generally employed to convert the two- 
level, NRZ data to another form that will fit in the available 
passband of telephone circuits. 

DATA MODEMS - GENERAL 

Data modems have to perform two basic transforma- 
tions on the two-level data in order to convert it into a data 
signal that will only require use of the spectrum between 300 
and 2700 Hz. The first of these transformations is to eliminate 
the low frequency (DC) response requirement. This is usually 
accomplished by some form of subcarrier modulation scheme. 

The second basic transformation is to reduce the 
overall bandwidth required by the two-level data. This is 
usually accomplished by employing multilevel modulation, 
either multiphase or multiamplitude or both. Multilevel 
modulation has the benefit of reducing the required bandwidth 
as a function of the number of levels or states. For example: a 
four-level modem signal requires only half the bandwidth 
required by a 2-level signal, an eight-levelonlyrequiresl/3 the 
original bandwidth and, a 16-level signal only requires l/4 the 
original bandwidth This bandwidth reduction comes at the 
expense of an increase in the required modem link signal-to- 
noise ratio in order to maintain a given bit error rate. As the 
number of modulation levels increases, the minimum required 
signal-to-noise ratio also increases. 

Since most modem schemes almost always employ 
some sort of subcarrier modulation, there is a side benefit in that 
the resulting modem output is an RZ (Return to Zero) signal. 

This means that there is no data inversion if the wire line is 
disconnected and then reconnected - reversed. 

VOICE GUARD WIRE LINE MODEMS l 

Thewirelinedatamodems, 19A705178,employedin 
Voice Guard applications are 9m baud, asynchronous, 16- 
state, commercially available units similar to the Rockwell 
International model R96-FT. The 16-state operation is 
achieved by a few-level, four-phase quadrature amplitude 
modulation (QAM) scheme. In QAM, two multilevel ampli- 
tude modulated (AM) carriers are transmitted simultaneously. 
Interference between these twomodulated carriers is mini- 
mixed by using carriers of identical frequency with a constant 
90 degree relative phase angle. The weighted value of four 
sequential, 9600 baud data bits is converted in the modem to a 
unique amplitude and phase state. The weighted value of the 
next four bits is again converted to another unique amplitude 
and phase state, etc. Since the modem is converting four input 
bits at a time, there is four times more time to transmit the 16- 
level data bit than was required by the two-level data bit. This, 
in effect, has reduced the modem output data rate to 2400 baud. 
It should be noted that in two-level data signals, one baud 
equals one bit per second. However, in a 16-level data system, 
one baud equals four bits per second since each of the 16 
modem signal elements (states) represents binary 4 data bits. 
Figure 4-2 shows the bit constellation which depicts the 
relative phase and amplitude versus the weighted bit values. 

Figure 4-2. l&Level Bit Constellation * 

* Figure4-2 and the VOICE GUARD WIRE LINE MODEMS 
section above derived from copyrighted material (C)Rockwell 
International Corporation, 1986, all rights reserved, and used 
by permission. 
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WIRE LINE - DIAGNOSTICS ** 

In a Voice Guard system where wire line modems are 
employed, there is the potential of an ever recurring interface 
problem with the telephone company supplying the wire 
facility. When a system problem involving data transmission 
occurs, the first question to be answered is - is the problem with 
the VG equipment or with the wire line. 

A method for separating modem and line problems 
from VG equipment problems can be established by displaying 
the demodulated, multilevel baseband signals from the modem 
on an oscilloscope. The set of levels received on one carrierare 
displayed on the X-axis and the set of levels received on the 
other carrier are displayed on the Y-axis of an oscilloscope. 
Since these signals consist of discrete levels sent at high data 
rates, the resulting pattern displayed on the oscilloscope ap- 
pears to be a fixed set of points in the form of the constellation 
shown in Figure 4-2. 

The modem outputs “EYEX” and “EYEY” provide 
two serial bit streams containing data for display on an 
oscilloscope X and Y axis, respectively. Since this data is in 
a serial digital form, it must first be converted to parallel digital 
form by two serial to parallel converters and then to analog 
form by two D/A converters. A clock for use by the serial to 
parallel converters is furnished by “EYECLK”. A strobe for 
loading the D/A converters is furnished by the signal 
“EYESYNC”. FigureC3 is the basic schematic diagram of the 
hardware to generate the 16-level eye pattern constellation 
with eight-bit resolution. 

It is assumed that the modem transmitter sends the 
dam without noise or distortion hence, all 16 states in the data 
constellation will appear as unique points and will appear as in 
Figure 4-4(a). The center of the constellation represents zero 
volts and increasing radial distance from the center represents 
increasing voltage on the line. 

Should the received signal also have significant mn- 
dom noise along with the data, the individual dots in the 
constellation would uniformly cluster about each ideal point in 
a circular manner. See Figure 4-4(b). Should the line impair- 
ment be periodic or is a function of the received signal itself, 
such as harmonic distortion, the distribution of individual dots 
about the ideal point will not be random. Figure 4-4(c) shows 
the radial distribution of dots due to a nonlinear device on the 
line. The higher level signal elements are distorted more than 

** The WIRE LINE - DIAGNOSTICS section above was 
derived from material (C) Rockwell International Corpora- 
tion, 1986, all rights reserved, and used by permission. 

the lower level signal elements. Figure 4-5 shows the tangen- 
tial distribution of dots due to phase jitter or envelope delay. If 
a line impairment is marginal, it may not be obvious at just 
looking at an oscilloscope face however, a storage scope or 
scope camera with a 10 - 15 second exposure will show it up. 

A piece of test equipment called an “EYE PATTERN 
ADAPTER”, drawing number 19A149431, incorporates the 
circuitry shown in Figure 4-3 and is available through GE 
Service Parts. 

DATA POLARITY 

STANDARD 

A data polarity standard for all Voice Guard opera- 
tion has been established. This is: 

_ A). A logic one shall be a nominal +5 volts and a 
logic zero shall be a nominal 0 volts. 

B). A logic one shall cause the transmittedRF fre- 
quency to increase or be shifted higher. A 
logic zero shall cause the transmitted RF fit- 
quency to decrease or be shifted lower. 

INVERSION 

As noted earlier, Voice Guard NR.2 data cannot be 
inverted and still be recognized by a Voice Guard receiver. 
Data inversion cau occur in a radio by simply passing the data 
through an amplifier. Depending upon the amplifier design, it 
may or may not invert the data. In addition, superheterodyne 
receiver and transmitter PLL mixers will invert direct FM, 
NRZ data if high-side local oscillator injection is employed. 
Conversely, no inversion occurs if low-side local oscillator 
injection is employed. 

Table 4-1 displays the data polarity characteristics of 
the various bandsplits of HR and UHF DELTA S and SX 
radios. RANGR radios do not invert either transmit or receive 
data on any split of any band (HB through 800 MHz). Table 
4-2 displays the data polarity characteristics of RANGR 
mobile and MASTR II base stations. If the table indicates non- 
inv, the transmitter or receiver does not invert the data. If the 
table indicates invert, the transmitter or receiver inverts the 
data. If inverted data is applied to a transmitter that inverts, the 
resultant transmitted data will meet the conditions of the data 
standard. This means that if the particular entry in the table 
indicated “non-inv”, the corresponding VG personality prom 
programming should also he noninverted. Conversely, if the 
table entry indicates “invert”, the corresponding VG prom 
programming should be inverted. 
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*Figure 4.3 derived from copyrighted material (C) Rockwell International 
Corporation, 1988, all rights reserved, and used by permission. 

X-OUT 
fSCOPE) 

Y-OUT 
(SCOPE) 

Figure 4-3. Eye Pattern Constellation Hardware 
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Figure 4-4. Eye Pattern Displays 

o CONTINUOUSLY PER IO0 I C 
PHASE SMEARING 

o LITTLE OR NO AMPLITUDE 
SMEARING 

Figure 4-5 
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HIGH BAND 

System Board 
OLD ‘S’ NEW ‘S’ ‘SX 

19D9OQ951 19D901720 19D901650 

TX Low split non&v 
TX High Split non&v 
Rx Low Split non-inv 
Rx High Split non-inv 

invert 
invert 
non&v 
non-inv 

invert 
iIM!Xt 

non-inv 
invert 

System Board 
OLD ‘S’ NEW ‘S’ ‘SX 

19D900920 19D901620 19D901670 

TX 403-430 
TX 403-440 
TX 440-470 
TX 470-494 
TX 494-512 
TX 440-470 
Rx 403-430 
Rx 403-440 
Rx 450-470 
Rx 470-494 
RX 494-512 
Rx 440-470 

non-inv 

non-k 
non-inv 
non-inv 

non-inv 

non-inv 
non&v 
non&v 

invert 

invert 
invert 
invert 

non-in+ 

non-inv 
non-inv 
non&v 

illVk3-t 

invert 

non-inv 

invert 

Table 4-l. DELTA radio data polarity 

AlI RANGR Receivers 
All RANGR Transmitters 

AII MASTR II Receivers 
All MASTR II Transmitters 

= noninvert 
= noninvert 

= invert 
= noninvert 

Table 4-2. Data Polarity RANGR Mobile & MASTR II Station 
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INVERSION TEST METHOD 

The following procedure supports a method to deter- 
mine whether a particular piece of equipment inverts data or 
not. It is fiit necessary to verify the characteristics of the test 
equipment, then that equipment can be used for subsequent 
evaluations. The test equipment required for this procedure is: 

l- Adjustable duty cycle pulse generator with a 50 
to 100 msec pulse rate. 

I- RF signal generator that can be FM modulated 
with the pulse generator. 

l- System or deviation monitor such as Cushman 
CE-6 or equivalent with CRT modulation dis- 
play. 

l- Audio grade oscilloscope. 

Test Equipment Verification 

It is fmt necessary to determine the data inversion 
characteristics of the test equipment before proceeding with 
radio measurements. The test setup of Figure 4-6 describes a 
simple test setup. 

- Manually increase and decrease the signal generator 
RF frequency and note the direction of the 
modulation display displacement from the 
nominal on-frequency position. This is ef- 
fectively modulating the signal generator 
with a DC signal. This establishes the modu- 
lation polarity characteristics of the deviation 
monitor. 

- Modulate the signal generator with a 4 to 1 duty 

signal generator MOD input and compare it 
to the polarity of the output from the devia- 
tion monitor. This establishes the mod&- 
tion polarity characteristics of the signal 
generator. 

Transmitter Polarity Determination 

Modulate the transmitter being tested with the output 
of the pulse generator as set up in the TEST EQUIPMENT 
VERIFICATION section above utilizing the digital modulator 
input of the transmitter. Observe the recovered modulation on 
the deviation monitor used in the TEST EQUIPIvlENT VERI- 
FICATION section above. This will indicate whether the data 
has been inverted or not. 

Receiver Polarity Determination 

Modulate the signal generator with the pulse genera- 
tor in the manner described in the TEST EQUlPMENT 
VERIFICATION section above. Put the generator on the RF 
frequency of the receiver being tested. Observe the recovered 
data at the output of the receiver with the oscilloscope (vol/Sq 
high for MASTR II stations). This will indicate whether the 
data has been inverted or not. 

VG TEST DEVICE 

InordertofunctionallytestaportionofaVoiceGuard 
system, it is highly desirable to be able to generate and decode 
the digital signals employed by the system. Figure 4-7 shows 
a method of using a VG-9600-S module, in conjunction with 
a system monitor, to encode and decode Voice Guard signals. 
Other RF devices such as signal generators and deviation 
monitors may be substituted for the system monitor. Table 4- 
3 lists the strapping changes to be made to a VG-9600-S to 
permit proper interface with the test equipment as configured 

cycle pulse at a 100 to 200 Hz rate. Note the in Figure 4-7. 
polarity of the signal being applied to the 

SCOPE 

Figure 4-6. Test Equipment Setup 
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MOD 
INPUT 

DEMOD 
OUTPUT 

51-4 

JI-!i 

Figure 4-7. Voice Guard Test Setup 

Jumper 514 - pin 2 to pin 3 = 2 section data filter 
Jumper J21- pin 1 to pin 2 = TX data out 53-6 
JumperJ23-pin2to$n3=RXdatainJ3-4 

Table 4-3. VG9600 Test mode strapping 

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE DEVIATIONS 

The inclusion of the “VOICE GUARD”. option to a 
DELTA or RANGR mobile radio will cause the following 
change in radio performance limits as noted. Similar effects 
can be expected with other Voice Guard equipped radios. 

TX audio dist (clear mode) 
room temp 
temp extremes 

- no change 
- 7% 

RX audio dist (clear mode) 
room temp 
temp extremes 

- no change 
- 7% 

TX FM hum and noise (clear mode) - 55dEs 

RX hum & noise unsquelched - 45dB 

TX adjacent channel interference level 
degraded in the Guarded mode relative 
to the Clear mode: -25t03odEi 
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CHAPTER 5 

VG SYSTEM HARDWARE AND CONFIGURATION 

SYSTEM CONFIGURING 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Voice Guard capability can be provided on a com- 
plete system basis in high band and UHF. It is available on 
MASTR II base stations and repeaters, either with or without 
voting and with either end-to-end orRFonly encryption. Voice 
Guard is available on DELTA-S or DELTA-SX and RANGR 
mobiles and will work with S550, S950 or S990 control units. 
In addition, DELTA desk top stations and, MPS and M-PD 
portables are also available with Voice Guard. 

Encryption 

In all configurations, clear or encrypted (Guarded) 
mode transmission is operator selectable by means of an easily 
accessible switch. Selection of the reception mode is always 
automatic in all but theFS-1027 endorsed mobiles and stations 
which also have a mode selector (OFF) position that disables 
both transmission and reception of encrypted signals. When in 
other than the OFF position, the FS-1027 endorsed equipments 
also provide automatic receive mode selection. See Chapter 1 
and VG equipment instruction books for details. 

Either of two encryption algorithms, DES and VGE, 
are available in all Voice Guard products. The DES algorithm 
is required for FS-1027 endorsed applications. The FS-1027 
endorsement is a prerequisite for Federal Government use. 
Export of the DES algorithm is, in general, prohibited. The 
VGE encryption algorithm is acceptable for United States State 
Department export license to certain countries. 

VGE and DES equipped radios will not talk to one 
another in me Guarded mode, even if the corresponding key- 
loaders contain the same cryptographic key. The same key- 
loader will not work on both types of equipment. See the 
SECURITY AND THE KEYS section for a detailed discussion 
of the cryptographic keys. 

Equipment that has been endorsed as meeting the 
requirements of FED-STD FS-1027 has an assigned USGEID 
number which appears on the equipment name plate. Table 5- 
1 lists the assigned USGEID numbers and associated available 
Voice Guard equipment. 

USGEID # 

00000021 

00000022 

00000026 

ooo(xK)30 

OOOoO033 

00000036 

00000037 

Line Requirements 

1 

EQUIPMENT 

VG-9600-S w/DELTA and 
RANGR mobiles 

19A148910 DES Keyloader 

Ml% Personal radio 

VG-9600~SR w/E/D stations 

VG-9600-S w/DELTA desktop 
station 

VG-9600~SR w/Console 
InterfaceUnit 

M-PD Personal radio 

Table 5-l 

All versions of Voice Guard remote stations require 
a four-wire control line between the control point and the 
remote station. In the case of end-to-end encryption, these 
facilities must be capable of supporting 9600 baud, 16-level 
telephone modem data and have transmission characteristics 
that am at least as good as a type 3002 telephone line. In the 
case of RF only encryption, the four-wire control circuit is still 
required but, it only needs to be voice grade. This equates to 
a type 2000 telephone line. The control circuit can be tele 
phone company provided, private wire, radio, or microwaveso 
long as the transmission characteristics are satisfied. While it 
is desirable to have the digital BIT ERROR RATE (BER) of 
the control circuit be better than 1 error in 100,000 bits 
(approximately 1 error in 10 minutes), Voice Guard will still 
operate with bit error rates worse than 5% (approximately480 
errors per second or, 1 error in every 20 bits). Since weak RF 
signals into the station receivermay have a 5% BER or worse, 
it is most important not to have the control circuit add further 
degradation to the BER. 

Outside Addressing 

When operating in the Guarded mode, eight program- 
mable Outside Address (OA) bits located in me digital sync 
word provide a continual digital selective addressing capabil- 
ity that is roughly equivalent to Clear mode multichannel 
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encode/decode Channel Guard operation. If the OA of a 
Guarded mode signal being received matches the receive OA 
that has been programmed for that channel, and the crypto- 
graphic key is correct, the Voice Guard unit will pass recovered 
audio on to the receiver audio amplifier. If the OA’s do not 
match, the receiver audio will not be enabled independent of 
whether the cryptographic keys match or not. An equivalent 
“all call” OA is provided that will match all receivers inde- 
pendent of the OA that they may have programmed Up to 32 
separate TX and RX OA’s are stored in the mobile Voice 
Guard unit’s EE personality PROM, while up to 64 separate 
TX and RX OA’s are stored in the personality PROM of the 
Voice Guard equipped MPS or M-PD portable.. OA selection 
is slaved to the channel selection switch of the radio. 

A Voice Guard Station shelf or GETC only supports 
the programming ofone TX and one RX OA. An additional 
response to the all-call character (hex AC) can-be optionally 
enabled. These are set by the eight-section DIP switches (Sl, 
S2 and S3) on the station shelf. See Chapter 3 for a detailed 
discussion of outside addressing. 

Multifrequency Operation 

Multifrequency operation is available with Voice 
Guard equipped radios. The DELTA mobile radio can support 
up to 32 channels with individual TX and RX OA’s while the 
RANGR mobile can support up to 16 channels with individual 
TX and RX OA’s. With an S990 control unit, a total of 128 
channeloperationcanbeobtainedwiththeDELTAradio. This 
is accomplished by means of downloading a group of 32 
channels. Since the Voice Guard module does not recognize 
the different downloaded groups, the OA assignment remains 
the same for each block of 32 channels. Voice Guard equipped 
MPS and M-PD personal radios can support up to 64 channels 
with individual TX and RX OA’s. 

End-to-end remote only stations in conjunction with 
a CIU and E/D (RF only encryption) stations can support hvo- 
frequency operation however, the TX and RX channels are 
ganged together. Frequency and Guarded/&armode selec- 
tion is accomplished with the four tone control function tones 
as outlined in Table 5-2. 

Function 
Tone- Hz 

1950 Fl 

1850 Fl 

1350 F2 

1250 la 

Channel Mode 

Clear 

Guarded 

Clear 

Guarded 

Table 5-2. Tone Control Function Tones 

0 

Two-frequency operation with a CIU permits sepa- 
rate OA’s to be associated with each frequency while only one 
Voice Guard OA is available for both frequencies of a two 
frequency E/D remote station. (See the NOTES AND COM- 
MENTS section in Chapter 3). 

In the case of the E/D Remote/Repeat configuration, 
where the station has both a Voice Guard unit and a Voice 
Guard Station Shelf, the VG unit OA and the station shelf OA 
are independently selected and do not necessarily have to be 
the same. 

Channel Guard Operation 
_ 

. While the application of Voice Guard to a system 
does not require that Channel Guard be employed during Clear 
mode operation, it is highly recommended. When operating in 
the Guarded mode, Channel Guard encode and decode are 
disabled as the Voice Guard data spectrum extends through the 
base band region used by Channel Guard. Since there is a finite 
time for a Voice Guard-unit or station shelf to recognize the 
validity of an incoming digital signal and switch the audio 
paths, there will be a noticeable “burp” of data at the beginning 
of each Guarded mode transmission. If Channel Guard is 
employed in the Clear mode, this “burp” will not be heard as 
there will be no Channel Guard tone transmitted with the Voice 
Guard data hence, the receiver will not unsquelch until the 
Voice Guard data has been validated. 
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In addition, for systems without Channel Guard, non- 
Voice Guard equipped radios or Voice Guard equipped radios 
receiving an invalid OA or key, will unsquelch during a 
Guarded mode transmission and the data will be heard as a 
“white noise” hiss through out the duration of the transmission. 
While a Voice Guard signal sounds like noise, the modulation 
frequency components in the 5 to 7 kHz range, where the noise 
squelch operates, are filtered out to minimize adjacent channel 
interference and meet the FCC spectral occupancy require- 
ments. This results in noise squelch receivers opening up in the 
presence of a Voice Guard data signal. Channel Guard opera- 
tion in the Clear mode resolves this system situation. 

VOICE GUARD STATION SHELVES 

ToaddVoiceGuardcapabilitytoaMASTR IIstation, 
equipment must be added to perform the data recognition and 
regeneration functions required by Voice Guard. These func- 
tions can be provided by Zither a VG Station Shelf, type 
19D438054, oraGETC shelf, type 19D901868. Both shelves 
can perform the same identical Voice Guard station functions 
~dtheyaredirectlyinterchangeableandoperatewiththesame 
software PROM. They are each housed in a 1 rack unit (1.75 
inch) high assembly that is added to a standard highband or 
UHF MASTR II station. Voice Guard capability may be 
factory or field installed. Field installation involves mounting 
the shelf, adding a new station harness and incorporating 
several simple station modifications. The station must have an 
FM exciter and a 19D432667 lFAS board and, if a remote 
configuration, be equipped for four-wire operation. 

The basic functions of a VG station shelf or GETC are 
that of a Voice Guard data recognizer, regenerator and signal 
router. Eithershelfconsistsofhvoserialdataports(theRFport 
andthelineport),anRS-232serialport,andvariousaudio,data 
and control lines which interface the shelf to the station. No 
cryptographic information is required by a station’ shelf for 
proper VG operation. Only E/D stations, which also employ a 
VG-9600 module, require the operational cryptographic key to 
exist at the station. 

The RF port modem chip receives data from the 
station receiver via volume/squelch high and sends recon- 
structed, filtered data to the transmitter modulator. When data 
is received, it is checked for a valid preamble, then for a valid 
outside address. After establishing that the signal is valid, the 
Voice Guard data that is continuing to be received is stored in 
a buffer, the preamble is reconstructed and the outside address 
is modified as required. Then, the entire reconstructed VG data 
signal is sent to the telephone line modem via the control line 
port modem chip in the case of remote station configuration 

and to the transmitter modulator via the RF port modem chip 
and data filter in the case of repeat station configuration. The 
through-put delay to support the data recognition and recon- 
struction is approximately 200 msec. 

The control line port on the shelf receives Guard& 
data from a Voice Guard equipped control point and sends 
Guarded data to the control point over a four-wire, data grade, 
control cir&t. Data received on the control line port is sent to 
the transmitter modulator via the RF port and data filter. 
Transmission of Voice Guard data over me four-wire control 
circuit involves the use of 9600 baud, &level data modems at 
both ends of the line. 

- 

The VG station shelfand GETC both operate from the 
station 13.8 volt DC supply so that battery backup operation 
can be supported in Voice Guard as well as standard station 
configurations. 

The shelves have eight possible operating configura- 
tions which are determined in the shelf software and are 
established by the settings of three configuration switches (S3 
switches 5,6, & 7). The OA characteristics are set by station 
shelfswitches S 1, S2 and S3-5. Figure 5-l shows the OA flow 
diagrams for the four data signal paths in the station. See 
station shelf LBI-3 1546 for a detailed discussion. A summary 
of these three configuration switches follows. 

Mode 0: Remote 

When receiving a Guarded signal, the shelf receives 
data via the RF port. Upon validation of the format, the shelf 
then sends the data to the telephone-line modem via the line 
port, where it is then sent to the control point via the control 
line. The Station Shelf, after obtaining amatch with switch S 1 
or if the all-call function is active, passes the received OA on 
through to the control operator. OA detection will also be 
performed in the Voice Guard unit at the remote control point. 

When the control operator wishes to transmit in the 
Guarded mode, 16-level modem data is sent up the control line 
to the telephone line modem and then on to the line port. Upon 
detection of proper format and transmit command, the shelf 
buffers the rest of the data, reconstructs the data preamble, keys 
on the transmitter, switches the modulation audio path to data 
and proceeds to transmit the buffered data being received. The 
transmit command also specifies transmitter frequency 1 or 2. 
The OA on the Guarded signal from the control point is 
retransmitted, unchanged, independent of the setting of the 
Shelf TX OA switch S2. 
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Figure S-1. OA Flow Diagram 
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Mode 1: Remote 

Tbis mode is presently identical to mode 0. 

Mode 2: Repeater Mode 6: Voter receiver 

The shelf receives Guarded data from the RF port, 
checks for valid OA, buffers and delays the data, reconstructs 
the preamble, keys up the transmitter and retransmits the 
buffered data out the RF port to the transmitter modulator. 
Only one transmit and receive frequency are supported. The 
transmitted OA will be the value set into Station Shelf switch 
S2, unless switch Sl has been set to the “all call” character 
(AC) where upon the transmitted OA will be the same as the 
OA of the received RF signal independent of what it might be. 

Mode 3: Remote/Repeat 

The Shelf receives Guarded data from the RF port, 
checks for valid OA or the “all call” character (AC), buffers 
and delays the data, reconstructs the preamble, keys up the 
transmitter and sends the buffered dam out the RF port to the 
transmitter and out the line port to the telephone line modem 
and then down the line. The received OA is sent down to the 
control point unchanged however, the transmitted OA will be 
the value set into switch S2 unless S 1 is set for “AC” in which 
case the transmitted OA will be the same as the received OA. 

Guarded data is also received from the line port via 
the control line and the telephone line modem. The shelf 
checks for valid format, buffers and delays the data, mcon- 
structs the preamble, keys up the trausmitter and sends the 
buffered data, via the RF port, to the transmitter modulator. 
The transmitted OA is the same as received from the control 
point independent of how S 1 or S2 might be set. Only one TX 
and RX tiequency is supported in this configuration. 

Mode 4: Voted Remote/Repeat 

In this mode, the signal paths are the same as for 
remote operation 

Mode 5: Satellite receiver 

This is areceive only mode. Guarded data is received 
on the RF port, OA validated, preamble reconstructed, data 
delayed to allow for telephone line modem training time and 

the encrypted data is sent down the line to the voter. If the 
received signal is not encrypted, it is sent down the same line 
to the analog voter. The OA may be set for any discrete value 
or the “all call” character (AC). 

This configuration of Shelf software is used only for 
voting. The Voter Receiver receives Guarded dam from a 
satellite receiver or a station receiver via its line port. The 
preambleisexaminedaudabiterrorrateiscalculated. TheRS- 
232 serial port is then used to communicate both ways between 
the Voter Receivers and the Voter Selector. The Voter Re- 
ceiver receives commands from the Voter Selector and sends 
back status and reconstructed Guarded data when commanded 
to do so. The OA should be the same as that set in the 
corresponding satellite receiver. 

Mode 7: Voter Selector 
- 

The Voter Selector polls each Voter Receiver over 
the RS-232 port and after deciding which one has the best bit 
error rate, commands that Voter Receiver to send its dam to the 
selector at 19.2 kilobaud via the RS-232 port. The Voter 
Selector then buffers and delays the data approximately 250 
msec and then sends it out through its line port. The received 
OA is passed in, unchanged, independent of switches S land 
S2. The Voting Selector revotes at the end of each data frame 
(approximately 4 times per second). 

GETC CoNFlGURATlON~ 

The GETC shelf (19D901868) is a versatile micro- 
processor based-station communications control shelf that is 
utiked in GE Voice Guard and Trunking systems. The GETC 
shelf is a logical “superset” of the VG Station Shelf. Corre- 
sponding IC’s, adjustments and co~ectcrs all carry identical 
reference numbers. Both types of shelf execute the same 
software code PROM. 

There are a number of jumpers on the GETC which 
can be changed to permit system application reconfigurattion. 
Table 5-3 shows the required jumper positions and equipment 
complement for the various Voice Guard station applications. 
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JUMPER 

P11 

P12 

P13 

P14 

P15 

P16 

P17 

P18 

P20 

P21 

F22 

P25 

P26 

P28 

P29 

P30 
P31 

P44 

P45 

P46 

P47 

P48 

P50 

VG REM 
VG REM/RPT 
VG SAT RX 
VG VOTED 
REM/RpT 

l&2 

l&2 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

2&3 

28~3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

28~3 
4&5 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

l&2 

1822 

l&2 

VGRPT 

l&2 

l&2 

2&3 

2623 

28~3 

l&2 

2&3 

2&3 

28~3 

28~3 

2&3 

28~3 

2&3 

28~3 

2&3 

l&2 

28~3 
4&5 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

VG VOTER 
SELECTOR 

l&2 

l&2 

2&3 

28~3 

2&3 

l&2 

2&3 

2&3 

28~3 

2&3 

2&3 

28~3 

2823 

2&3 

2t3 

2&3 

2&3 
4825 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

l&2 

2&3 

28~3 
- 

VG VOTER 
RECEIVER 

l&2 

l&2 

28~3 

2~93 

2&3 

283 

2h3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

28~3 

28~3 

2&3 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

283 
4&5 

28~3 

2&3 

l&2 

283 

l&2 

l&2 

FUNCTION 

RX data select 

Modem CTS select 

No VG function 

Enables 56-10 for VG 

Sets U27-D for VG 

19.2 kR RXd path 

Holds U34-C open 

Q-5 no VG function 

Enables COMB PTT 

Sets RXd limiter T/C 

Removes notch filter 

Enables J6-14 for VG 

Enables 56-13 for VG 

Enables J7-7 for VG 

Enables 57-l 1 for VG 

Voter Se1 1950 osc 

Sets up clock sources 
NOTE: P30 t 3 1 go to 530 

Selects type 27128 

RAMA- toaddrbus 

Disables U29-E output 

Voter RX displ mode 

Voter Se1 displ mode 

Voter Se1 function 
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a 
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JUMPER 

P51 

P52 

P53 

P54 

P55 

P60 

P61 

P62 

P63 

P64 

P65 

P67 

P68 

P69 

P70 

P71 

19A705178* 

190369W 

19B235062* 

19A149219* 

l9Al49334* 

VG REM 
VG REM/RPT 
VG SAT RX 
VG VOTED 
REm 

2&3 

28~3 

283 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

182 

l&2 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

182 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

VGRPT 

28~3 

2&3 

2&3 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

VG VOTER 
SELECTOR 

2&3 

2&3 

2623 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 

VG VOTER 
RECEIVER 

2&3 

2623 

2&3 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

OMIT 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

l&2 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

Table 5-3. GETC Configurations For Voice Guard 

FUNCTION 

Non-VG function 

Non-VG iuverter 

Non-VG inverter 

Enables U15-A control 

Non-VG function 

TXd to data filter 

Selects type 27128 

Sets U4 freq for VG 

Data filter for VG 

Data falter for VG 

Data filter for VG 

Data filter for VG 

RX tel line term 

Enables 56-l for VG 

Puts COMB PTT on bus 

Enables 57-6 for VG 

Enables RTS 

Tel. Line Modem 

1950 Hz OSC Module 

1950 Hz OSC Cable 

PGM’D PROM - Station 

PGM’D PROM - Voter 

*Hardware modules 
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LBI-31600 

CONSOLE INTERFACE UNIT 

In end-to-end encryption remote station configura- 
tions, the VG 9600 encryption module must be located at or 
near the control point. In addition, a telephone line data 
modem must aIso be employedtointerface the 9600 baud 
Voice Guard data to the control circuit. Moreover, it is 
necessary to be able to employ Voice Guard with several 
paralleled console positions. This is accomplished by means 
of a Console Interface Unit (CIU). 

The CIU is normally located near a console or group 
of consoles which are all interconnected on a four-wire, AC 
tone control basis. All communication between the CIU and 
the console(s) is in the clear, independent of Voice Guard 
operation. The Voice Guard encryption/decryption is per- 
formed in the CIU and, when operating in the Guarded mode,. 
communication with the remote station is encrypted. The CIU 
provides audio loop-around to the consoles so that each dis- 
patcher can hear both ends of a Guarded conversation. The 
CIU also supports both remote and voted remote/repeat opera- 
tion. Interconnection between the CIU and the remote station 
is by means of a four-wire data grade circuit. One CIU is 
required for each active remote radio station. Single and two- 
frequency remote station operation is supported. 

The CIU normally monitors the tone control se 
quences being sent from console(s). The transmit tone control 
sequence usually consists of a 175 msec burst of high level 
2175 Hz tone followed by a 40 msec burst of one-of-four 
function tones followed by continuous low 2175 Hz tone for 
the duration of the transmission. The four function tones are 
assigned as Fl-Clear, Fl-Guarded, F2-Clear andF2-Guarded. 
If the CIU detects that a function tone is associated with 
Guarded mode operation, it breaks the audio control path to the 
remote transmitter before the completion of the tone sequence 
so that the remote transmitter never keys on the air. The CIU 
also switches the VG unit into the proper audio paths and sends 
VG data to the remote station where the station shelf decodes 
the control information and turns on the transmitter. 

If the CIU detects that the tone control sequence is not 
associated with Guarded mode operation, the tone control 
sequence is allowed to pass on to the remote station, un- 
changed, where the Clear mode control circuitry turns on the 
transmitter. 

If a valid Guarded mode signal is sent down the 
control circuit from the remote station, the VG unit will detect 
its presence and initiate proper switching of receive audio 
paths inside the CIU. 

The CIU consists of hvo shelf assemblies. One is a l- 
rack unit shelf which houses the tone detectors, switching and 6 
control circuitry, and the telephone line modem. The other is 
a 2-rack unit shelf which supports a power supply, VG 9600 
and optional Keep-alive power supply. 

The keep-alive power supply is required with the 
DES configurations and provides a means of retaining the 
cryptographic keys for over loo0 hours when the AC line 
power has been removed. When AC power is applied to the 
CIU, the keep-alive batteries have only a few hundred nano- 
amperes dram and should be expected to provide a shelf life 
well in excess of 1 year. A low battery indicator LED is 
provided to warn that the keep-alive batteries require replace- 
ment. The batteries are standard alkaline AAA size cells. VGE 
operation does not require a keep-alive power supply. 

The Voice Guard module to be employed with a CIU 
must be strapped internally as an (SR) configuration but 
requires special personality programming. See LBI-3 1670 or 
3 1671 for additional information. 

- 

VOICE GUARD MODULES 

The Voice Guard modules used with DELTA and 
RANGR mobile radio and with DELTA Desktop and MASTR 
II stations are all generically similar though they may be a 
configured for different applications by rearranging a series of 
jumper plugs on the Voice Guard module audio board and by 
different programming in the personality EEPROM. 

Two optional delays that are set in the EEPROM by 
means of a TQ-23 10 programmer are: 

TX ATTACK DELAY = The delay be- 
tween the issuance of PTTandthe switching 
of the TX audio path from analog modula- 
tion to digital modulation. This is the delay 
that would be set to support, for instance, G- 
STAR. 

-- 
ADDNL DATA DELAY = The delay be 
tween the switching of the TX audio path to 
digital and the actual commencement of 
transmitting Voice Guard preamble. This 
delay would be associated with the training 
time for line modemsin end-to-end encryp- 
tion stations. 
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The standard strapping configurations of Voice 
Guard modules are shown inLBI-31545,LBI31665 andLBI- 
3 1674 . The default EEPROM programming provided by the 
TQ-23 10 programmer is as follows: 

DELTA SX Mobiles: use VG-9600 S or SW, or 
VGE-9600 SW 

‘IX Attack Delay = 10 msec 
Addnl Data Delay = 30 msec 
Channels l-22 OA = 55 
Channels l-22 TX data = Inverted 
Channels l-22 RX data = Inverted 
Channels 23-32 = Various test combinations 

E/D Stations: use VG-9600 SR or SRW, or 
VGE-9600 SRW 

TX Attack Delay = 10 msec 
Addnl Dam Delay = 30 msec 
All channels OA = 55 
All channels TX data = Not inverted 
All channels RX data = Inverted 

MASTR Controller: use VG-9600 C or CW, or 
VGE-9600 CW 

TX Attack Delay = 175 msec 
Addnl Data Delay = 250 msec 
All channels OA = 55 
All channels TX data = Inverted 
All channels RX dam = Inverted 

REPEATER CONFIGURATION 

A Voice Guard repeater system consists of Voice 
Guard equipped mobiles and portables, and a MASTR II 
repeater station that has been equipped with a GETC or Voice 
Guard Station Shelf. Clear mode messages are repeated 
normally. Guarded mode messages with proper outside ad- 
dress are recognized by the GETC or Voice Guard Station 
Shelf which then buffers and delays the data, reconstructs the 
digital preamble and outside address, keys up the transmitter 
and sends the entire data message. Figure 5-2 depicts a typical 
repeater system block diagram. Standard repeaters are 
equipped for one frequency operation. 

Voice Guard repeater only operation is selectedby 
station shelf mode 2. 

END-TO-END ENCRYPTION CONFIGURATIONS 

These confignrations.all require that a Voice Guard 
modulebeiustalledatthecontr&pointand thatGuardedmode 
transmissions between the control point and the remote station 
will always be encrypted. There is no requirement for having 
the cryptographic key at the station location. The control line 
must be capable of supporting &level telephone line modem 
data as well as voice. A telephone company supplied four-wire 
line type 3002 meets these requirements. Special condition~mg 
Cl, C2 or C4 is not required but presents no problems. Dl 
conditioning, while it will most adequately handle the modem 

VOICE GUARD 
REPEAT ONLY SYSTEM -- 

Figure 5-2. Typical Repeater System Block Diagram 
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data, may present problems in the handling of clear audio 
voice. Arty equivalent data grade private wire, radio or 
microwave link may be employed. 

REMOTE ONLY 

An end-toend Voice Guard Remote system consists 
of Voice Guard equipped mobiles and portables, a MASTR II 
tone remote controlled base station with a GETC or Voice 
Guard Station Shelf, a CIU and one or more consoles or 
consolettes. The station and CIU are in&connected via a four- 
wire (duplex) data/voice grade control circuit. 

When idle, the station sends 1950 Hz tone down the 
control line to the CIU. This keeps the CIU speaker muted. 
When a cIear signal is received, the 1950 Hz tone is removed 
from the control circuit and audio is sent to the controller 
(speaker). To transmit in Clear mode, the CIU allows the 
console generated keying tones and clear audio to go up the 
control circuit to the remote station. 

When a Guarded signal is received by the station, the 
1950 Hz tone is again removed from the down path, the GETC 
or Voice Guard station shelf buffers, reconstructs and delays 
the data and then sends it down to the controller as IQlevel 
phone line modem data The CIU converts the modem data 
back to two-level data and passes itOn to the Voice Guard unit 
which decrypts the data and sends audio to the console(s). 

-: 

When Guarded mode messages are to be transmitted, 
audio from the console is delivered, via the CIIJ, to the Voice 
Guard unit which encrypts it and sends it to the telephone line 
modem in the CID. Digital data is then sent up the control 

circuit between the two telephone line modems. Keying and 
channel select commands are in the data and are interpreted by a 

the station shelf which selects the operating channel, keys up 
the station and transmits the data. 

~ These remote only stations are normally supplied for 
single frequency operation but can be optionally supplied for 
two-frequency operation. However, the transmit and receive 
channels are ganged together and cannot be readily separately 
selected. 

Voice Guard remote only operation is selected by 
station shelf modes 0 or 1. Figure 5-3 shows the block diagram 
configuration of an end-to-end Voice Guard remote only 
station. 

REMOTE/REPEAT 

A Voice Guard remote/repeat system combines the 
functions of a remote station and a repeater station with the 
remote function having priority over repeat. Clear and 
Guarded messages are repeated exactly as in the repeat system 
described in the ,REPEATER CONFIGURATION section 
above, if no remote message is in progress. Remote operation 
is as described in the REMOTE ONLY section above. Re- 
ceived messages are repeated and are also sent down the 
control circuit to the CIUat the control point. If the remote path 
is keyed up while a signal is being repeated via the RF receiver 
path, the station will remain keyed up but the modulation will 
be switched to the remote path. If the remote path is m&eyed 
while the repeat receiver is still receiving a signal, the station 
modulation will revert to the RF receiver path. 

VOICE GUARD 
REMOTE 

END-TO-END ENCRYPTION 

OPTION 9700 

Figure 5-3. End-To-End Voice Guard Remote Only Block Diagram 
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VOICE GUARD - 
REMOTE/REPEAT 

END-TO-END ENCRYPTION 

OPTION 9780 

Figure 5-4. Remote/Repeat System Block Diagiam - 

Voice Guard remote/repeat operation is selected by 
the station shelf mode 3. Figure 5-4 shows the simplified block 
diagram of a remote/repeat system. 

VOTED REMOTE .~ 

In aVoice Guard voted remote system, up to 12 Mastr 
II satellite receivers, each equipped with a GETC or Voice 
Guard station shelf, replace the original analog satellite receiv- 
ers. The received clear audio or VG data is sent via a single data 
grade phone line to a central location where the clear audio or 
VG data signals are compared in parallel analog and digital 
voters. The best message is passed on to a CIU. Digital voter 
addressing capability exists for handling up to 31 satellite 
receiver locations, however, such a system would be special. 

Clear audio is voted by a normal GE VSD Voting 
Selector. Voice Guard data is voted by a special arrangement 
of GETC or Voice Guard station shelves, called Voter Receiv- 
ers, plus one extra shelf called a Voter Selector to control the 
Voter Receivers and communicate to the CIU. 

When not receiving, the satellite receivers apply a 
1950 Hz tone to their lines which squelch the receiver modules 
in the VSD voter. A tone generator is added to the Voter 
Selector shelf which applies 1950 Hz to the downlink line to 
keep the CIU output to the console(s) muted during idle times. 

When a clear message is received by some of the 
satellite receivers, the 1950 Hz is removed from the respective 
output lines. The VSD voter immediately votes and passes the 
best audio on to the CIU. At the same time, the VSD voter 
instructs the VG Voter Selector shelf to remove the 1950 Hz 
tone being sent to the CID. 

When a Guarded message is received, 1950 fiz is 
again removed from the respective satellite receiver output 
lines. The active VG Voter Receivers sync on the VG data in 
about 60 ms. Each active receiver buffers its received data and 
calculates a bitt error rate (BER) based on the expected pre- 
amble bits. When polled by the Voter Selector, each Voter 
Receiver passes its BER calculation on to the VG Voter 
Selector which chooses one and commands it to send it one 
frame of data at 19.2 kilobaud. The VG Voter Selector buffers 
the data it receives from the VG Voter Receiver, reconstructs 
preamble,andsendsthedataontotheCIUat9.6kilobaud. The 
Voice Guard signal is voted every data frame ( approximately 
4 times per second) based on frame header bit error calcula- 
tions. 

The station configuration for Voice Guard Voted 
Remote only operation is the same as Voted Repeat and Voted 
Remote/Repeat operation and is selected by station shelf mode 
4. See Figure 5-5 for a simplified block diagram of a Voted 
Remote system. 

VOTED REPEAT 

A Voice Guard Voted Repeat system requires a 
MASTR II Remote or Remote/Repeat station with a Voice 
Guard Station Shelf. The GETC or VG Station Shelf handles 
data in a full duplex manner when operating in this mode. The 
software employed in the station shelf is the same for all VG 
voted operation. The station receiver is included as one of the 
satellite receivers. Repeat keying is performed by a Remote 
Keying Panel (RKP) under control of both the analog and 
digital voters. 
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VOTED REMOTE OR REMOTEIREPEATER SYSTEM 

v * 

-..w... . “.V”_... 

OPTION 9T23 
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Each station receiver or satellite receiver applies transmits the best data stream on to the station. The GETC or 
1950 Hz to its downlink control line when idle. When a clear 
message is received, 1950 Hz tone is removed from the line, the 
analog voter then votes and applies a keying signal to the RKP. 
The RKP generates the station keying tones, applies them to the 
uplink control line to the station and then sends voted audio. 

When a Guarded message is received, the 1950 JXTZ 
tone is removed from the lines to the voter. The analog voter 
begins the keying sequence through the R.K.P. Before the 

Voice Guard Station shelf interprets the keying command in 
the data, keys up the station and transmits the voted data. 

In those special situations where the voter and the 
repeater transmitter are co-located, it is possible to eliminate 
the RKP and to interconnect the VG voter output to the station 
shelf by separate RS-232 lines and not use the telephone line 
modems. Voice Guard Voted Repeatoperation is selected by 
station shelf mode 4. Figure 5-6 shows the simplified block 

keying sequence is complete, digital sync is recognized in the 
VG VoterReceiver shelves and the VG Voter Selector sends an 

diagram of a voted repeat system. -. 

inhibit signal to the RKP. The VG Voter Selector then .~ 

VOTED REPEATER SYSTEM 

I AUX RX 
I II VGV SELECT 

SHELFaMODEM I II 

OPTION 9723 

VOICE GUARD VOTER 

DIJPLEXER 1 

MASTR II 
STATION 

I 

OPTION 9780 

Figure 5-6. Voted Repeat System Block Diagram 
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VOTED REMOTE/REPEAT 

This configuration is very similar to the combination 
of the VOTED REPEAT system and the VOTED REMOTE 
system described above. The GETC or VG station shelf must 
still handle VG data in a full duplex manner when operating in 
the Voted Remote/Repeat mode. All of the voted modes of 
Voice Guard station operation are also selected by the station 
shelfmode4. See Figure 5-5 for a simplified block diagram of 
Voted Remote/Repeat operation. 

SATELLITE RECEIVER 

Jn end-to-end encryption voting systems, each satel- 
lite receiver applies a 1950 Hz tone to the downlink line when 
the receiver is idle. When a Clear mode message is being 
received, the 1950 Hz tone is removed and the analog audio is 
put on the downlink line to the voter. 

When a Guarded mode signal is being received, the 
GETC or Voice Guard shelf examines the digital format and 
the OA. If valid, the 1950 Hz tone is removed from the line and 
the complete Voice Guard signal, as reconstructed by the shelf, 
is sent down the line to the Voice Guard digital voter via the 
telephone line modem. This circuit must still be data grade, as 
previously discussed however, no uplink path is required. The 
data modems do not require a full duplex path in order to be 
trained for one-way data transmission. 

STATION FIELD UPGRADE 

Voice Guard equipped MASTR II stations are not 
only available from the factory but can also be field modified 
to support VG operation. 

Mods Common To All Stations 

The following describes the modifications that must 
be made to all MASTR II station configurations in order to 
upgrade them to support Voice Guard operation. It is manda- 
tory that a phase modulated exciter be replaced with an FM 
exciter. This, in conjunction with the proper application of the 
referenced modification instructions, should qualify the station 
for digital emission (FCC emission designators 16KO FlD or 
16KOFlE). Table5-4showstherequirednewcomponentsthat 
must be employed for all Voice Guard station configurations. 

406-45oMHz 

& 

450 - 512 MHz 

~ 

138 - 155 MHz 

< 

p 

Table 5-4 

End-To-End Station Modifications 

Table 5-5 describes the additional applicable draw- 
ings and modification instructions that apply to Voice Guard 
end-to-end encryption station options 9780 (Remote or Re- 
mote/Repeat) and 9781 (Repeat only). 
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APPLICABLE DRAWINGS 

NAM3 

VG Station Shelf 
or 

GETC 
Modem 
PROM 

VG Station Shelf 
or 

GETC 
PROM 

Wiring harness 
Voter tone board 
Capacitor 
Manual 
Manual 

DWG NUMBER 9780 9781 

19D438054Gl X 

19D901868G3 X 

19A705178Pl X 

19A149219 X 

19D438054G2 X 

19D901868G3 X 
19A149219 X 

19C851484G4 X X 

19C3369OOGl X 

19A701534P7 X X 

LB14913 X X 
LBI-31532 x X 

MODIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

NAME DWG NUMBER 9780 9781 

Exciter mods 19C336664Pl X X 
Appl. assy. 19D417483P22 X X 

Instl. assy. 19D417633Pl X 

Harness mod instr. 19c336664P2 X X 

Rx mod. instr. 19c336664P3 X X 

Table 5-5. Options 9780/9781 Drawings & Modification Instructions 

RF ONLY ENCRYPTION/DECRYiTION CONFIGURA- 
TIONS 

These encrypt/decrypt (BID) configurations all re- 
quire that the Voice Guard unit be installed at the remote 
station and satellite receiver sites. The control circuit between 
the dispatch point and the remote site(s) will always be unen- 
crypted (clear) independent of whether the RP path is en- 
crypted or clear. This now requires that the remote site(s) be 
adequately secure as the operational cryptographic key must 
be at each of the remote E/D sites. 

In order to deliver the Voice Guard unit generated 
a.lerttonestothecontrolpoint,afour-wireconlrolcircuit isstill 
required however, it only needs to be a voice grade, telephone 
type 2000 line, as opposed to the data grade line for end-to-end 
configurations. 

Guarded mode as well as Cl&r mode transmissions 
can be made from an E/D station cabinet, utilizing the service 
microphone and speaker in the cabinet. The dispatch point will 
hear the Clear mode alert beeps but will not hear the transmit- 
ted audio in either mode. The station intercom option is not 
compatible with an E/D station with Voice Guard. 

E/D stations can be factory or field modified. The 
option numbers that cover the E/D station combinations are 
9783 through 9790 and 9797. The basic station configuration 
requirements are; tone remote controlled, four-wire audio and 
have an PM exciter. The added hardware for E/D operation is: 
Voice Guard control card, added station harness and a shelf 
assembly supporting the Voice Guard unit and optional keep- 
alive power supply. In the case of an E/D Remote/Repeat 
station, a Voice Guard Station Shelf or GETC (see the VOICE 
GUARD STATION SHELVES section above) is also re 
quired. 
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VOICE GUARD 
REMOTE RF ENCRYPTION 

TONE CONTROLLER MASTR II 

TONE ::NSO‘E 
STATION 

4 WIRE PHONE LINE 
VGQ600 

MODULE 
(CLEAR VOICE) 

OPT. 9763,9769 
OR 9764,979O 
OR 9765,9797 

Figure 5-7. E/D Remote Only Block Diagram 

E/D REMOTE ONLY (9783, 9784, 9785, 9789, 9790, 
9797) 

An E/D Voice Guard Remote system consists of 
Voice Guard equipped mobiles and portables, a MASTR II 
tone remote controlled base station equipped with a Voice 
Guard unit and ancillary hardware and a slightly modified tone 
control console. E/D stations are available in one frequency or 
two frequency configurations. 

The tone remote control system employed in MASTR 
II stations sends the channel frequency select information at the 
beginning of each transmission. This information is in the form 
of a nominal 125 msec “SECUR-IT” tone burst followed by a 
nominal 40 msec burst of one-of-four function tones then a 
continuous, low-level 2175 Hz transmitter keying tone. 

In the E/D Voice Guard stations, two of the frequency 
select tones have been reassigned for Clear mode and Guarded 
mode function select. This is to assure that the selected voice 
mode is always properly implemented at the start of each 
transmission. 

The Voice Guard control card, which plugs into the 
station control shelf, performs the redirection of the control 
tone functions. Some station backplane wiring moduication is 
also required to support this control tone function reassign- 
ment. The control tone frequency assignment for E/D stations 
is as follows: 

FUNCTfoN TONE CONTROLFREQUEhKY (Hz) 
Remote Remote/Repeat 

Clear -channel 1 1950 1950 
Guarded - channel 1 1850 1850 
Clear - channel 2 1350 - 
Guarded - channel 2 1250 
CG Monitor 2050 2050 
Repeat enable .* 1550 
Repeat disable 1450 

The console or consolette employed with an E/D 
station shouldbe configured for standard, four-wire operation 
except for the addition of a selector switch labeled 
GUARDED/CLEAR and for two frequency operation, achan- 
nel selector switch that is interconnected with the GUARDED/ 
CLEAR switch so as to accommodate the control function 
table shown above. Figure 5-7 shows the simplified block 
diagram of an E/D remote only station. 

E/D REMOTUREkAT (9786,978i 9788) 

An E/D Voice Guard Remote/Repeat con@uration 
combines the functions of an E/D Remote station (see E/D 
REMOTE ONLY section above) and a Voice Guard Repeater 
(seeREPEATER CONFIGURATION section above) with the 
remote function having priority over the repeat function. This 
E/D station has a Voice Guard unit which encrypts and de- 
crypts Voice Guard data at the station and interfaces with; the 
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local cabinet service speaker and microphone, and by four- 
wirelinefacilitieswitboneormoreremotecontrolconsoleson 
a clear voice basis. To support VG Repeater operation, the 
station also has a GETC or Voice Guard Station Shelf that 
accepts Voice Guard data Tom the station receiver and, after 
validation, reconstructs the data and delivers it to the station 
transmitter. 

In the Clear mode, the station operates in the normal 
manner. The E/D Remote/Repeat station is normally supplied 
only for single frequency operation. The OA for the Voice 
Guard unit, which services the Guarded mode remote function, 
and the OA for the station shelf, which services the repeat 
function, are selected independently and need not be the same. 
The table shown in the E/D REMOTE ONLY section above 
also shows the control tone assignments for E/D Remote/ 
Repeat as well as E/D Remote Only applications. 

The station shelf should be set for mode 2 (Repeater 
operation) instead of mode 3 (Remote/Repeat operation) be- 
cause the Voice Guard module performs all of the remote 
control functions. Furthermore, when ever local or remote 
transmissions are being made, the station shelf is completely 
disabled. At the completion of such a transmission, if a signal 
to be repeated is present, the repeater path will immediately be 
established. 

Figure 5-8 shows the simplified block diagram of an 
E/D Remote/Repeat station. 

DECRYPT SATELLITE RECEIVER 

The decrypt satellite receiver is a conventional satel- 
lite receiver with the addition of a Voice Guard unit. The unit 
and the optional keep-alive power supply are mounted on the 
same shelf as used in the E/D stations. The Voice Guard unit 
provides only the decrypt function. Since the PTT is never 
activated, the Voice Guard unit does not produce any opera- 
tional alert tones. 

If a Clear mode signal is received, the satellite re- 
ceiver unsquelches, the 1950 Hz toneisremoved and theaudio 
is placed on the line to the voting selector. If Channel Guard 
is being employed and a wrong Channel Guard tone is re- 
ceived, the receiver will not unsquelch and the 1950 Hz tone 
remains on the line. 

Ifaproper Guarded mode signal is received, the 1950 
Hz tone is removedanddecryptecl audio is put on the line to the 
voting selector. If a Guarded signal with a wrong OA or non- 
matching cryptographic key is received, the receiver will not 
unsquelch and the 1950 Hz tone will remain on the line. 

Since the Voice Guard unit requires about 0.5 am- 
peres at 12 volts, it is recommended that the multireceiver 
power supply be employed, even for single decrypt receiver 
installations. The GE drawing numbers are: 

19E501707G4 = 120/240 Vat 60 Hz operation 
19E501707G5 = 120/240 Vat 50 Hz operation 
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a E/D VOTED SYSTEMS 

E/D systems require that VG-9600 Voice Guard 
units, complete with the operational cryptographic keys, be 
located at remote sites, thus potentially complicating the secu- 
rity aspects of a system. However, the decrypted audio from a 
Voice Guard unit will operate satisfactorily with the analog 
(clear voice) voter. Therefore, an E/D station with one or more 
decrypt satellite receivers in conjunction with an analog voter 
will satisfy the requirements for a Voice Guard voting system. 
This significantly simplifies the quantity of hardware, and line 
requirements associated with such a system. 

It is recommended that E/D voting only be used with 
voted remote systems. It is further recommended that de- 
crypted VG audio should never be re-encrypted. 

Users will have to weigh their system security re- 
quirements against the voting circuit complexity and cost, in 
order to best satisfy their operational requirements. 

E/D STATION MODIFICATIONS 

modifications described in theMODS COMMON TO ALL 
STATIONS section above must be made for E/D station as 
well as end-to-end station configurations. Table 5-6 lists the 
available E/D station options. The FS-1027 endorsed stations 
would also require mechanical security modifications. 

9783 - Remote only 1-freq w/VGE algorithm 
9784 - Remote only 1-freq w/DES non-1027 endorsed 
9785 - Remote only 1-freq w/1027 endorsement 
9786 - Remote/repeat w/VGE algorithm 
9787 - Remote/repeat w/DES non-1027 endorsed 
9788 - Remote/repeat w/1027 endorsement 
9789 - Remote only 2-freq w/VGE algorithm 
9790 - Remote only 2-freq w/DES non-1027 endorsed 
9797 - Remote only 2-freq w/1027 endorsement 

Table 5-6. Available E/D Station Options 

Table 5-7 describes the additional unique hardware 
required in E/D Voice Guard stations. The complement of 
standard cards employed in these stations is not shown. Table 
5-8 lists the applicable assembly and modification instruc- 
tions. ’ 

The E/D (RF only) stations can be field modified to 
support Voice Guard operation. The mandatory electrical 
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NAME DWG # 

VG Station Shelf 

~ETC 
PROM 
Harness 
Harness 

HanneSS 

VG B/D shelf 
VG96OOSR 
VG96OOSRW 
VGE96OOSRW 
Keep-alive supply 
VG Control card 
TX Control card 
TX Control card 
Rx Control car 
Hdw kit 
Hdw kit 
Hdw kit 
Harness kit 
AAA battery (2) 
Lock set 
Shelf 
Bracket 
Capacitor 
Name plate 

19D438054G2 

19D90186863 
19A149219 
19C336748Gl 
19C336756Gl 
19B234841Gl 
19B234833Gl 
19A148909P13 
19A148909P14 
19A148909P23 
19B234781G2 
19D438133Gl 
19D41666OG7 
19D429082Gl 
19D4291OoGl 
19A149124Gl 
19A14909862 
19A14909863 
19C851484G3 
19B234891Pl 
19B234880Pl 
19C33676361 
19C336762Pl 
19A701534P7 
19A149096Pl 

X X X X X X 

X X X X 

X X 

X X X X X X 

X x X X 

X X 

X X X X 
X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 
- - 

Table 5-7. E/D Voice Guard Station - Unique Hardware Requirements 

9783 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

9784 9785 9786 9787 9788 

X 

X 

x ~~~ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X .- 

x 

I NAME I DRAWING # I 

9789 

Exciter 
Receiver 
10 V. regl. 
Repeater card 
Backplane 
Mod. instr. 
Mod. instr 
l%lYESS 
Door lock 

19C336664Pl 
19C336664P3 
19D438176PI 
19C336774Pl 
19D438189Pl 
19D438188Pl 
19D438184Pl 
19C336664P4 
19A149204Pl 

Table 5-8. Assembly and Modification Instructions 

9790 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

9797 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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a MOBILES 

DELTA S/SX 

The DELTA S and SX are fully transistorized, syu- 
thesized radios with up to 32 channel capability. When made 
Voice Guard ready, an interface board (PL19D901775) is 
installed in the front option position. To make a DELTA radio 
Voice Guard operational, it is necessary to move several 
jumper plugs in the radio. Refer to the appropriate radio 
instruction book. 

TheinterfaceboardsupportstheVoiceGuardTX/RX 
data switching and TX data filtering circuits. The TX data 
filtering is divided into two sections. The first section is 
located in the Voice Guard unit where the fast (PI’L) data 
transitions are slowed down in order to minimize cross cou- 
pling of data into other wires in the radio control cable. The 
second section of data filter&g is in the radio in order to filter 
out any high frequency noise that might be picked up on the 
radio control cable as well as complete the required filtering of 
the data. 

When operated with an S99O/S950 control unit, four 
different groups or channel select modes of 32 channels each, 
or eight modes or groups of 16 channels each can be stored in 
the control unit. These different groups can be down-loaded to 
the radio on command. The Voice Guard unit only looks at the 
five radio channel select leads, and has no way of recognizing 
the down-loaded group number. Therefore, for any specific 
channel number, the Voice Guard OA will always be the same, 
independent of the number of the down-loaded channel group. 
When operated with an S550 control unit, selection of only two 
blocks of 16 channels is available. This control unit has no 
down-loading capability. 

PSLM (priority search lock monitor) operates in both 
the Guarded and Clear modes. It should be noted however, that 
when the radio is switched to the priority channel and a 
Guarded mode transmission is in progress, the Voice Guard 
unit will have to sync on late entry basis as the full preamble 
will have mostprobably been missed due to the PSLM switch- 
ing. This means that the actual delivery of decrypted audio to 
the receiver (speaker) may be delayed by about half a second. 
The Voice Guard sync maintenance algorithm will maintain 
proper Guarded mode operation on a nonpriority channel 
during the periods that PSLM has switched the radio off 
channel. 

The selection pattern for the five DELTA radio chan- 
nel select leads (FR 1 through FR5) is shown in Figure 5-9. A 

_ “1” denotes an open or high level on a line while a “0” denotes 
a grounded or low level on a line. 

CHANNEL# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

FBl 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 

FB2 

1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 

FB3 

1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 

tl 
0 
0 

.O 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

m5 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0. 
0 
0 

Figure 5-9. DELTA Radio Channel Selection 
Pattern 

RANGR 

The RANGR mobile radio can support Voice Guard 
operation in a manner similar to the DELTA S and SX radios. 
There are several significant differences which are listed be- 
low. 

- Voice Guard interface circuitry is a standard part 
of the RANGR system board. To make Voice 
Guard operational, it is necessary to move several 
radio system board jumpers. 

- RANGRislimitedto 16radiochannelsand 16VG 
OA’s. 
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- When used with an S99O/S950 control unit, 
RANGR is download limited to four modes of 16 
channels each. 

- When used with an S550 control unit, RANGR is 
limited to one mode of 16 channels. 

The selection pattern for the RANGR channel select 
leads (FR-1 through FB-4) is the same as shown in Figure 5-9 
for the first 16 channels of DELTA with FB-5 being ignored. 

DUAL CONTROL 

It is permissible to use Voice Guard with an S550 
control unit in a dual control configuration, so long as only one 
Voice Guard unit is utilized. The VG unit can be associated 
with either control unit or, it can be located between the 
junction box and the radio thus permitting Guarded mode 
operation from either control unit. NOTE: Two separate VG 
units associated, one each, with each control unit is not an 
available configuration. ;. 

PORTABLE 

MPS 

The MIPS portable is a synthesized hand carried radio 
capable of supporting up to 64 individual transmit and receive 
channels. When equipped for Voice Guard operation, a 2 by 5 
inch, multilayer printed circuit assembly is added to the radio. 
It is mounted in an extended back cover, which increases the 
overall thickness of the radio approximately 0.4 inches. The 
Voice Guard module is connected to the MPS radio by means 
of a flex circuit. 

The Voice Guard equipped MPS can support one 
cryptographic key and channel selectable OA’s. It is available 
with either the DES or VGE encryption algorithm. It is also 
available with a number of optional configurations however, 
because of the limitation on the number of control switch 
positions on the control cap of the radio, some combinations of 
functions are incompatible. Option configuration and incom- 
patibilities are detailed in the MPS Product Index. 

The MPS radio channel and VG personality informa- 
tion is programmable with a TQ-2310 programmer. Crypto- 
graphic key information is loaded with a 19A148910 key- 
loader. 

M-PD 

The M-PD portable is synthesized hand carried radio 
capable of supporting up to 64 individual transmit and receive 
channels. Voice Guard capability is included on the main 
system board of the M-PD. The Voice Guard equipped M-PD 
can support up to seven cryptographic keys and is available 
with either the DES or VGE encryption algorithm. 

The M-PD Voice Guard personality PROM can be 
programmed to support the following list of VG functions on 
a per channel basis. 

- Individual TX and RX OA’s. 

- Any one of seven cryptographic keys. 

- Enable/disable VG operation. 

- TX and RX data polarity. 

The M-PD radio channel and personality information 
is programmable with an IRMPC or compatible having at least 
512 kilobytes of RAM and running the M-PD VG progmm- 
ming software package TQ-3319. Cryptographic-keys are 
loaded with a 19A148910 keyloader. 

- 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 

After a Voice Guard station has been installed, espe- 
cially if added to an existing clear mode only system, it is 
essential that the outside addresses as discussed in the Chapter 
3 and the data inversions as discussed in the Chapter 4 all be 
configured to properly satisfy the system requirements. This 
section addresses how to make simple measurements and 
observe the GETC or station shelf LEDs to assure that the 
station is set up correctly and will support proper system 
operation. 

MOBILES AND PORTABLES 

The first step in configuring an operational Voice 
Guard system is to assure that the mobiles and portables to be 
used in the system are programmed with the correct RF 
transmit and receive frequencies as well as proper VG outside 
address (QA) and data polarity on each channel to be used. 
Also verify that the mobiles and/or portables can communicate 
in both the clear and guarded modes on a simplex basis. 
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If the mobiles have been shipped from the factory 
with default programming, channels 1 through 16 should have 
both TX and RX OA’s set for 55 (hex) and the data inversion 
matched to the band and split of radio to meet the data polarity 
standard described in the Chapter 4. 

If the portables have been shipped from the factory After getting the switch summary to agree with the 
with default programming, all channels should be pro- system requirements, remove the display terminal cable from 
grammedwithbothTXandRXOA’sequalto55(hex)andthe the shelf, reconnect the system cable if the shelf is a voter 
data inversion matched to the data polarity standard described receiver or selector. Once again, depress the shelf reset button 
in the Chapter 4. to assure that the shelf is operating properly. 

Should there be any problem in setting up a VG 
system, the contents of the personality PROM of at least one of 
each configuration of equipment being employed (i.e., 
RANGR, MPS, M-PD, DELTA etc.) should be examined to 
insure that some other OA or data inversion information is not 
present. 

Receiving Function 

LED Observation 

The LEDs on the front of the GETC or VG station 
shelf will indicate the status of a Voice Guard signal being 
processed. The “Digital SYNC” light or L7 will be lit when- 
ever a proper addressed VG signal of proper data polarity is 
being received. The remain&g LEDs L6 through Ll are 
associated with transmitting functions of the shelf and will not 
light if the shelf is in the satellite receiver mode or is in the 
remote station mode and the VG signal is arriving via the radio 
port. 

VOICE GUARD STATION SHELF-Options 9780& 9781 

The GETC or Voice Guard station shelf as employed 
in Remote, Repeat, Remote/Repeat, Voted Remote Repeat, 
satellite receiver and voter receiver applications can be set for 
any one of 256 separate receive OA’s. In those applications 
that also support non-voted repeating of a Voice Guard trans- 
mission, the OA as repeated can also be set for any of the 
available 256 OA’s, independent of the received OA. 

In the case of remote or voted-repeat applications, the 
Voice Guard station shelf passes the received OA on through 
and provides no means of modifying it. In voted applications, 
the Voter Selector does not look at the received OA at all, nor 
does it provide for any modification of the OA of the voted 
output. 

All applications of the GETC or station shelfprovide 
the capability for separately inverting or not inverting the data 
on the operational radio and/or telephone line paths. 

Status Display 

In order to minimize the potential confusion concem- 
ing the setting of the GETC or VG station shelf switches, a 
capability of displaying a summary of these switches (S 1, S2 
aud S3) has been included in the shelf software. 

A 2400 baud computer terminal configured for 
SIMON testing (see LBI-31593) connected to GETC of VG 
stationshelfconnectorTB-8, willdisplayacompletesummary 
of the switch settings immediately after each power-up or 

depression of the shelf reset button. Since the shelf switches 
are read by the software only at code initialization, it is 
necessary to push the shelf reset button after each switch 
change to get it read. This also results in the shelf displaying 
the switch summary again. 

When first checking out a GETC or VG station shelf 
operationally, a VG signal should be applied to the activated 
ports (port 0 = radio path and port 1 = telephone line path). If 
the OA and data polarity are correct, the digital “SYNC” orL7 
LED will light. If this LED does not light during the test 
transmission but does light briefly for one or two seconds after 
the VG test transmission is ended, the dam being received is 
inverted from what the shelf is expecting. S3-1 inverts the 
polarity of the radio port (0) data that the shelf expects while 
S3-3 inverts the polarity of the telephone line port (1) data 
expected. The switches in the ON position denotes noninver- 
sion of the datawhile OFF denotes data inversion. See Figure 
5-10. 

If the L7 LED does not light at all and data is being 
received, the most probable cause is that the switch S 1 and the 
receivedOA do not agree or all-call is not enabled. The OA’s 
should be set up correctly before the data inversion switches 
are changed. 

Should it become desirable to verify that data is 
actually being received on either of the shelf ports, it is possible 
to check with an oscilloscope at pin 19 of the appropriate 
MODEM IC on the shelf for the presence of a logic level (5 
volt) data signal when the test source is transmitting. In the 
case of the radio port (0), U-4 is the proper IC. In the case of the 
telephone line port (l), U-19 is the proper IC. 
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In either case, the proper VG signal at pin 19 of the 
MODEM IC should be pseudorandom logic level data with a 
104 microsecond bit period. With no VG signal beingreceived 
on the radio port (0), logic level data with random period may 
be seen. This is the limited noise from the receiver discrimi- 
nator. With no VG signal being received on the telephone line 
port (l), no logic signal may be noted or, if a 1950 Hz idle tone 
isbeingemployed,arepetitivewaveformata1950Hzratemay 
be seen. 

Interrupt Line Observation 

Once it has been established that proper data is being 
received, it is possible to verify that the data polarity is correct 
and the OA’s match by observing theappropriate MODEM IC 
interrupt line (pin 24) with an oscilloscope. If a proper VG 
signal with matching OA is being received, there will be a 
continuous string of negative going, logic level pulses occur- 
ring at an 833 usec rate. These will stop immediately upon 
termination of the VG transmission. If the VG signal being 
received on the port being examined has the data polarity 
inverted, pin 24 will display short, intermittent bursts of pulses. 
Moreover, when the VG transmission is terminated, there will 
be a 1 to 2 second continuous burst of interrupt pulses. 

If the data polarity is correct but the OA’s do not 
match, there will be a nearly continuous string of 833 usec 
interrupt pulses. Some interruptions or gaps will be seen, and 
there will be no burst after the VG transmission is terminated 
as there was with inverted data. 

With no VG signal being received, only random 
noise, shortbursts of interrupts may be seen. These will appear 
about the same as when the data is inverted. 

When a shelf port is performing both a transmit and 
a receive function, such as when configured as a repeater, the 
receiving of a proper VG signal will cause appropriate LEDs 
on the shelf to light (see the TRANSMITTING FUNCTION 
section below) and also cause a second set of interrupts to 
appear on pin 24 of the port modem chip. The second set of 
interrupts are associated with the port trausmitting function 
and are normal. If the port is only receiving, as in aremote only 
configuration, only one set of interrupts will be seen on pin 24 
of the port modem chip. 

Transmitting Function 

If the GETC or VG station shelf is set up to provide 
a transmitting function, and a valid VG signal is provided on 
an active port, two additional LED’s should light on the front 
of theshelf. These willbeforaradioport(O)signalandremote, 

repeat or remote/repeat modes: “Repeat PTI”’ or Ll and “Fl” 
or L6. For telephone line port (1) and remote or remote/repeat 
modes: “Remote PTT or L2” and “Fl or L6” through “F4 or 
L3” depending on which frequency might have been selected 
by the telephone line controller. While a CIU is supplied for 
only one or two frequency operation, the VG (digital) mode 
can support up to four frequency operation. This would require 
additional control lines between the ClU and the console(s), 
and also an alternate clear mode frequency selection system to 
support four hequency operation. 

VOTING RECEIVER 

The “PWR or L7” LED on the voter receiver shelf 
actually serves a shelf ready function. This LED may blink 
periodically when the shelf software is executing a reset, after 
which the LED L7 will again be lit. Whenever the voter 
receiver shelf is receiving a valid VG signal with proper OA 
and polarity, the “SYNC or L6” LED will be lit. This indicates 
that the voter receiver iS receiving a valid VG signal and that 
the digital voter selector will be so informed when ever it polls 
that voter receiver. 

The “SEL or L5” LED will be lit only on the shelf that 
the voter digital selector has selected. Only one voter receiver 
can be validly selected at a time however, the selection may 
change as often as every VG frame (4 times per second). 

Shelf switch S 1 sets up the required received OA for 
the VG signal being received from its companion satellite 
receiver. This OA must always be set to the same value as set 
into the companion satellite receiver. See Figure 5-10. 

Shelf switch S2 assigns the shelf address number that 
will be used by the digital voter selector during polling. Only 
the first five switches S2-1 through S2-5 are used. The last 
three are ignored and are not displayed on the terminal. Shelf 
switchS3 setsthemodeandiransmitlinedatapolarity. Unused 
switches are ignored. See Figure 5-10. The shelf MODEM IC 
interrupt line observation technique described in the INTER- 
RUPT LINE OBSERVATION section above also applies to 
the Voter Receiver. 

To put a voter receiver shelf into the switch display 
mode requires the removal of the cable connector that busses 
all of the voter receivers to the digital voter selector from 58 and 
connect the SIMON cable from the terminal to J8. Then push 
the shelf reset button. The “PWR or L7” LED is not lit in the 
display mode. 

.The SIMON cable connector (J8) has pins 3 and 5 
(and 6) tied together. This grounds an input to the micropro- 
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cessor that causes the shelf to switch into the display mode 
upondepressingthe shelfreset button. At the completion of the 
display operation, remove the SIMON cable and replace the 
system cable. It is then necessary to press the voter receiver 
shelf reset button to get the shelf out of the display mode and 
also depress the digital voter selector shelf reset button to get 
the selector to again log the voter receiver back “on line”. 

VOTING SELECTOR 

The “PWR or L7” LED on the digital voter selector 
shelf serves as a shelf ready light in much the same manner as 
was described for the voter receiver. When the selector has 
selected a frame of VG data from a voter receiver and is 
transmitting it to the phone line port, the “SEND or L6” LED 
will be ht. When the selector is not sending VG data but, is only 
repetitively polling voter receivers looking for valid VG data to 
operate upon, the “SEND or L6” LED is not lit. 

Switches S 1 and S2 are not used by the digital voter 
selector hence, they are ignored by the selector shelf in both the 
operational and display modes. Switch S3 establishes the 
operating mode for the shelf along with providing for phone 
line data inversion. The remaining unused switch sections of 
S3 are ignored. See Figure 5-10. 

To put a digital selector shelf into the display mode, 
it is necessary to remove the polling bus cable connector from 
58 and connect, in its place, the display terminal. Then push the 
shelf reset button. The “PWR or L7” LED is not lit in the 
display mode. 

SIMON cable connector pins 3 and 6 (and 5) are tied 
together. This grounds an input to the microprocessor which, 
upon depressing the shelf reset button, causes the shelf to go 
into the display mode. Upon completion of the display 
operation, remove the SIMON cable and reconnect the system 
bus cable connector. Push the selector shelf reset button in 
order to get the shelf out of the display mode. 

TELEPHONE LINE SETUP 

Data Polarity Consideration 

When setting up a VG system, it is essential that the 
data polarity standard discussed in section four be adhered to 
faithfully. This is because the inverting of an NBZ data signal 
effectively results in the appearance of a totally different NRZ 
data signal. Such a data signal can be inverted by passing the 
signal through an odd number of inverting amplifiers or logic 
gates. 

A point often missed is that passing an NBZ modu- 
lated radio signal through an RF mixer employing highside 
L.O. injection will produce NRZ data inversion, while the 
samemixeremployinglowside L.O. injection willnotproduce 
NBZ data inversion. 

The GETC or Voice Guard station shelf has provi- 
sions for inverting or not-inverting the received and transmit- 
ted radio path (shelf modem 0) data as required. It should be 
noted however, that the data polarity standard has much less 
significance when dealing with the 1914705 178 telephone line 
modems. These modems are 16 level, 9600 bauddevices. This 
means that the 9600 baud, 2 level data is converted to 4 level 
- 4 phase data that then modulates a 1700 Hz subcarrier. This 
results in a 9600 baud NRZ input dam signal having a spectral 
occupancy of flat from DC to 4800 Hz being converted to a 
2400 baud complex data waveform having a spectral occu- 
pancy from 500 to 2900 Hz. 

The data information is now contained symmetricahy 
about the 1700 Hz subcarrier tone ‘frequency. Therefore, 
passing this signal through any number of inverting amplifiers 
orthrough’any configuration of mixers will have no effect on 
the dam polarity. Because of this, there is no absolute defini- 
tion for data polarity for circuits carrying telephone line 
modem data. 

The phone line modem transmit data polarity may be 
arbitrarily selectedat theoneendofacontrolcircuit,thenatthe 
other end of the control circuit, the receive data polarity be 
selected to make the circuit work properly. 

Level Setting Criteria 

Confusion occurs over what is the correct modem 
signal level to drive into a telephone line. There is no one 
correct level. There is, however, a definable criteria that 
should always yield satisfactory modem performance when 
utilizing the Voice Guard data modems. 

Data modem criteti 

RMS Test Tone Level - This is therms value of a 
sinusoidal tone (typically 1 kHz). The peak value 
reflects the maximum signal level that a telephone 
channel can reliably support without producing 
distortion or channel overload. This level can 
vary widely and is usually specified by the tele- 
phone company or multiplex equipment manu- 
facturer. 
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- Sig.nal-To-Noise Ratio - The required S/N for ade- 
quate data modem bit error rate performance is 
defined by the modem manufactureras being 26 
dB for 1 bit error in approximately 2 million data 
bits and 24 dB for 1 bit error in approximately 
50,000 bits. This is measured as the ratio of the 
rms magnitude of the modem signal to the rms 
noise at the receive end of the telephone circuit. 
The frequency band for this parameter is 300 to 
3ooo Hz. 

There are hvo constraints that need to be applied when 
establishing the modem signal level to apply to any specific 
telephone line or its equivalent. These are: 

- The ideal rms modem signal level into the tele 
phone circuit should be 10 dB below the rms test 
tone level. Under no circumstance should it ever 
be greater than 6 dB below therms test tone level. 

- The rms modem signal level into the telephone 
circuit shouldbe sufficient to produce at least a24 
dB signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver end as 
described above. 

With a good data grade telephone circuit, it will be 
possible to meet both of the above criteria with a margin 
window of as much as 10 dB. If this is the case, choose a level 
about mid-way in the window. If two above criteria can not be 
met simuhaneousIy, the telephone circuit is unacceptable and 
should be “fixed”. 

The receive level into the Voice Guard data modem 
can be monitored with an oscilloscope on the GETC or VG 
Station Shelf at the arm of potentiometer Rl. The desired input 
level should be between 250 and400 mV peak-to-peak, though 
adaquate performance can be obtained with a receive signal 
level of as low as 25 mV P-P. 

INTELLIGIBILITY - GENERAL 

The present stateof-the-art method of digitizing a 
voice signal and passing it thru a 25 kHz mobile radio channel 

does not permit this to be accomplished distortion free. Differ- 
ent digitizing schemes will degrade the voice quality in differ- 8 
ent ways. The design objective of any mobile radio voice 
privacy system is to maintain maximum voice intelligibility 
within the allocated transmission bandwidth. 

In a continuing effort to improve voice intelligibility, 
both the VG-9600 and the M-PD circuitry has been modified. 
The frequency response of the CODEC transmit filtering in 
both the VG-9600’s a&M-PD portables has been changed. 
Also, in the M-PD units, the receive filtering has been changed. 

VG-9600 units 

All Revision “II” and later VG-9600’s contain the 
revised filtering. The changes to earlier units can be made in 
the field. See appropriate Technical Services Bulletin for 
details. 

When the VG-9600 is employed in amobile applica- 
tion, it is essential that the mobile microphone be type 
19B801499Pl for best voice intelligibility. 

M-PD portables 

A new M-PD VG printed wire board layout has been 
established to support the new filtering, A field modification 
kit is available for existing M-PD portables. 

8 

Console Applications 

In some consoles, the received VG audio may sound 
somewhatmuffled. Inconsoleapplications, thereceivedaudio 
from a VG-9600 is passed on flat (not preemphasized). Where 
a problem of muffled console received VG audio appears to 
exist, the received audio can be pre-emphasized by moving 
jumper PlO to position 2-3 on the VG-9600 analog board. 
Also, jumper P19 position 1-2 provides a6 dB/octpre-empha- 
sis while position 2-3 provides a 12 dB/octpre-emphasis of the 
received VG audio. Select P19’s position for best audio quality 
as judged by the user(s). 
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E 

SWITCH # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RxOA hOk RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA 
TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA 
LSB MSB 
MODEM 0 MODEM 0 MODEM 1 MODEM 1 ALL CALL MODESEL MODE SEL MODESEL 
Rx POL. 7-l-x POL. Rx POL. TX POL. ENABLE LSB MSB 

RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA 
LSB MSB 
TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA TX OA 
LSB MSB 
MODEM 0 MODEM 0 NOT USED NOT USED ALL CALL MODESEL MODE SEL MODE SEL 
Rx POL. TX POL. ENABLE LSB MSB 

RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA RxOA 
LSB MSB 
SEL ADDR SEL ADDR SEL ADDR SEL ADDR SEL ADDR NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED 
LSB BIT 1 BIT2 BIT3 MSB 
NOT USED NOT USED MODEM 1 NOT USED ALL CALL MODE SEL MODE SEL MODE SEL 

Rx POL. ENABLE LSB MSB 

NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOTUSED NOTUSED NOTUSED NOT USED 
NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOTUSED NOTUSED NOTUSED NOT USED 
NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED MODEM 1 NOT USED MODE SEL MODE SEL MODE SEL 

TX POL. LSB MSB 

SHELF SWITCH ASSIGNMENT 
FIGURE 5-10 
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CHAPTER 6 

VG VOTlNG SYSTEMS 

VOICE GUARD VOTING 

INTRODUCTION 

In many systems, particularly where low power port- 
able radios are employed, talk-out coverage range is found to 
be significantly greater than the talk-in range. To alleviate this 
operational system problem, receivers are frequently geo- 
graphically dispersed over the required coverage area so that at 
least one receiver can always receive signals from the low 
power radios wishing to talk-in. These several receivers are 
connected to a central point by microwave or radio paths or by 
telephone lines where they are all automatically compared and 
the best quality received signal is forwarded on to a dispatcher 
and/or repeater. The other unused received signals are ignored. 
Comparison of the received signals is usually performed dy- 
namically so as to always be forwarding the best signal. The 
practice of continuously comparing and selecting one received 
path from an available field of several is generally called 
“VOTING” though it is sometimes referred to as “SWITCH 
DIVBRSITY COMBINING”. 

ANALOG VOTING METHODOLOGY 

In analog voice voting systems, the criterion for 
selection is typically based upon received signal-to-noise ratio. 
A channel IDLE tone (1950 Hz) is usually sent from tih 
satellite receiver to the voter to indicate that the receiver is 
squelched. Channel activity detectors are also employed to 
provide recognition of speech as opposed -m an unsquelched 
receiver that is only sending noise to the voter. Therefore, most 
analog voters will only work on a system that is handling 
unenctypted, analog voice. LBI-3ooO2 contains a detailed 
description of the General Electric analog voter. 

DIGITAL VOTING 

In systems equipped with analog voting where digit- 

ized voice or other continuous, pseudorandom data is to be 
handled, additional problems arise. One of these problems is 
that if a data signal opens the squelch of a satellite receiver, the 
analog voter channel activity detector will interpret this as au 
unsquelched receiver with no modulation and will shut down 
the channel as having failed Another is that no convenient 
fkequency domain technique is available with which to estab- 
lish the received data signal-to-noise ratio at the voter selector, 
thus them is no voting criterion on which to make an analog 
based selection. 

In order to accomplish voting of a pseudorandom data 
signal, a new decision criterion is required. This can be based 
on looking at the analog characteristics of the received data 
such as amplitude distortion, crossover distortion or phase 
jitter, or based on information accuracy such as, bit error rate 
or word error rate. However, error rate measurement criteria 
are complicated if data scrambling is being employed. 

VOICE GUARD VOTING METHODOLOGY 

In Voice Guard end-to-end encryption systems with 
voting, the digital voting criterion is that the bit-error-rate 
(BER) of the unencrypted header portion of each VG data 
frame is calculated for each satellite receiver data path and the 
best BER path is selected on a liame-by-frame basis. Each VG 
data frame consists of 2152 bits of which the fiit 112 bits are 
unencrypted (see ref. Design and Performance of a Digital 
Voice System for Land Mobile Radio, G.D. Rose and S. 
Kappagantula contained in appendix of this manual). 

VOICE GUARD SYSTEM HARDWARE 

SATELLITE RECEIVER 
z= 

Description 

The high band or UHP satellite (auxiliary) receiver, 
option 9723, required for Voice Guard voting applications is a 
standard MASTR II auxiliary receiver, with the IPAS board 
modified in the same manner as for MASTR II station receiver 
applications, and a GETC or Voice Guard station shelf. A 
summary of these modifications are: 

- Change C622 on the 19D432667Gl IPAS board 
from 0.47 uf to lquf. This is done to improve the 
receiver low frequency response in order to support 
VG data. 

- Realign the receiver IP stages to provide the best 
possible data eye pattern at V/S high. This is done 
to give the best possible low signal level data 
performance. 

In addition, the RUS run on the satellite receiver 
system board is cut and both leads brought out so that the VG 
station shelf can independently control the 1950 Hz busy tone 
generator and audio feed to the telephone line. LBI-31679 
contains detailed information on end-to-end satellite (auxil- 
iary) receivers. 
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The GETC or VG station shelf is the same as used in 
end-to-end station applications. The software required to 
support satellite receiver operation is resident in the PROM 
and is the same as used in the GETC and VG station shelves. 
The satellite receiver mode of operation is selected by setting 
the shelf DIP switch $3, sections 6,7 and 8 to “1-0-1”. See 
Figure 6-l for a summary and LBI-31546 for a detailed 
discussion of shelf DIP switch settings. 

Voice Guard digital voter hardware is connected in 
parallel with the GE-VSD analog voter hardware. The two 
share common, data grade, telephone lines and Operate in 
parallel. When a valid VG signal is detected by the GETC or 
VG shelf, the analog voter is disabled and the voting is handled 
digitally; otherwise, the incoming signal is handled by the 
analog voter. 

Ifaparticularsatelliterece&rislocatedverynearthe 
voter, it is not necessary to use the telephone line modems. The 
interconnection between the satellite receiver and the digital 
votercanbebyRS-232link. Itshouldbenotedthatthismethod 
of interconnection requires separate wire lines for the clear and 
data signals. See LB131679 for details. 

operation 

The receiver recovers all on-channel RF signals of 
adequate strength. If a clear mode (unencrypted) signal with 
a correct Channel Guard (CC) tone is received, the 1950 Hz 
receiver idle tone will be removed from the telephone line and 
the audio (modulation) being recovered will be sent down in its 
place. 

If a VG data signal containing the proper outside 
address (OA) is received, the GETC or VG shelf will recognize 
thedata,reconstructthedigitaldatapreambleandsendthedata 
to a telephone line modem where the 9600 baud NRZ data is 
converted to a 2400 baud, 16-level signal that is put on the same 
telephone line used for analog audio. The telephone line must 
becapableofsupportingdatasignals. (SeetheChapter4ofthis 
manual). 

DIGITAL VOTER 

Description 

In a single channel VG voting system, one voter 
receiver shelf is required for each satellite receiver. One voter 
selector is connected to up to 32, co-located, voter receivers. 
Normally, the VG voting selector combination is shipped in 
either a 30-inch or 44-inch station cabinet, depending upon the 

number of voter receiver shelves required. The 30-inch cabi- 
net can house up to six voter receivers, a voter selector and 
power supply, while a 44-inch cabinet can house up to 12 voter 
receivers, a voter selector and power supply. The voter 
receiver hardware is very similar to the GETC or VG station 
shelf used with satellite receivers except that the PROM 
(19A149334) contains entirely different software. The voter 
selector shelf contains the same PROM code as the voter 
receivers but, has an additional hardware modification that 
adds a 1950 Hz oscillator to the hardware complement. See 
LBIS 1680 for detailed information on the VG voter. 

operation 

Each VG voter receiver, upon receiving a valid VG 
data signal from its corresponding satellite receiver, calculates 
the average bit error rate (BER) of the unencrypted data frame 
header. This BER is based on the known properties of the first 
112 bits of each frame. There are ten categories of goodness 
of BER and each voter receiver determines the category of each 
valid frame header and makes this information-available to the 
voter selector upon command. 

All of the voter receivers and the voter selector are 
connected to a common asynchronous serial data bus. Each 
voter receiver has a shelf polling address between 0 and 3 1 
assigned to it. This address is established by the setting of DIP 
switch S2, sections 1-5, on each voter receiver shelf. See 
Figure 5-10. No two shelves may have the same address. The 
VG voter selector polls each voter receiver shelf sequentially 
to determine if a) it has received a valid VG signal and if so, 
b) what is the BER category of that signal. The voter selector 
then determines which receiver will supply one frame (ap- 
proximately 224 msec) of VG data. Should more than one 
voter receiver report that the BER was in the best available 
category, the voter selector will then select the voter receiver 
with the lowest (magnitude) polling address. By judicious 
assignment of polling addresses, the digital voting system can 
be weighted to provide selection preference to any given site. 

The selected frame of data is then transferred to a 
buffer in the voter selector over the common bus at 19.2 lcbaud 
where it is then clocked out at 9.6 kbaud. Before one frame has 
been completely clocked out of the buffer, the selector will 
have again pohed all active voter receiver shelves and selected 
the one to transfer the next frame of data. This results in a 
smooth,continuous, 9.6 kbauddatatrain being forwarded from 
the selector, where each successive frame has been independ- 
ently chosen from one of the available VG voting receivers. 



If a VG voting receiver should fail at any time, the 
voting selector will take note on the next round of polling and 
it will remove the failed receiver from the polling list of 
available receivers. Upon being placed back in service, the 
voting receiver can be logged in by the selector as being 
available by depressing the reset button on the selector shelf. 
This causes the selector to reconfigure and recognize all 
available polling addresses. 

INTERFACE ADAPTER 

There is the need for several components to be added 
to the voter system when Voice Guard voting is overlaid on an 
GE-VSD analog voter. Since no place readily existed for these 
components, a new assembly was made to support them. This 
is called the Interface Adapter and is identified by 
PL19C336844Gl. Only one Interface Adapter is required for 
2through 32 VG sites. SeeLBI-3 1680 for detailed information 
on the Interface Adapter. 

The following functions are performed by the Inter- 
face Adapter. 

- R3, D2 and Cl form a low current, shunt regu- 
lated4.4 V power supply which provides the 
required pull-up voltage for several logic 
functions. 

- R2 is the pull-up resistor for the voter PRE- 
DETECT bus. 

- Rl is the pull-up resistor for the RKP INHIBIT 
line. 

- Dl is an isolation diode for the analog voter 
MUTE line. It is essential that this diode be 
a low forward voltage drop type (i.e., 
Schottky barrier) as the MUTE line directly 
accesses the emitter-base junction of a @an- 
sistor and the muting function must pull 
close enough to ground to prevent the tran- 
sistor junction from conducting. 

- Kl provides the very low forward voltage drop 
required by the digital voter COS input and :* 
the RKP RCVNG input. must be employed for each radio channel in the system. One 

to four CIUs can be mounted in one cabinet. CIU versions to 
support either VGE or DES encryption algorithms are avail- 
able. Also, DES, FS-1027 endorsed and non-endorsed ver- 
sions are available. 

VOTING STATION - DESCRIPTION 

ThePROM(19A149219)intheGETCorVGstation 
shelf contains all of the required software modules to operate 
in any of several station modes. These are all discussed in LBI- 
31546 and in the VOICE GUARD STATION SHELVES 
section of Chapter 5 in this manual. When operating in the 
voted remote/repeat mode, the shelf operates in a nearly full 
duplex manner. The received VG data via the radio path is 
passed out the station control line transmit port to the VG voter, 
while the station control line receive port accepts voted VG 
data from the voter selector output and passes it on to the radio 
RF transmit port. 

When a voter is being incorporated in a VG system, 
the GETC or VG shelf in the station should be set for the voted 
remote/repeat mode independent of whether the station is 
operating in the voted remote, voted repeat or voted remote/ 
repeat application. See LBI-31546 and the VOICE GUARD 
STATION SHELVES section of Chapter 5 in this manual, for 
a detailed description of station shelf modes. 

CONSOL-E INTERFACE UNIT 

Description 

The Console Interface Unit (CIU) is required in end- 
to-end encryption systems to provide interconnection between 
1 or more dispatch consoles and the station RF equipment. The 
CIU is comprised of the following hardware pieces: 

- Control shelf consisting of: 

- Four Freq Tone Remote 
Control board 19A704686P6 

- Interface board 19D438302Gl 
- Telephone line modem 19A705178Pl 

- Voice Guard shelf consisting of: 

- Voice Guard unit 19D438909P14,16,23 
- Power supply 19Al49246Pl 
- Keep alive supply (optional) 19B23478162 

The CIU is housed in a 30” indoor cabinet. One CIU 
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Operation 

At the beginning of a console initiated transmission, 
the AC tone control signaling format calls for a nominal 125 
msec burst of high level 2175 Hz tone @alIed SECURIT tone) 
followed by a nominal 40 msec burst of function tone. Then a 
low level 2175 Hz continuous tone keeps the transmitter keyed 
on the air. One of four standard function tones determines the 
transmit frequency (channel) and the logical OR of the func- 
tion tone detectors in the station generates “remote PTT”‘. 

The ClU houses the Voice Guard unit which, in turn, 
contains the operational cryptographic key. When a tmnsmis- 
sion is to be made in the CLEAR mode, the control tones from 
the console(s) arepassed through the CIU andon to the station. 
When a transmission liom the console(s) is to be encrypted, a 
different function tone is sent that is intercepted by the CIU 
which, in turn, interrupts theclearaudiopath to the station. The 
clear audio is redirected to the VG module while the VG 
module output is connected to a telephone line modem which 
then places its ldlevel24ti baud data on the control line to the 
station. The audio being sent to the CIU from one console is 
alsoloopedtotheothercontrollinepairsothatallotherconsole 
operators may hear both ends of each conversation. The 
function tones and their assignment in a VG system are shown 
below: 

- 1950 Hz - Fl Clear mode 
- 1850 Hz - Fl Guarded mode 
- 1350 Hz -l?2Clearmode 
-125oHz - F2 Guarded mode 

WhenaGuardedmodetransmissionisbeingreceived 
from the station (toward the console(s)), the VG unit in the CIU 
recognizes the valid VG data and responds causing the receive 
audio path to the console(s) to be fed decrypted audio. In the 
case of a clear transmission, the station audio is passed through 
the CIU and on to the console(s). 

An additional looping capability exists in the CIU 
when operating in a voted system. The information on the 
control line from the voter can be looped to the control line to 
the station to complete the voted repeat path. 

Instruction books LB131760 and LBI-31761 will 
provide additional detailed information on the CIU. 

REMOTE KEYING PANEL (RKP) 

Function 

A Remote Keying Panel (RKP) provides a means for 
a voter to initiate a station AC tone transmitter keying sequence 
for clear mode Repeat or Remote/Repeat transmissions. It is 
not required for Remote only operation. When applied to a 
Voice Guard voter, the RKP must be modified. These modi- 
fications are discussed in-detail in LBI-31680 and are summa- 
rized below. The basic RKP is described in detail in LBI-4650. 

When the voter is co-located with the station, it is 
possible to interconnect the voter directly to the station, not 
requiring an RKP or telephone line modems. Such intercon- 
nection involves a number of separate leads. _ 

Modification Summary 

For Repeat and Remote/Repeat Voice Guard voter 
applications, the RKP must be modified as follows. 

a) Keying Logic card - 19D41745262 

Change R212 from 100 ohms to 2700 ohms. 

This slows the turn-on charging of the (5 
second) transmit hang timer by approximately 
100 msec so that there is time to decide 
whether the transmission is Guarded and, if it 
is, have time to keep the transmitter from 
keying on in the clear mode. This is because 
the transmitter keys ON several hundred msec 
later if the transmission is digital. Turning the 
timer GN too soon will allow a digital data 
“burp” to occur at the~start of each repeated, -- 
Guarded transmission, 

W Tone Control card - 19D417417Gl 

UnsolderU8-8 from thePWB and insertahot- 
carrierdi&lebetweenU8-8andthePWB, with 
the cathode end soldered to the IC. Also add 
a 10k ohm resistor from TP-10 to the +5 volt 
bus on the card. 
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The tone mute bus was originally intended to 
be pulled low by only IC U8. In the VG voting 
application, it is necessary to be able to pull the 
tone mute bus low by either U8 or externally. 
Since U8 has a TIL active pull-up output 
device, it was not possible to just externally 
pull the output low without drawing excess 
current in IC U8. The diode in series with U8 
output now allows the bus to be wire-ORed. 
The 1Okohm resistor is a pull-up to +5 volts on 
the now diode isolated bus. 

cl. RKP backplane 

The backplane mn labeled + CONTROL is cut 
free from terminal TB2501-6. A wire is added 
from TB2501-6 to J2504C14. Add jumper 
between backplane Hl and H2. 

The + CONTROL function is only used in DC 
control funcXions. Since an external termina- 
tion was required for the tone mute bus de- 
scribed above, + CONTROL was selected. 
J2504-Cl4 is the card access to the bus. 

The jumper between backplane Hl and H2 
co~txts the PTT LED on the shelf power 
supply to the PTT input terminal on the 
backplane. ~This allows the LED to light when 
thePTI’outputisactivatedbytheCOSinputto 
the RKP. 

Operation 

CLEAR-Whenaclearmodesignalisbeingreceived, 
the analog voter causes the “RECEIVING” input (TB2502-5) 
on the RKP to go low (active). This activates the 5 second hang 
timer and then starts the limit timer on the keying logic card. 
This, in turn, activates the PTT output on the RKP terminal 
TB2502-9 and also lights the LED on the RKP shelf power 
supply. The external P’IT signal is connected to the tone voter 
board on the digital voter selector and is used to remove the 
1950 Hz idle tone from the phone line. Internally, the transmit 
tone control sequence is generated and appears on the phone 
line. After the tone control sequence is complete, the clear 
voted audio from the analog voter is applied to the phone line. 

GUARDED - When a Voice Guard signal is being 
received, the RKP starts to key up just as in the clear mode but 
is subsequently inhibited by the “INHIBIT” input to RKP 
terminal TB2501-6. The digital signal as processed by the 
telephone line modem is applied to the phone line for delivery 
to the CIU and/or repeater station. 

It is essential that the analog PTT line from the RKP 
not be allowed to “glitch” during the beginning of a digital 
sequence. This will cause the 1950 Hz tone on the phone line 
to be turned off too soon and a burst of digital noise will be 
propagated through the system. See OPERATION in the 
CONSOLE INTERFACE UNlT section of this manual. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

While there are a number of ways to configure a 
voting system, the basic building blocks are all the same. It is 
possible to configure only analog voting or only Voice Guard 
voting or overlay both voters on the same control lines. One or 
more console positrons and a CIU may be employed in voted 
remote or voted remote/repeat systems or no consoles or CIU 
need to be employed in voted repeat only systems. 

On a standard catalog basis; up to twelve (12) analog 
votersitesmaybeutilized. More than hvelvesiteanalogvoting 
is attainable on a “specials” basis. Up to 32 Voice Guard voter 
sites may be utilized before special hardware and software 
modifications become necessary. Figure 6-l depicts the block 
diagram of a typical four site, single frequency, VG/analog 
voted remote/repeat system with two consoles. To add voting 
sites, up to twelve, only additional VG satellite receivers and 
analog and Voice Guard voter receivers attached to the voting 
busses would be required. 

When adding Voice Guard voting to me existing GE- 
VSD analog voter, it was most desirable that no modifications 
be required to the analog voter hardware. In order to make this 
happen, the few additional required components needed to 
overlay the two systems were placed on a small PWB that was 
then mounted on the back of the voter cabinet. This board 
assembly was called the Interface Adapter and is identified as 
PL19C336844Gl. Details of this assembly are discussed in 
LB13 1680. 

VOTED REMOTE 

The interconnect diagram of a two site VG voted 
remote system is shown in Figure 6-2. It contains: an analog 
voter, a Voice Guard voter, an Interface Adapter, a MASTR 
IIremotebasestation,aCIUandaconsole. Toaddvotingsites, 
additional VG voter receiver shelves would be interconnected 
in the same manneras the two shown in Figure 6-2. LBI-30002 
covers the details of adding analog voter sites to an existing 
system. 

Analog Operation 

Normally, all satellite receivers are applying a 1950 
Hz tone to their phone lines to indicate that no RF signal is 
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being received. The VG voter selector is also generating a 
1950 Hz tone which mutes the audio output of the CIU. When 
aunitontheRFchanneltransmitsaclearmodesignal,the 1950 
Hz tone is removed from the output of each satellite receiver 
receiving the signal. All satellite receiver audio outputs are 
brought by telephone line, radio or microwave link to a central 
point where the analog voter selects the receiver audio having 
the best signal-to-noise ratio. 

The analog voter “RCVNG” lead, TB7-6, goes high 
whenaclearsignalisbeingreceived. Thiscausesthereedrelay 
on the interface unit in the voter cabinet to operate which, in 
turn, grounds the wired-OR COS line, TB 10-8, and the tone 
disable line, TBlO-1, in the VG voter selector shelf. This 
advises the VG selector that a clear mode transmission is in 
progress and removes the 1950 Hz tone from the voter output 
line. The RKP inhibit line, TB 10-9, from the VG voter selector 
remains high and the analog voter mute line, TB7-8, remains 
above +0.65 volts. The selected analog path is indicated by the 
green lamp on the corresponding anaIog voter card being lit. 

At the completion of an analog transmission, 1950Hz 
is reapplied to the inputs of all of the analog voter receiver 
modules by their corresponding satellite receivers. Also, the 
VG voter selector, upon detecting that the COS line has again 
gone high, reapplies 1950 Hz tone to the voter output control 
line. This mutes the audio output from the CKJ. 

VOICE GUARD OPERATION 

When a unit on the RF channel transmits in the Voice 
Guard mode and is received by one or more of the satellite 
receivers, the 1950 Hz tone is again removed from the output 
of each active satellite receiver. However, the VG shelf at each 
active satellite receiver determines that a valid VG signal is 
being receivedandproceeds to put 164evel data modem output 
on the telephone line. Immediately upon detecting that the 
1950 Hz tone is missing on any of its inputs, the analog voter 
starts to process the VG data as an analog signal. The 
corresponding Voice Guard voter receiver detects the presence 
of valid VG data. This causes the VG voter selector RKP 
INHIBIT lead, TBlO-9, to go low. This, in turn, pulls the 
analog voter MUTE line, TB7-8, down to less than +0.50 volts 
which causes the analog voter output to be muted. The 1950 
Hz tone from the VG voter selector is again removed and VG 
data modem signal is applied to the voter output telephone line. 
The CID output is unmuted, and the VG data is decry&zd in its 
VG unit. 

It should be noted that the analog voter MUTE line 
directly accesses the emitter-base junction of a transistor. 
When this transistor is turned ON, the measured voltage drop 

will be the classic 0.6 to 0.7 volts. To keep the transistor from 
turning ON, it is necessriry to clamp the MUTE line to less than 
0.5 volts. See LB&31680 for additional information on the 
Interface Adapter. 

It should also be noted that about 30 seconds into 
every Voice Guard transmission, each analog voter receiver 
module that is receiving a VG modem data input will normally 
indicate failure and its respective RED lamp will light. This 
is normal because the VG data signal looks like an unsquelched 
radio receiver to the analog voter hence it indicates failure. 
This is not a problem because the analog voter output is muted 
during a VG transmission anyway. As soon as the VG 
transmission ends, the failed indication immediately clears 
itself and the analog voter is ready to process an analog 
transmission. 

VOTED REMOTE/REPEAT 

A voted remote/repeat system as depicted in Figures 
6- 1 and 6-3 are similar to a voted remote system as described 
in the VOTED REMOTE section of this manual except that the 
voted signal modulates the base station transmitter as well as 
being delivered to the CIU. Logic is included in the CIU that 
allows a console originated signal to preempt a mobile origi- 
nated transmission. In addition to the complement of equip- 
ment required for voted remote operation, a voted remote/ 
repeat system also generally requires a remote keying panel or 
RKP. The RKP accepts voted audio and a control signal from 
the voter and generates the transmitter tone keying sequence 
and places it on the telephone line to the CID. In the voted 
remotehepeat mode, the CIUis strapped so as to loop the voted 
audio, either VG data or clear voice, onto the transmit control 
line from the CIU to the base station transmitter. 

The RKP RECEIVING input (I’l32502-5) and the 
INHIBITinput(TB2502-6) arelow impedaucecircuitsthatare 
notreadily driven from transistors. Therefore, the analog voter 
COR board (19B21996461) is used to provide the switching 
interface to the RISE. The COR is not required for the voted 
remote only configuration. 

A point of further note for voted remote repeat sys- 
tems is that the RKP will send a burst of SECURIT tone to the 
console(s) at the beginning of each activation of the RKP. To 
prevent this burst of 2175 Hz tone from being heard, each 
console must be equipped with a 2175 Hz suckout filter. Such 
filters are generally available. 



Analog Operation 

WhenaunitontheRFchanneltransmitsaclearmode 
signal, each satellite receiver receiving the signal will remove 
the 1950 Hz tone from its output. One or mom analog voter 
receiver units detecting the loss of 1950 Hz tone input will 
result in the analog voter output “RCVNG” (TB7-6) lead going 
high. This causes the reed relay on the Interface Adapter to 
operate which, in turn, makes the COS input to the VG voter 
selector go low. 

The COR relay (19B219964Gl) on the analog voter 
is held in the normally operated state during periods of no 
activity or during clear mode operation. Therefore, the analog 
voter “RCVNG” signal also is delivered to the RKP (TB2502- 
5). When the ‘TKVNG” signal goes high, the 5 second hang 
timer and transmit limit timer are set and the transmit tone 
sequence is started. The RKP PTT output also goes low. This 
is connected to VG voter selector TBlO-1 and performs the 
function of removing the 1950 Hz tone from the output of the 
voter, which then allows the CIU to unmute and pass clear 
audio to the console(s). Refer to LBI-4650 for detailed opera- 
tion of the RKP. 

Voice Guard Operation 

When a unit on the RF channel transmits in the Voice 
Guard mode and is received by one or more satellite receivers, 
the 1950 Hz tone is removed from the output of each active 
satellite receiver. However, the GETC or VG shelf at each 
active satellite receiver determines that a valid VG signal is 
being received and proceeds to put 1Qlevel data modem 
output on the telephone line to the voter. Immediately upon 
detecting that the 1950 Hz tone is missing on any of it’s inputs, 
the analog voter starts to process the VG data as an analog 
signal. The corresponding Voice Guard voter receiver detects 
the presence of valid VG data. This causes the RKP INHIBIT 
output (T.BlO-9) of the VG voter selector shelf to go low 
(ground). TheRKPlNHlBITleadgoinglowcausestheanalog 
voter MUTE line (IB7-8) to drop below +0.5 volts which 
mutes the analog voter and lets the COR on the analog voter 
release. This removes the RKP keying signal and also pulls the 
RKP INHIBIT input to ground which serve to halt the transmit- 
ter tone keying sequence and to reset the timers inside the RKP. 

The 1950 Hz tone on the output of the voter selector 
is again removed and the voted VG data from the 1Qlevel data 
modem is connected to the voter output telephone line and on 
to the CIU. The CIU output is unmuted, and the VG data is 
decrypted in its VG unit. The VG telephone line modem data 
is also looped to the telephone pair going to the transmitter 

where it processed by the GETC or VG shelf in the station and 
then modulates the station transmitter. 

The characteristics of the analog voter MUTE line 
and analog voter receiver fault indication during VG transmis- 
sions as discussed in the VOICE GUARD OPERATION 
section above apply to voted remote/repeat applications as 
well. 

VOTEDREPEAT 

A voted repeat system is one in which no consoles or 
CIU are employed but, the voted signal is used to key ON and 
modulate a base station transmitter. Such a system configura- 
tionisdepictedinFignre6-4. Itfunctionsidenticallytoavoted 
remote/repeat confignration except that the control circuit 
from the voter output is connected directly to the repeater 
transmitter input instead of to a CIU. The base station used in 
a voted repeat application must be configured identical to the 
base station used for voted remote/repeat systems. That is 
because the control input to either configuration is by wire line 
and appears the same to the station independent of whether it 
originated from a CIU or voter. 

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS 

Voted systems have certain unique limitations that 
are not shared with the non-voted counterpart system configu- 
rations. Two significant such limitations are described below: 

a) In voted repeat and remote/repeat configurations 
the station VG shelf cannot change the transmitted OArelative 
to the OA that is received. This is because the VG station shelf 
software only reads the TX OA switch S2 when the VG signal 
comes in via the radio port. In voted applications, the voted 
signal to be transmitted enters the shelf via the control line port, 
not the radio port. The software is structured to not change the 
OA and to not read switch S2, if the signal enters via the 
telephone line port While the voted remote/repeat shelf 
software allows the station receiver to receive a VG signal, it 
treats it as a satellite receiver and sends the received VG data 
to a voter receiver input. 

b) In voted operation, the CG MONITOR function 
does not open up the channel so that it can operate in a no CG 
mode. Also, the receive OA is not opened up to pass all OA’s, 
independent of S 1. This is because the station CG MONITOR 
function is not normally conveyed to the satellite receiver 
locations. Hence, even though the station CG MONITOR 
function may actually be enabled, the satellite receivers don’t 
know about it and remained squelched. 
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CHAPTER 7 

VOICE GUARD PUBLICATIONS 

APPLlCATlON 
PUBLICATIONS FOR: 

DES ALGORITHM VGE ALGORITHM DES &VGE 

MASTR CONTROLLER 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31531 LBI-31740 
Z-Frequency Option LBI-31668 

KEY LOADER 
Operator’s Manual LBI-31541 LBI-31665 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31544 LBI-31684 

DELTA/RANGR MOBILES & STATIONS 
Operator’s Manual LBI-31520’ LBI-31697 

LBI-31897’ 
Installation Manual LBI-31521 LBI-31698 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31522 LBI-31683 
“SIMON” for the VG module LBI-31550 

END-TO-END ENCRYPTION STATIONS 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31532 

Service Section LBI-31546 
“SIMON” for the shelf LBI-31593 

ENCRYPT/DECRYPT (E/D) STATIONS 
Operator’s Manual LBI-31520’ LBI-31897 

LBI-31697’ 
Maintenance Manual 

Remote Only LBI-31661 LBI-31681 
VG control board LBJ-31664 
VG 9600 module LB/-31665 LB/-31674 

Remote/Repeat (shelf) LBI-31862 LBI-31682 
VG control board LB/-31664 
VG 9600 module LB/-31665 LBI-31674 

“SIMON” for the VG module LBI-31550 
“SIMON” for the shelf LBI-31593 

AUXILIARY/SATELLITE RECEIVER 
Maintenance Manual 

Opt. 9723 (w/VG shelf) LBI-31679 
opt. 9730 LBI-31699,LBI-31665 
Opt. 9729 (w/VGE module) LBI-31674, LBI-31687 

“SIMON” for the shelf LBI-31593 
“SIMON” for the VG module LBI-31550 

VOTING SELECTOR/RECEIVER 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31680 
“SIMON” for the shelf LBI-31593 

CONSOLE INTERFACE UNIT (CIU) 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31760 LBI-31761 

VG Module LBI-31665 LB/-31674 
4 Freq. Remote Board LBI-31552 

’ For FS-1027 (mechanical key locks) 
z For non FS-1027 (DES algorithm but no key locks) 

Manuals shown in iltllics are sent as part of the manual shown above it 



CON’1 

APPLICATION 
PUBLICATIONS FOR: 

DES ALGORITHM VGE ALGORITHM DES &VGE 

MPS PERSONAL VG RADIO 
Operator’s Manual 
Maintenance Manual LBI-31613 

Service Section LBI-31814 

MPD SCAN VG RADIO 
Operator’s Manual LBI-31912 
Maintenance Manual (VHF) LBI-31914 
Maintenance Manual (UHF) LBI-31915 

Maintenance Section LB/-31945 
Service Section LBI-31918 

MPD SYSTEM VG RADIO 
Operator’s Manual LBI-31913 
Maintenance Manual (VHF) LBI-31916 
Maintenance Manual (UHF) LBI-31917 

PROGRAMMING 
VG-9600 modules & MPS radio LBI-31523 

(for use with TQ-2310) 
MPD Personal VG Radio 

(for use with PC) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Voice Guard Systems Manual 
“SIMON” Level Interface 

Cable for VG-9600 Modules 
Hump Mount Kit 

(for VG-9600 Modules) 
Eye pattern adapter 
Digital test generator 

’ For FS-1027 (mechanical key locks) 
p For non FS-1027 (DES algorithm but no key locks) 

Manuals shown in italics are sent 89 part of the manual shown above it 

LBI-31612 
LBI-31723 
LBI-31724 

LBI-38207 
LBI-31947 
LBI-31946 

LBI-38208 
LBI-31951 
LBI-31949 

LBI-31776 

TQ-3319 

LBI-31600 
LBI-31700 

LBI-31747 

LBI-38118 
LBI-38204 

tQco5 Isam 4) 
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DESIGN AN0 PERFORMANCE OF A DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY SYSTEM FOR LAND MOBILE RADIO 

G.D. Rose and S. Kappagantula 

General Electric Company, Mobile Coanxmfcatfons Division, Lynchburg, VA 24502. 

This paper presents the design and performance characteristics of a 9600 bfts/sec digital voice 

privacy system. The system has been applied in ccmnsrcfally available mrJbile radio products. 

Various aspects oi the design including speech bandufdth conpressfcn, encryption and radio engineering 
vi11 be discussed. The resulting parformancc from a radio frequency standpoint is presented. 

performance characteristics will shou that certain Limitations of previously available conrnercfal 

mobile rsdio voice privacy products are overcane fn this design. 

I INTRODUCTZON 

Land-mobiLa radio systems have becuae a vital tool for efficient operation of many of todays business 

and govermtental organizations. Frequently, the nature of the cMmunfcatfons carried by these systems 

is of a sensitive nature to thee8 organizations. However, radio comunicatfons are not private since 
most of them can be received on available monfiors. To overcome this security problem, many mobile 

radio users are beginning to require sum form of voice privacy or scrahlfng. Voice privacy techniques 

for Land-mobile radio csn be divided into tm categories, analog and dfgftei. Generally digital 

approaches provide a rmxh higher Levci of protection than analog techniques. In digital voice privacy 

implementations, the analog speech to be transmitted is first digitized. This string of ones and zeros 

representing spcsch fnformtfon is then scra&led in accordance with a predetermined algorithm and then, 
after appropriate frequency domain filtering, moblates a radio transmitter. The transmitted 

pseudorsndom stream has all the characteristics of white noise uhen monitored by a standard receiver. 

Furthermore, there is no perceived change in the noise-like modulation whether there is any analog 

information being processed or not. In digital scrambling, the only information to be gained by an 

adversary is that a scrambled transmission is in progress. 

In this paper we present the design and performance of a dfgftal voice privacy system that utilizes a 
data rate of 9600 bits/set. Section II describes the digital coding of speech, section III with the 

data encryption technique. Data format desfgn is discussed in Section IV and the operational performance 

of the radio in Sectfon V. 

II DIGITAL ENCODING OF SPEECH 

The maxfmun data rate that can be-reasonably supported by a mobile radio channel is influenced by 
regulatory constraints. Thus a standard 25 Khz channelfzatfon cannot carry telephone quality PCM 

speech using 2-Level modulation schemes. MultiLevel modulation schemes have the disadvantage of a 

more rapid performance degradation then 2-level schemes on a Rayleigh fading channel. Furthermore 

data filtering for ba&fdth restriction usually translates into intersymbol interference at the 
receiver. This causes the received error rate to be increased generalLy as a function of filter 

banduidth and the transmitted data rate. For instance, the bandwidth limits set by FCC regulations (1) 



BIM that tha raufnrrr 2-Lawl til8tad bra rata th8t c8n k ral f8bly supportrd on a stanbrd chcuml 
f8 SF& 12-16 kflobfta/sec. This is beaed on typfc8l cheracteriatfca of trensmittar snd receiver 
data filters. Therefore spauh bnbfdth empraufm technfqxs for such bit rates are raquirad. 

tanerally s& coder8 cm be dividad into tw clusu: Uavaforn coders and Spaech vocoders. Waveform 

coders attempt, to praaerve the trmaafttad wvaform by coding at the tratnnsittar snd raconstructfng 

it at the raceiwc. Exrple8 8re PC& CVSD Cmtfnwusly V8rf8ble Slw Delta !mdulation) and SEC 
<SI& gnd Coding). Vocodarr operate On n an8(y8ia-synthasis beafa by the axtractim of wcaptt& 

parmeters of the input sp+~- An Wle is the U.S Govarramnt rtqnd8rd LPC-10 l lgorithnr. Such cedars 

8re ganer8lly wpre b8nduidth efffciant with raspact to the data rate rwfrad for a gfvan subjrtive 

- spaa& vlity but 8re fnv8rfably oore coaplax th8n wmfora cedars. W8vafona c&rs cm also withstsnd 

the bit error rata8 encoatemd m 8 Mile radio ch8meL batter thn vocodan. The problan is us~lly 

solved in wcodars by the use of FEC (Forwrd Error Carracticn). Hotir this adds substantially to the 

carqlufty of the proceaafng rwirad. Therefore naveform encoding tachniquas ara batter suited to mobile 

rsdlo ch8mola. 

The use of limr delt8 mocblatfon techniques for sgmodl corpresaian have been extensively investfgatad 

(2,3). Varfanta of the coneapt su& sa cvfo CContfnou8Ly V8ri8ble Slopa Delt8 modulation) hava provan 
aswf8lly suitable fof a mbile radio ChurWk. Ffgurr 1 shcu8 8 typic81 CVSD coder block diagram. The 

output bit rate is the m ae the -lfng rate of the input speech. The output of the arm bit vtizar 

ia a 0 or a 1 dspsndfng m the Mplt of the qrntfzer for 8 finite nupkr of p~dum saples. The 
sdsptatfon logic gamerates step sizes uhfch 8n a fvrtim of the variatioim in the spaa& sig~L. 
The subjactfve qdity of MD speech at bit rata8 of &Waan 12 ud 16 Kfl&fts/sac is sccaptsbla ss 

coarnfatfan qrrrifty. CVS is 8 10~ caplurify ding schrar and its h8rdwrre inpkmntatfon is 
ral8tfvely aiapte. The dim8ge of evsD 18 that 10lmfng the bft rate below It K@a degrades the 
spaach inte(ligfbflity etmti8Lly. Mcondly 12 or 16 Kba/s data rate is non stsndrrd for convantional 
data faadaG and UARTS. Lutly these data mta8 ary .raqufra wider 1.F bww&fdths. 

g&band coding hu been recognizsd u a suitable codfng tachnfqm for mobile radio chamels. The prinrary 

dvurt8ge of SW (sub g8nd Coding) is that a lowar bit r8te is raquirad to prduce c6nunications quality 

speech. Thfa maser that a stsnbrd data rate such 88 9.6 K&/s un ba usad for the speach transmission. 

s8C is rlso r&at in 8 Rllylefgh fsdfng ch8nnal. Zinser at al. (4) have daafgnad an&avaluatad tw such 

codem for 8 f8ding charnel. The coder ussd in our systan is derived frcua the above dasigns. The block 
dfagrm of the cedar is show in Ffgura 2. The input speech signal is digftfzad by a standard a-bit 

u-18~ PC?4 cadet after low par8 filtering. The codac prod&as a dfgitfzad full band signal. This sign81 

is than split into 4 sub bands, asch of which are dacimrtad dour to the raspactive base bands. The band 
splitting is achfavad by 8 Qu8dr8tura Mirror Filter (QnF) bank vhfch yields M octave-spaced band 

structure. The subsaquant data ccnpresafon is achfevad by a cc&ination of APCH (Adaptive PCW) (5) and 

BCPCH (Block C-ad PCH) quultfzars. The bsndufdth canprasrion data rate from the coder is 9244 

bits/sac. Frsma synchronization and SfgMlling information are insartad before transinisaion. This 

infommtim accounts for 356 bits/s makfng the channel data rata 9.6 Kbs/s. 

The resulting apeach quality ~88 avalu8tad for intalligfbility using DRT <Diagnostic Rhyme Test) scores 

on tha spach at various sign81 lavels. The DRT (6) is deaignad to test the ganeral intelligibilty of 

spctch snd provides data for the inte+ligibflity of the six elamantary &&tic features of spaach. In 
general ccmmfcatfons quslity spaach coders score in the range of 80-90. The range 7D-80 is termed ‘fair’ 

-- Q 
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and all scores below 7D indicate speach of tnacceptablc quality. Figure 3 shows the comparative 

performstie of CVSO and Subbsnd coded speech in a Rayleigh fsding envirornunt. As can be seen the 

degradation in intelligibflty for the CVSD system is more rapid uith worsening signal levels. The 

reasonsfor this is a fWta1 limitation which will be described in the next section. 

III DIGITAL ENCRYPTION OF DATA 

The Data Encryption Statird (DES) algorithm has baan accept4 as a Federal standard encryption technique 

(8) since 1977. The DES algorithmis atso required mndatorily by most Federal agenciss for transmission - 

of unclaaaified but sensitive National Security related information. The use of the DES algorithm has 
become widespread due the sdvances in VLSI technology. A mmbar of vendors now offer single IC DES 

&vicar. The DES algorfthm uhfch ia dascrfbed in Wail in (7) is shown in Figure 4. The algorithm is 

intandsd to encipher/decipher 64.bit blocks of data using a 56.bit key. The securfty of the algorithm 

lies in the Large nuder of choices of the key variable. The only known technique to attack the algorithm 

is by an exhaustive search of all possible kay combinations. For a 56 bit key there are over seventy 

quadrillion coarbinations which ensures a high level of security even if sn adversary is us11 equippsd (8). 

The DE% algorithm is a block cipher algorithm. Data is enciphered in 64 bit blocks. Decryption is the 

reverse of encryption. The data block encryption/decryption is fraction of a complex key schedule 
c&ulation. The gameri sacurity raquframents for Talaccmmication equipment usfng DES are defined by 
the Federal Standard 1027 (9). The DES algorithm can be used for data encryption in a nu&er of modes 

of tiich tw have become popular with mobile voice privacy systems. These are the Cipher Feedback CCFB) 

and the Output Feedbsck (OF61 modes of operation. 

The CFB mode of oparatfon also referred to is n-bit CFB produces cipher stream by feeding back n bits of 

cfphartaxt par round of encryption. The process is shonn in Figure f(a) for ~1. In the l-bit CF% mcdc of 

operation an Initfalizstion vector (IV) is first encrypted as a block. The plaintext data is then XORed 

with one bit of the output register. The ciphertext bit is then shifted into the input register. The next 

round of encryption is initiated snd one bit from the output register is used to encrypt the next plaintext 

bit and the process continues in this way. It can ba noted that since the CFB mode depends only on the 

ciphertext it is a self-smronfzing mode of operation. Despite its simplicfty the CFB mode suffers a 
serious disadvantage on a mobile radio channel. First a single bit error in the transmitted ciphertext 

will result in thh corruption of 50% of a 64 bit block of recovered plaintext. This propagation of errors 

tends to reduce the effective cumnunfcatfon range substantialty. This explains the steep drop in the 

intelligibility scores of the system referred to- in Figure 3. Thfs is a fun&mental limitation of the CFB 

mode of operation. 

The OF% moda Qf the DES algorithm operates 8s follous. A 64-bit initializationvector (IV) is first 

encrypted by the transmitting unit. The output vector is bitwfse XORed with the plaintext data stream. 

The aotplt vector or scme known function of ix is now fedbsck into the DES algorithm for another round 

of encryption. In the general case of this mode of,,operation n bits of the 64 bit output are used to 
encipher n data bits before the vector is fedbsck. Figure-S(b) dl?picts the OF% mode where r&4. Clearty 

the OF% mcde is data independent i.e. the encryption vector is local to both the transmitter and 

receiver. This implies that bit errors in the transmitted ciphertext wilt not be propagated through 

the recovered plaintext as in the CF% mode. The OF% mode requires that the’transmitttir and receiver 



start with the smm IV to be in sync. This iepos& an ovofhaad in the data stresm which trsnslatas to 

a lowaring of svailabla bits to carry voice informtfon. The m-error propagation characteristics 

of the OF% mode houever, outweigh the overhesd rrqufremnts which will be dascrfbsd in section V. 

IV DATA FORH4T FOR THE R.F. CHANNEL 

The IV used throuGhout an encryptad trmWafsafon prwidas for cryptographic sync. Reliable decoding of 

the trsrmfttsd w data dapands on the proper smfntanance of cryptographic sync., This inplies 

that the IV has to ba protectad against f&a and dropouts on the R.F channel. The voice privacy 

systr uaa fntendsd for uae in the VHF, UHF and 804 Hhz ragiona. Each of thue frrqumy rsgfons are 
affected by fsdas of va8yfng characteristics. For instmce at 850 Mhz, the average fsde duration at a 
vahfcle speed of 20 WI is about 2 millis& at a signs1 threshold of 15 d% below the mean signal 

strefmh (101. In this csu sf~na( exists wider the threshold for abutt 2 fmrcant of the time. At louer 

carrier fraqrmwir or 1-r vehicle spaeda the fade durations are longer and lass frsqusnt. At VHF 
fraquanciea typical fads length8 are abut 30-50 maaca. Hsnca the data fomst should ba able to ensure 

carrect reuptf& of the IV mdar these eonditfms. 

The data fonmt that waa daafgned meets the following objactivas : 

o Greater thm 99% probmbflity of cornet wquisftfon at H average chamel error rate of 3%. 

0 Protactfk of data ftcr fa&a of SO &&in.length. 

o Lita snty or ‘rejoin’ @fifty for a receiver that enters the convematfon after a trsnsmissfon has 
already begm. This iapliea that recurring sync ad IV bumts will k transmittad at regular intervals 

in the data stnr. 

0 A veq low probsbflity of fatae ctyptOgraphfc sync dstrticcr. 

The praade contafna bit sync, word sync, sfgnalling and cryptographicsync information. The data UART 

u.qad by the syatam requires bit and wrd sync information. The UART is designad to recognize a ll-bit 

Barker code word. Sfgnalling information includad in the preamble is usad for rapaater accessing and 
for &up sccsss fwctfons. The transmfttsd data stramn contains the following: 

o A ii-bit Barker code word transmitted in the preamble and avery subsaquant data frame. A data frama 
duration is about 225 msacs. 

o contfnaus digital signallfng for repeater or group access within a carrier fraquancy. this ffald is 

called the Outside Address (OA) field. This information is transmfttsd both in the preamble and in data 

frms headers. 

o SBC voice encrypted by the DES atgorfthm operating in the Output Feedback (OF%) mode. 

. 
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Preamble Format 

Figure 6(a) shows the preamble transmitted at the start of a voice transmission. The preamble begins 

uith a burst of bit sync information uhich is a ‘dotting’ pattern (lOlOlO...). This burst allows the 

receiving UART to acquire bit sync. The dotting,burst is followed by a burst of word.sync and digital 

signalling information. A nerd sync burst consists of 12 repeats of a 48 bit packet. The packet consists 
of a Barker code word, tno bytes of DA and a packet position n&r. The receiving unit acquires word 

sync when it detects the Barker code uord. The DA performs a validation function such that only units 

with corresponding GAS can comnnicatc on a given frequency. The redundancy of 12 uas chosen such that 

word sync is reliably acquired uith a signal level close to the 12 dB SIHAD Level of the radio. The 

position mmbcris used to establish the boundary between the word sync/signaLLing burst and the following 

cryptographic sync information. The GA bytes are complements of each other in the preamble. The CA 
validation requires that the tno bytes perfectly match uhen a Barker code word is detected. 

The cryptographic sync burst referred to in Figure 6 consists of a 64 bit IV and a 16 bit null information 
field repeated 9 times along with a fade protection fieid uhfch forms the IV group. The fade filler 
time Tfg is 60 msecs. The IV fnformstfon accotmts for 75 msecs. Each IV group is preceded by a 64-bit 
guard band (GE). The receiver perfonsa a 5 of 9 majority vote on the IV information. The interleaving of 

the GB informst3cm alloup the burst to withstand fades upto 45 msacs in duration. Figure 7 shows the 
performance of prea&le acquisition with respect to average bit error rate and received signal strength. 

Data Frame Header 
.-----s---1.--.-1 

A frame header is transmitted every 225 msecs. The header consists of 14 bytes of information. Figure 6(b) 

shows the ccmposition of the frama header. The header is made up of 2 bytes of the Barker code word and 

fill bits, 2 bytes of OA and 10 bytes for IV information. The OA bytes arc copies of each other unlike 
their counterparts in the prea&le. This is used to distinguish the preamble acquisition from acquisition 

of a data frame. A receiving unit that has missed the preamble or has lost data sync will attempt to resync 

with the data stream. The frame header provides the resync information. A unit which attempts to resync or 

‘late enter’ will do so by detecting one frame header and probability matching the IV of that frame with 

the IV of the next successive frama. The updating of the IV from frame to frame is a function of the DES 

algorithm. This makes the probability of false detection of the IV virtually negligible. 

V IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE 

Voice Guard is the name that has been applied to the digital voice security system described in this 

paper. The system has been applied to mobile, station end personai (harid-held) equipcrientr The Voice 

Guard signal requires an overall baseband that is essentially flat from 10 Hz to 4.8 KHz thus requiring 

direct FM modulators in products equipped uith Voice Guard, but without any special IF circuitry. 

The mobile and personal products are synthesized and provide constant deviation over the required 

frequency range. The modulation approach is to split the Voice Guard signal so as to allou the low 

frequency components to modulate the reference oscillator and the high frequency components to modulate 
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the synthesizer loop. The logic lsvel serial digital Voice Gusrd signal is passed thru a GUSK 
(Gaussian Hfninus Shift Keying) filter in order to mfnfafte the rqufred spactral occupancy of the 

modulated signal. The input to the FH modulator is witched betuesn the output of the GMSK filter 

vhen operating in the voice private mode, or the Post Lfmfter Filter uhen operating in the clear voice 
mode, Figure 8 shows the block dfagrsm of a Voice Gusrd unit. Figure5 9(a) and (b) shou the transmitted 

and recefvd eya-psttems of the data stress!. 

two base station m are available. The first is an end-to-end security version snd requires no 

cryptographic eqfpnant at the base statfon (rspeater) site. Furthermore, in rem& base station . 

epplications, ertcryptfon/decryption csn be acca&ished only at the control point hence, the control 
path is also encrypted. The bsse station or repeater receiver regensrates the Voice Gusrd data snd 

ssnds it doun to the cmtrol point in the case of rsmote opsration snd, to the trsnsmitter in the case 

of repeater operation. Only one type of Vofce Guard station vrft is rsqufrsd in this systsm for ranoie, 
repeat and ranote/repeat 6paratiori The niode of operatfcn of the station can be reconfigursd in the 

,field by the sfnple operatfon of setting a DIP-suit& The secmd type of base station provides only 
R-F. sscurfty i.e. paint-to-point encryptiocr. This type of base station requires cryptographic equip-sent 
at the 5tatlWrgater site. Ccsssn ication between the station snd the dispatch console/controller arc 
carrfsd on wer 5t5nd5rd voice grads telephaw lines using available telqhna modem. 

The high band station excftw ia a phase lock multiplier that can easily stqport the fflterd Voice Guard 
digital signsi. The fm to the moblator fs switchsd ktueen the outprt of a GUSIC fitter for private 

operation and the Post Limiter filter for clear voice operation. for UHF opsratfon, the direct F?4 

oscillator-nuitipliar exciter is to be +loyed. Elodulatian is applfsd directly to the Ff4 oscillator. 
It is steered betueen the GNSK fflter and the Post Lflaiter Filter just as in the previously described 

aquiF---* 

As is menticnad earlier, the FCC radio Rules snd Regulations, Part 90, define5 the msximm spectral 

occupancy characteristic that a radio not having a Wiatfon Limiter and post Limiter filter can 

possess. figure 10 show the spsctrw occupied by a Voice Guard signal along ufth the FCC limits for 

operation shove 450 Hht. The FM deviation is set at 3 Khr. 

As the RF signal-to-noise ratio degradee uhile operating in the clear, background noise becomes 

increasingly noticeable. At such Lsvels there is no degradation in the recovered digital audio. At 

noise levels uhfch are high encugh to cause bit errors, Voice Guard yields a warbling characteristic 

to the recovered voice. Under scme conditions, it is possible that the private mode is more 

intelligible than the dear mcde. Laboratory and field tests have shown the range of clear and 

private modes of opsration to bs essentially +l. Figure 3 show the DRT test results for clear 

and private opsration as a function of clear mode SINAD. 

. 
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Capture ratio is s messure of on-channel interference tolerance of a receiver to another signal. A 
standard FH mobile radio operating in the clear at about 18 dB SINAO will be captured by another on 

frequency signal that is 5 dB stronger than the reference signal. Similarly, no significant interference 

is noticed when the fnterfereing signal is 5 dB ueaker than the reference (18 dB SINAD) signal. The 
Capture Ratio is then 5 dB. blhm operating in the encryptad mode, the capture ratio is found to be 4 &. 

Adjacent Channel Interferance 
_-___._._-.--_.--.-_--------- 

Even though the Voice Guard data is filtered prfor to modulating the transmitter, there is a classic 

(SIN X)/X distribution of spectral energy uhfch is still present in the adjacent channel even though 

the FCC spectral occupancy requirements have been met. An examination of several radios showed that 

the energy in the adjacent channel is 27 to 30 dB higher uhen operating in the encrypted mcde than when 

operating in the clear with a one KHz tone in hard audio limiting. 
-~ - 

VI CONCtlJSION 

UC have described a digital voice privacy system uhich has bean appliedin commercially available products. 
The GE-Voice Guard systam is now available in both mobile and handheld radios. The performance discussed 

in the b&y of the paper shows that the Voice Guard systam achieves an acceptable voice quality uith no 

loss of range 8s ccmpa&d to clear modeoperation (13). In addition, use of SEC with the OFB mode of DES 

have allowed contfnous digftsl sfgnallfng. This offers features analagous to wfng.CTCSS in the clear 

mode. The 9600 bits/s data rate allows lanodffiad radio IFS and modulators to be usad, as well as 

inexpensive modems for land line interface. The systam addresses a major need for voice privacy on land 

mobile channels. Furthermore limitations present in previously available privacy products have been 

elimfnatad in this design. 
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APPENDIX 

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY REQIJIREMEN'TS FOR THE APPLICATION OF 
FEDERAL STANDARD 1027 TO DES-PROTECTED COMMERCIAL VOICE RADIOS 

Exceptions and Clarifications to Federal Standard 1027. The following exceptions 
and clarifications to Federal Standard 1027 are approved for handheld, mobile, and 
fixed station commercial radios using the DES algorithm. 

1. Mobile and Fixed Station Radios. The following exceptions or clarifications 
to Federal Standard 1027 apply to the degree stated in this paragraph for mobile and 
fixed station commercial radios which embody the DES algorithm. Paragraphs referenced 
below are those of Federal Standard 1027 unless otherwise stated. 

a. Paragraph 3.1.1 and 3.1.4. - The radio need not have-the locks required 
by this paragraph. If the radio does not have integral locks, the radio, when 
installed, must be loctible by an external mechanism which precludes unauthorized 
access to the key variable entry controls and other controls (see Paragraph 3.7) 
critical to the security of the radio. 

b. Paragraph 3.1.2 - Protection against theft and undetected substitution 
of the radio is required and can be provided by a lockable mounting mechanism 
external to the radio as described in Paragraph 3.3.1.8. of this specification. If 
an external mechanism is used, it shall be made available by the radio manufacturer. 

c. Paragraph 3.1.3 - In vehicular applications, the lock which prevents 
unauthorized return of the radio to operational status, shall be in addition to the 
normal vehicle ignition lock. 

d. Paragraph 3.2.1.2.1 - 3.2.1.2.4 - In instances where a key variable 
loader already exists or in cases where the specified interface cannot be incorporated 
into an existing radio without substantial redesign, alternate mechanical and 
electrical interfaces for an externally connected key variable loader are permitted, 
providing that the key variable loader can enter printed keying material in the 
format described in Paragraph 3.2.1.1. and Table 2 of Federal Standard 1027. 

e. Paragraph 3.2.4 - The requirement to retain the key variable with an 
independent back-up energy source, applies only when the primary power source is 
interruptable under normal operating conditions. 

f. Paragraph 3.3 - A new IV is required only for each push-to-talk operation 
of the radio in lieu of the conditioas stated in the third sentence of this paragraph. 

f3= Paragraph 3.4.1 - The Cipher Feedback, Cipher Block Chaining, and Output 
Feedback modes are approved for single channel voice radio applications. 

h. Paragraph 3.4.2.3 - Performing the checkword test for each push-to-talk 
ope'ration is an acceptable frequency of testing for this function. 

i. Paragraph 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2 - These paragraphs do not apply. 

j* Paragraph 3.4.3.5 - Only the last sentence applies. 
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k. Paragraph 3.7 - The POWER ON/OFF function is also optional for this 
application. If the ALARM RESET and TEST MODE function8 are performed automatically 
as a result of some related action by the radio operator, separate controls are not 
required. 

1. Paragraph 3.8 - The POWER ON indicator is not required. The radio shall 
in some manner (visual or audible) indicate the following status conditions: DES 
BYPASS, TEST, ALARM, AND PARITY. 

m. Paragraph 3.9 - If the primary power source for the radio is interruptable 
under normal operating conditions, then critical storage shall be held with an lnde- 
pendent back-up energy source during these periods of interruption. 

n. Paragraph 3.10 - Alternate EMI/EMC criteria which are similar to those 
of MIL-STD-461B may be used if prior approval is obtained. The EMI/EMC concerns are 
focused on spurious radiation from the radio and conducted emanations on the protected 
voice signal. 

2. Handheld Radios. The security requirements contained in Paragraph 1 of 
this Annex also apply to handheld radios except in those cases noted in this paragraph. 
The following paragraphs of Federal Standard 1027 apply to the degree stated for 
commercial handheld radios. 

a. Paragraph 3.1.1 and 3.1.4. - Physical locks are not required on the 
equipment. 

b. Paragraph 3,1.2 - Equipment is not required to have a mounting technique 
to deter theft or substitution. 

_,- 
c. Paragraph 3.1.3 - Standby modes, if used, need not be guarded by a 

physical lock. 

d. Paragraph 3.7 - The standby mode control is optional. 

e. Paragraph 3.9 - The radio shall be capable of holding critical storage 
for at least 30 seconds to facilitate changing of the radio's battery with minimum 
disruption in secure radio operation. 

Ericsson GE Mobile Communications Inc. 
MountainView Road - Lynchburg,Virginia 24502 

.- 

Printed in U.S.A. 



FEDERAL STANDARD 

FED-STD-1027 
April 

TELECQMMUNICATIONS: GENERAL SECURITY REOUIREMENTS 
FOR EQUIPMENT USING THE DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD 

This standard IS issued by the General Sewices Administration puwnt to 
the Federal Property and Admlnistratire Services Act of 1949, u l menckd. 

1. scope 

1.1 Dexript: This standard specifies the minimum general security requirements that are to be ratlsfied in 
lmplementmg t Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm in a telecommunkatlons environment. The DES Itself 
specifies an algorithm used for cryptqraphically pmtming certain U.S. Government information. (This algorithm is 
described in Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 46). The requirements defined in this standard affect 
the security of equipment Impkmentlng the DES algorithm. Other rccurlty requirements, vhkh relate fo the Interface 
and interoperability of DES cryptographic equipment with associated terminal equipment (e.g., narrative text, automatic 
data processing, digital frcsimik, digital voice, etc.). will be addressed In other Federal telecommunication standards. 

1.2 Security Objectives. This standard addresses the folIowIng security objectiver 

a. To prevent inadvertent transmission of plain text. 

b. To prevent theft, unauthorized use, or unauthorized modification of r)ES cryptographic equipment while 
installed. 

c. To prevent unauthorized disclosure or modification of key variables while In DES cryptographic equipment. 

d. To provide interoperability between key variable loaders and DES crypi&graphic equipment, and facilitate the 
use of standardized keying material for U.S. Govemmenr applications of the DES algorithm. 

e. To prevent data encry$tion when a critical cryptographic failure condition exists, and to Kernrate an alarm 
upon detection of a critical cryptographic failure. 

: _ ~- 
Purpose. This standard prescribes security requirements for implementation of the DES in telecommunication 

equipment andsystems used by the departments and qencies of the U.S. Government. 

This standard appiies to a11 DES cryptographic components, equipment, systems, and services 
InR lease) by U.S. Government departments and agencies for the encrwtion of dlnltal information in the 

iekcommunkati&s enviro&nent. This in&&s &d-alone DES&yptolgraphk equlp&znt as w& as any Data Terminai 
Equipment and Data Circuit-terminating Equipment utilizing the DES algorithm for digital encryption. When DES 
cryptographic equipment is integrated into Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) or Data Circuit-tcrminatinr. Equipment 
(DCE), this standard applies to those portions of the DTE or DCE design vhkh implement the security requirements of 
this standard. The same degree of protection is required whether DES cyptographk equipment is In stand-alone units or 
Is physically embedded In l ssocfited equipment. Guidance to facilitate the applkatlon of rhlr standard, with respect to 
degradation of its security by improper implementation or use, will be provided for in a revision to Fed-era1 Propeny 
Management Regulation 41, Code of Federal Regulations 101-35.3. 

1.S Verifying Conformance. Procedures for verifying that DES cryptographk equipment conform vifh this standard 
are l v&ble from the prePartng activity. 

1.6 Definition: and Conventions. The following definitions, conventions, and terminology apply in this standard. 

I bypass A condition WI@ allows plain text to pass through equipment unaltered, with or without some delav. 

b. DE!+ The Data Encryption Standard l IgorIthm specified In’ Federal InformatIon Processing Standards 
Publication 46. 

c. DES Cryptographic Equipment: Equipment em&dying one or more DES devices and associated controls, 
interface% power supPIle& Jarmr, and the related hardware, roftware, and finnwarn used to encrypt, decrypt, 
authenticate, and perform similar operations on Information. 
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d DES DevIcet The electronic hardware part or subassembly which Implements just the DES Jlgorlthm specIfIed 
In Federal Information Prxeulng Standards flblkation 46, and whkh is vdldatcd by the NatIonal Bureau of 
Standards. 

InitlalIrIng Vector (IV)1 A vector urcd In deffning the starting point of an encryption process vtthin a DES 
Lice. 

I. Key Generaton A DES devke plus those addltlonal cryptographic functions required to Implemenn (I) a 
particular mode of WPtIonl (2) combining of plain text or dpher tert with DES device output; (3) the 
inIt&aIizlq vectors and (4) associated alarms and self-testing. 

Key Variable: A 6-k input to DES cryptographk ewipment, ulth S bits used for pa&y checking and S6 bits 
kd in the DES device for encryption or decryption. Unless otherwise stated, reference to a DES key vufable 
means a key variable in its WWXrypted form. 

h. Key Vuiable Load-en An eIectronIC, seIf-contaIned unft vhich Is capable of storing at Ie~st one 64-bit DES 
key variable and transferring that key variable, upon request, Into DES cq-ptographic equipment. 

I. Message: A generic term used to describe, In the broadest sense, Information to be transferred which Is 
represented by a digital sequexe. This sequence &Id be numbered L2,. . .,N, where 1 represents the 
information unit transmitted first. 

j. Physical Kcyr A device used to operate a mechanical lock 

k Pseudorandom Binary Roceut A detenninistk technique for prodwing a requence of bbury digits vhkh . 
satisfy the statistical properties of a random bit stream. 

1. S-Box: A nonlinear function which substitutes four output bits for SIX input bits vlthin a DES device to make 
the DES algorithm 4 nonlInear process (see Federal JoformatIon ProCcmIng Standards Publkatlon 46). 

m. Zerolzation: A method of erasing an electronically stored DES key varirble by removing electrical power 
from the electronic storage, by orcwriting that storage with an 111 ONES or ZEROS prtfrrn, or by otherwiw 
Irrevocably altering the contents of the DES key variable storage. 

0 2 Referenced Documents 

Federal Information Processing Stmndards Publication 46: DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD. January, 1977. 
&pies of this standard are available from the National Technical InformatIon Service, U.S. ~epartrnent of 
&mmerce, S215 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.) 

b. Federal Information Processing Standards Publication glr DES MODES OF OPERATION. December, 1980. 
(Copies of this standard are available from the National Technical Information krvlce, U.S. Department of 
Commerce, S213 Port Royal Road, SprIngfIeld, VA 22161) 

c. Federal Standard 1031: TELECDMMUNICATK)NS: GENERAL Pl-IRWSE 37-POSiTK)N AND %WSJTKIN 
INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA TERMlNAL EQUIPMENT AND DATA CIRCUIT-TERMINATING EQJIWENT. 
(Copies of this standard are available from GSA, Specffications and Consumer InformatIon DIstrIbutIon Branch 
(VFSIS), Bldg. 197 Washington Navy Yard), Washington, DC 20407). 

.- z 
d. Military Standard 4618: ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSION AND SUSCEPTIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 
CONTROL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE. (Copies of this standard are l vcllfable from the Naval 
Publications and Forms Center, St01 Tabor Avenue, Philadeiphla, PA 19120.) 

c MIJJtar)r Standard 4621 MEASUREMENT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CHARACTERISTICS. 
(Copies of this standard are available from the Naval Publications and Forms Center, St01 Tabor Avenue, 
PhIladeIphi&PA 1912r-X) 

i. National Bureau of Standards Specid i’ublkation 500-20~ VALIDATING THE CORRECTNESS OF HARDWARE 
IMPLEMENTATlONS OF THE NBS DATA ENCl?YPTK)N STANDARD. September, l980. (Copies of this 
phlkatlon are svdlable as SN 003-0X-B1g61-9 from the Superintendent of Documenta, U.S. Government Printing 
Offke, Washington, 0.C 20402) 

I- National Bureau of Standards Spedd Publlcatlon 500-6Ir MAINTENANCE TESTING FOR THE DATA 
CNCRYPTKlN STANDARD. August, 1980. (Copies of thlr publlcatloo are avaIlable as SN 00~003-0222>0 from 
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Go vemment Printing Office, Vashington, D.C 20402) 

h Propo& Federal Standard 10261 TELECOMMUNICATIONS: lNfEROFERABlLlTY AND SECIJRITY 
REQUTREMENTS FOR USE OF THE DATA LNCRYl=f)ON STANDARD IN THE PHYSICAL AND DATA LINK 
LAYERS OF DATA COMMUNlCATlONkdatcd &a~ 1.l981. 
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3. Requirements 

3.1 physical Security. DES cryptographic equipment hall be desIgned to restrict physiul access to lntemaiiy stored 
DES key varfabjes and to deter theft, unauthorized MC, or wuthorlzed mod~ficatbn of the equipment vtKwht~led. 
The level Of physlcaf security pfo%‘ided sh8Il be SuCh that UMUthoriZed St’femOtS at atXC1I Or UK Will either be 
-e&u1 or will have a high probability of being detected during penetration Or mnt to penetration. The 
htstaIlatfon design must minlmizc the poulblilty of penetration which cannot be visually detected. 

3.1.1 &ks, At least one lock shall be used to limit UC~%Y to the key pliable entry control% When the Cipher 
Block Cbxg mode is US-d and the lnitiaiizing Vector (iv) is externally entered into DES cryptographic equipment, 
access to the associated controls chill be limited by the same iock which protects the key varlabic entry controir In 
additiocr, cenain other controb shall be operated by means of a physIca key-operated seiectlon switch or shall be 
accessible only upon opening or removing a locked cover (see section 3.7). The physical key used to operate or access 
these controls shall be dIfferem from the physical key used to llmlt acesc to the key variable entry controls. Note that 
the two locks previously described may be used in cor+nctIon with each other (Ywo person control? when wotecth 
against the possibility of u~uthofircd UK is considered nacesury. Ail locks shall be of the pick-reslrtrnt variety 
(MEDECO or equivalent). 

3.1.2 zg;lng. A means shall be provided to protect against theft and substitution of DES cryptographic equipment 
vhen inst with or without a key varlabie present). A solution such us a mounting mechanism accessible only from 
the interior of the Iocked equipment shali be used to deter removal of the equipment by any means other than 
determined force. 

Standb Periods. DES cryptographic equipment shall be designed so that operating personnel can conveniently 
IZe it * e retaining the key variable) during periods when the equipment is In standby, and not in 
Operation, This shall be implemented in such a manner as to prevent unauthorized use, for example, by reapplication of 
power. Once placed in standby, equipment shall not be capable of being restored to Operation without the operation of at 
le8st one lock. 

3.1.4 Eqwioment Enciosuun. DES cryptographic equipment enciosures shall be designed sud that a physical lock must ~ 
be operated in order to diJaucmbJe the equipment to M extent that would permit undetectable access to inrerna! 
circuitry. Also, all holes placed in the outside surface of the equipment during manufacture shall be located such that 
undetectable ~CCCJS to key variable storage md processing circuitry, as well as undetectable disassembly of the 
equipment, are not possible using these holes. 

Kc Variables. The security provided by DES cryptographic equipment is dependent upon the DES key vrrlrble. 
ti urn+ ey variable must be inserted into equipment in a link or network to make a 

I 
rouping of equipment 

cryptographically unique and comprtlble. A DES key variable conlists of 64 bits (Kl through K64,, 56 bits of which arc- 
randomly or pseudorandomly derived and d bfts of vhlch are odd parity check bits. Each blt of odd parity is computed 
Individually on its preceding severtblt group of random or pse+random bits according to the convention shown In Table L 

X2.1 Key Variable Ent . Two approved methods of entering unencrypted DES key variables Into DES cryptograohic 
equipment are described be ow. All DES cryptographic equipment ha.11 utilize at least one of these two methods of key 
variable entry. This is required to perform one or more of the following: (1) to enter DES key variables for normal 
encryption and decryption, (z) to provide the capabiiity to enter a key vuiabic to decrypt encrypted and electronically 
tranrmitted key variables, and (3 to f8cUt8te m8intendnce. Clpheffext Output shaI1 be inhiblted during transfer of key 
variables Into DES devices. A means of permitting operating personnel to either conveniently correct errors made during 
manual key variable entry or to reenter the entire key variable shall bc provided. Vhen a DES key variable is assembled 
Into 8 single 64-hit sequence, the bits shall be ordered in the following mannerr Kl,K2, . . ,K64. This numbering 
corre:rponds to the numbering of key variable bits defined in Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 66. 

3.ELI Method L DES cryptographic equipment may contain an integral crpabillty to ma&&y enter DES key variables 
from prin%l?%%. k printed DES key variables shall consist of a sequence of 16 symbols (VLV2, . .,V16) entered 
rt8rtIng with the left-most symbol (VU. Each printed symbol represents a farr-bit bbwuy word corresponding to four bits 
of the DES key variable, as defined in table 2. Manuai entry can be 8ccompIMed by any technique which provides 
relativefy easy, nliable loading (e.g., keyboard, rotary switches, thumbwheel switches, etc). If a DES key variable is 
displayed eIectricaIly or mechanicai1y, III visual residue of the DES key variable shall be removed automatically after it 
is mpted as valid (see rcction 3.24). 

3.Z1.2 Method 2. DES cryptographic equipment may accept key variables in electronic form from an externally 
connected keyIt ioackr in acc~rdancc with the ekctrical ahd mechanical Interface requirements of this standard. 
Vhen the 64-b& DES key variable sequent is transferred serially, the order of transfer is as Usted in section 3.2.1, with 
K1 being the first blt transferred. After a DES key variable has been entered into a key variable kuder and verified by 
the key variable loader (successful parity check& there shall be no visual or machanical rerldue of the key variable 
available to a person haviry, access to the key variable ioader. The key variable loader shall have a zeroize cqxblllty 
controlied by operating personneL 

. _ 
._ 
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3.2.12.1 Key Variable Transfer Operation Electronic key variable transfer into DES cryptographic equipment from a 
key variable loader Is inltlsted by the Da cryptographic equipment under control of oDeratlng personnel. Operating 
personnel 3u11 Initiate the key variable transfer by some manual actloo to the DES cryptographic equipment which ~/ill 
result in a REQClEST indication being sent by the DES cryptop;raphic equipment to the key variable loader. Upon reeipt 
of REQUEST indication, the key varlablc loader will provide a 64-blt serial key variable on the DATA circuit and an 
l miated 64 cycles of clock on the CLOCK circuit. The timing involved In this DES key vuilble transfer jr shown ln 
figure L 

S.Zl.2.2 Interface Circuit% The DES key variable transfer Interima shall coclrist of nine circuitr GROUND, 
REQlJEST,BATA CLOCK VDD, and four undesignated circuit% The functional relationship of the REQUEST, DATA, 
l nd CLOCK circuits Is rho& in figure L 

a. GROUND. This &cult is conwed to logk ground wlthln DES cryptographic equipment. In many 
equip-s circuit VIII also be connected to chusis ground, internal to the equioment, 

b- ~.q.--. RE UEST. This circuit is normally OFF (high). It turns ON (low) as a result of an action by operating 
pcrsonne to mctiatc a key variable transfer. REQUEST 1s generated by DES cryptographic equipment. 

C. DATA. In response to a REQUEST indication, the DATA circuit conveys the 64 bits of DES key variable to 
the mcryptographic equipment. The DATA circuit may also be used, under control of the urdesignatcd 
circuits, for other purpose% DATA is generated by the key variable loader. 

d. CLOCK. In response to REQUEST indication, the CLOCK circuit sends 64 clock Cycles synchronously, and in 
a r&xphase relationship with respect to the key variable bits on the nATA circuit. The CLOCK circuit may 
also be used for other purposes, under control of the undesignated circuit% CLOCK is generated by the key 
varfable loader. PES cryptographic equipment shdll respond to only the first 64 clock cycles (and Ignore any 
additional clock cycles) associated with a Riven DES key variable transfer in response to a REQtJEST indication. 

e. VDD. This circuit is connected to a regulated Sz0.S volt power supply within the DES cryptographic 
equipment. VDD provides a positive logic voltage reference for key variable loaders with floating Eround and 
negative internal logic (such as the KOI-11). 

1. UndcsiRnatcd Circuirr Use of the four undesinnated circuits is optional, and they can be uxd for any 
function associated with key variable management and/or equipment control. The electrical parameters of thcsc 
undesignated circuits, if used, must conform to the general electrical requirements contained in section 3.2.1.2.3 
and table 3 of this nandard. Specifically, undesignrttd output and input ciicuitr shall meet the requiremenrr of 
sections 3.2.1.23.a and 3.21.2.3.b of this standard, respectively. DES cryptographic equipment shall bc caDable of 
accepting key variables from key variable loaders which do not have or use the undesignated circuits. 

3.2.1.2.3 Electrical interface Characteristics. The electrical characteristics- in this section apply at the DES 
cryptographic cqulpment connector used for electronic key variable entry. All electrical measurements arc with resocct 
to GROUND. Logic levels for the circuits arc defined in table 3 and are compatible with commercially available 
400~series CMOS digital integrated circuits operated from a five-volt power source, l-he lopric l.cvels in table 3 shall bc 
met for the following load conditions 

a. REVIJEST. The output voltage Ievels in table 3 shall be met when driving loads greater than SO kohms with 
shunt capacltrnces less than 200 pF. 

b. nATA and CLOCK. T+se Input circuits shall function properly when the input voltage levels in table 3 are 
applied to input loads grearer than 200 kohms with shunt capacitances less than Xl pF. 

$ - 
3.t1.2.4 Mechanical interface Characteristics. DES cryptographic equipment shall be physically connected to a key 
vrrlabfc loader vh J cable, not to exceed one meter in length, using the type of nine-politlon connector specified in 
Federal Standard 1031 (based upon Electronic Industries Association standard RS-44%. DES cryptographic equipment 
sha1l provide, via front panel access (under lock control), the female nine-position connector with latching blacks, for 
electronk key variable entry. The cable from the key variable loader shhrll use a matchinl maie nln+posltion connector: 
one capable of Iafching. The position assignments for this connector are contained in table 4. 

3-22 =3- 
The pdty of unencrypted DES key variables rhdl be verified during entry, vhether manual or 

electronk, an during any subwnt transfer within DES cryptographic equipment, to ensure that no accidental 
slngle-blt modification of a key variable hu occurred. Each group of tight bits til be of odd parity, as defined In 
Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 46. 

3.23 Zerolzation. Any detected attempt to gain access to the Internal components of DES cryptographic equipment, 
through disassembly of the equipment (e.g., removal of UK), shall automatically zcroire the key variable and., in the 
Cipher Block Chaining mode, the lnltlrlizing Vector. All key variable storage locations, except those containing test key 
variables and encrypted key variables, must be capable of being rerolzed. The ability to inhibit the rcroization feature 
shaII be provided In the interior of equlpment for maintenance. This lnhiblt feature muat not be accessible until the 
=vb’nmt has been opened for malnrenance. A me-8 shall be provlckd to au-tomatkdly dlscngagc rhe inremsl Inhibit 
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feJture and zeroize the maintenance test key Varhbk in the DES device before DES cryptographic equipment Is returned 
to the operational mode- A means shall also be provided to ensure that DES cryptographic equipment is not able to 
wrypt l d decrypt when in the rerolred state. 

3.24 Key Variable Storage. After inltlal key loading. all unencryptcd key variables shall be stored inside DES 
cryptographic equipment, in Order to receive the QrOtuth UsO&ted with the Kcurity req&CmentS of this standard. 
A means must be provided to assure that unencrypted key variables cannot visually or electrically be read out of DES 
cryptographic equipment. If key variables are read out of DES CIyQtOgrAQhiC equipment for purposes of transmission, 
they must be encrypted first Key variables must be stored in erasable electronic storage (e.g., random access memory, 
shift rqistcm, the DES device, etc). DES cryptographic equipment must also have the ability to maintain their key 
variables whenever primary power 1s interrupted. Except for key variables residing In Yinal” locations (actual use or 
proteaion against power interruption) within DES cryptographic equipment, the appeuance of a key variable In any 
intermediate storage location within DES cryptographic equipment must be only temporary (e.g., as a part of the key 
variable entry or testing process) and aJl such temporary storage locatlons must be reroired upon transfer of the key 
variable to one of Its “fin&” location% The DES key variable, when routed Internally within DES ctyptograohic 
equipment, shall be routed in such a manner u to prevent external ACCCSS to the key variable, either irudvertently or due 
to the single failure of an el&ronic component. 

3.3 lnitialiring Vector (Iv). Initializing vectors can be produced using the DES aIgorlthm, a key variable, and input 
data generated interndly; or they can be derived from another random or pseudorandom source. New IV’s shall be 
derived such that a11 possible frr (N bits long) are equally likely (i.e., have a probable occurrence of TN). A means 
sh& be provided to usucc the introduction of new initilliring vectors following the l-ding of new key variables, return 
of Qrjmary power after a power interruption (except for in the Cipher Block Chaining encryption mode), or upon Stan-up 
after the DES device has been xeroized or reset (e.g., when the device is fint brought Into service or after a battery 
change). The following IV requirements also AQpiY: 

k An IV shall be used to initiate every ciphcncxt chain (see proposed Federal Standard 1026). 

b. When rhe Cipher Feedback cncryQtion mode is used, the IV shalf contain a minimum of 48 bits, may be 
transmitted unencrvptcd, and shall be newly Rcnerared for every ciphertext chain 

c. When the Cipher Block Chaining encryption mode is used, the IV shall contain 64 bits, shall b-c encrypted orior to 
transmission, and need be newly generated only when J new key variable-is entered Into J DES device. 

d. When the Ourput Feedback encryption mode is used, the IV shall contain 64 bits, and mav be transmitted 
WXnC~Qlcd. 

3.3.1 Initializing Vector Retention. Except in the Cipher Block Chaining mode, the-last initialirinp; vector used 
should be retamed in storage during an interruption of primary power, if It is to be used to generate a new Initializing, 
vector upon resumption of operation In the Cipher Block Chaining mock, the Initial IY should be retained for reuw to 
eliminafe the need to retransmit it securely. 

3.4 Encryption Function and Alarms 

3.4.1 Modes. Four mocks of implementing the DES have been approved. These modes are described in detail in 
F&era1 lnformrtion Processing Standards Publication 81. The Cipher Feedback and Cipher Block Chaining modes are 
Intended for encryption of narrative text and Automatic Data Processing (ADP) data, for transmission over 
communications ctunnels. The Output Feedback mode is intended for applications where error extention due to 
encryption/decryption cannot be tolerated. The Electro$C,Codebook mode is approved for the encryption and decryption 
of Data Encrypting Keys (DEK’s) and Iv’s, for transmis%n over telecommunication system% UK of the Electronic 
Codebook mode for other purposes, and us-e of othe!. e&ryption/dccryption mod-es, s!‘~ll be approved by the responsible 
U. S. Government agency, u designated in section 1.4. 

3.4.2 Encryptlon Tests. DES cvptographic equipment shall be designed to provide for automatic testing of the 
encryption function, in addition to any other self-testing methods that are provided. To ensure that DES Cr/QtOgraQhiC 

equipment is not r+sccf to encrypt rn-ger after it has failed, one of the foIIowInr two methods shall be employed: 

x4.2.1 Method 1. Two D&S key generators shall be used to do the same encryption of plalntext data. Their outputs 
shall be corn-Any difference between the outputs shall generate an alarm and sbll cause the ciphertext output to 
Immediately cease until operating Personnel eliminate the error crmditlon, or take such other action as may be 
prescribed by approved operational procedure% A means to automatically test the comparator circuits and associated 
Inhibiting clrcults le.&, CAUY an intentional error) shall be provldtd. 

3.4.t2 Method 2. An acceptable altenutlve to the continuous comparison of the outputs of two key generators 
oQerrting in parallel is the use of a single key generator whose Integrity Is verified ‘by both of the following two tests (or 
just the S-box test If It is M at the frequency prescribed for the nES checkword test). These tests do not strictly meet 
the rtcurity objcctlve StAtCd in -iOn I.2.C. but they do serve t0 limit the trJnSmisiOn of &tJ under critical failure 
conditions. 
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3.4.2.21 S-Box Test. This test consists of loading one or more known key variable (test variables) and one or more 
known 64-M rnputs into the transmit DES device and operatine the DES key pmerrtor until a11 S-box entry comblrutlons 
for each S-box ‘have been l ppIIed. The fiNI output(s) are t&n compared -with ail 64 bits of the known correct result(s) 
(determined previously, off-line, and stored in the equipment). If they fail to compare, an alarm shall be automatically 
generated and all ciphertext output shall be Inhibited until operating personnel e!imlnate the error cmditlon, or take 
such other action as prescribed by approved operating procedure% A means of automatkrfly testing the comparator 
circuits and associated lnhibltlng circuits (Le., cause an IntentIonal error) shall be provided. (Descriptlms of several 
S-box tests are contaIned in National Bureau of Standards Special Publications SOO-20 and SOO-61). 

3.4.22.2 DES Checkword Test. After a new DES key variable is ioaded Into the DES cryptographic equipment, and 
after tfu S-box test hu been performed, J known 64-M input word is encrypted In the new key variable and the resulting 
64-hit checkword is stored. This checkword shall be retained In storage and used until the new key variable 1s 
superceded. The DE5 checkword test consists of encrypting the known 64-bit Input word in the current DES key variable 
and comparing the result with all 64 bits of the checkword. If they fall to compare, an alarm shaI1 be automatically 
generated and the ciphertext output of the DES ctyptographlc equipment shail be inhibited until operatfng personnel 
eliminate the error cond~im, or take such other action as prescribed by approved operating procedure+. A means of 
automatically testing the comparator circuits and associated inhibiting circuits (Le., cause an Intentional error) shall be 
provided. The S-box test may be used in place of the DES checkword test, If advantageous When this is done, the S-box 
test must be run at the frequency prescribed for the DES checkword test. 

- 
3.4.23 Frequency ot Tcstlng. When two DES devices are operated in parailel (see seaion 3.4.2.1), the self-checking 
is cmtinuour When only one device ir used with the S-box and DES checkword tests (see rction 3.4.221, testing of the 
DES device is not co&inuour In such an instance, the S-box test shall be accomplished to ensure correct operation of 
the &vice at the time of key variable entry, and the D&S checkword test shall be accomplished prior to each use of an 
initializing vector. Automatic testing of the comparator circuits used in implementing method 1 or 2 (see sections . 
3.4.2.1 and X4.22) shall be performed when practical, but no kss frequently than upon each DES key variable entry Into 
the DES device. 

3.4.3 Other Tests 

3.4.3. I Control Field Recognition In automatic data processing and narrative text telecommunication applications, 
provision shall be made to verify that stand-alone DES cryptograohic equipment can recognize implicit or cxolicir 
control fields signalling the start of encryption (e.g., START OF TEXT). A means of automatically testing the 
above-mentioned functions (i.e., cause intentional errors) shall be provided. a’hen the control field recognition functions 
are tested, failure of DES cryptographic equipment to recognize and act upon these fields shall inhibit operation in the 
secure mode and generate an alarm. Provision may be made internal to DES cryptographic equipment to conveniently 
override this feature to frcilirafe maintenance. when the DES cryptographic equipment fun&on is integrated into Data 

‘Termhul Equipment (DTE), and data is encrypted as a consequence of being processed within the DTE, the requirement 
to cheek the ability to recognize these control fields may not be necessary. in these cases, vhere the DTE provides but 
does not check the control field recognition function(s), the DTE design shaIl acre that data intended for encryption - 
will always be encrypted and will never be transmitted unencrypted. 

3.4.3.2 Chain Identification (CID), Manipulation DetectIon code (MDC) and Message Authentication Code (MAC). In I rvstems which utilize the CID, MDC, or MAC fields, an alarm shall be generated when the received MDC CID. or MAC 
mismatches (i.e., does not compare). with the expected vaIue. When DES cryptographic equipment is generiting and 
checking the CID, MDC, or MAC fields and mismatch occurt, the DES cryptographic equipment shall generate an alarm. 
CID’s shall not be repeated for a given key variable period. When DES ciyptographic equipment is generating the CID, 
the equipment shall generate an alarm when the CID counter reaches its maximum value. In full-duplex and multidrop 
applications, provision must be made to assure that CID’s are not duplicated by the various terminals. Details of the 
CJ’D, MDC, and MAC fleids are described in proposed Federai Standard 1026. DES cryptogranhlc equipment (or a DTE or 
DCE providing the CID, MDC, or MAC functions) must dso be capable of testing the comparator(s) used to compare a 
received CID, UDC, or MAC with the expected or IcxcaIIy derived value (e.g., cause an Intentional error). If a Cln, UDC, 
or MAC comparator fails its ten, an alarm shall be generated, and operation In the secure mode shaI1 cease. 

3.4.3.3 Other Ciphenext-inhibit Tests. In addition to the conditions described in section 3.4.2 and previous 
paragraphs in section 3.4 3 ciphertext output of DES cryptographic equipment is also inhibited bp (3 transfer of a DES 
key varfable into% DES de!vice, (b) teroiution of DES cryptor;raphic equipment, (c) use of the test mode, and (d) use of a 
DES device for a function other than the encryption of pWntext data (e.g., generatin an IV, computing an MAC). DES 
cryptographic equipment shall be capable of testing that the conditims described In (a , f cb), (cl, and (d) above art capable 
of inhibiting ciphertext output. 

3.4.3.4 Parity Check Vcrifkation. DES cryptographk equipment and key variable loaders shall be capable of testing 
that DES key variablea with improper parity can be detmed. 

3.4.3.5 Frequency of Testing The ability of DES cryptographic equipment (and DTE’s or DCE’r providing the ClD. 
MDC, or tiAC functions) to recognize the control fields descrlbrd In sectlon 3.4.3.1, to perform the comparisons 
described In section 3.4.3.2, and to generate an alarm when an error or mismatch resuitine from the UK of these 
functions is detmed, shall be checked at the same frequency required for the DES checkword test (see section 3.4.23). 
The MAC comparator shall be checked once per authentkated message. The tests dcrcribed In smioos 3.4.3.3 and 
3.4.3.4 sMI be pcrlormed at the -me frequency as the S-box test. 
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3.5 Fail-Safe DeslRn Requirement% DES c?ypto~raphlc equipment design shall not contain potential sinRje failure 
vhlch could cornpromIse DES key variables, or affect the initiallution process. Specifically. DES cryptWrrphic 
equipment design rhdI not wrmit potential single failure cardiths which could redt im (1) tranrmiuIon of th.e key 
variable, or any portion thereof, or (2) tranrmhdon In depth (rtu~c of the -me Iv) due to faulty or insufficient 
randomization. when firmware techniques are used to control the cryptorraphic iunctIons described above, wfficienp 
rrieguardr rhaI1 be Incorporated to ensure proper oper8tion Of the firmware. (NOta other critfd Wear (such as plain 
text handling, alurns, and alarm cfuckd that may be affected by udetected failures Ilao desene special consideration 
In design). 

3.6 Test Mode. DES cryptographic equipment shall have a test mode vhich, when used, VIII assure that the equipment 
is operating as intended. At a minimum, the test mode &MI] perform an !&box test, when using Method 2 (see section 
14.22). and test a11 security alarm circuitry. In the test mode, a test DES key variable(r) shall be used. The ciphertext 
output of DES ctyptographlc equipment shall be inhibited whife in the test mode. However, a means may be provided for 
maintenance personnel to override the clphertext output inhibit feature from Inside the equipment. If the ciphenext 
Inhibit override feature is Implemented, a means shall be provided to automatically discnsage the ciphenext inhibit 
override before DES cryptographic equipment is returned to the operational mod-z. DES cryptoK,raphic equipment shall 
prevent the test key variable from being used for encryption/decryption of l ctua1 plaintext/ciphertext data. 

3.7 Control Functions. DES cryptographic equipment shall provide for the following controls under the conditions 
liStC& 

NAME FUNCTION CONDITIONS 

KX’ER ON/OFF Turns primary power (and internal battery) 
ON or OFF and causes rerofzation of 
critical dorage when In the OFF 
position. (See section 3.9.) 

Optional feature. Lock not required. 

STANDBY MODE Provides the capability to render the 
DES device inoperable during, unattended 
periods, without reroiring the key 
varialk (Set section 3.1.3.) 

Required vhen equipment is not in 
continuous 24-hour a day operation. 
Must be under control of a lock. 

ALARM RESET 

TEST MODE 

LAMP TEST 

KEY 
VARIABLE . 
ENTRY 

c 

BYPASS MOOE 

. 

Provides ?hc capability to clear alarms Required on all equipment. Must bc 
after a fault has been corrected by under control of a lock. 
repeating those security checks which 
could have generated the alarm condition 
Performance of the security checks must 
be succesdul (i.e., the condition causlnq 
the alarm must have been corrected) before 
the alarm state can be exited. The 
ciphertext output shall IX inhibited until 
the alarm state is exited. 

Causes DES cryptographic equipment to 
perform tests contained in section 3.6 
of this standmd. 

Provides assurance that indicators 
UC operable. 

Provides for external entry of DES key 
varirblds), either manually or 
automatically. (This does not include 
“dovn-line loading?) Ciphertext 
output shall be inhibited during entry 
of the key variables if the DES key 
variables are automatically placed 
in a DES device u a result of entry. 

Required on aI1 equipmenr. Must be 
under control of a lock 

Optional feature. No lock required. 

Required if external key variable 
entry devices are used. (See section 
3.1.1) 

Provides the capability for bypassing the 
DES device and trwmlning plain text 
V~WI DES cryptographic equipment Is in 
an alarm condition or other malfunction 
condition 

Optional feature. Must be under 
control of-a kk 
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SECURE MODE 

ZEROQE 

Provides capability to transmit and 
receive cipher text. 

Provides upabilIty to reroize aI1 
unencrypted key variables (and IV in 
CIK mode). 

optJond feature. Must be under control 
Of~JOCk 

Required feature on all equipment. 
No lock required. 

NOTE: It is not nece*ury to provide individual locks for each control fuactiort. They may, for instance, be 
collocated (within the constraints of section 3.1.1 of tNs sturdard) behind a iocked cover or gJted by J 

physical key switch. 

3.1 Status IndicatorS. DES CryptOgr8phiC CqdpmWIt duff provide for display Of tk fOkWing indiutims of JtJtUS 
tnxier & conditions listed below. 

NAME 

POWER ON 

DES BYPASS 

TEST 

BATTERY 

ALARM 

0 AUDIBLE 
ALARM 

PARITY 

FUNCTION 

IndicJtion thJt proper ekctrkal power Is Required anfy when power 
l vailJbk for equipment OpMJth. ON,OFF switch Is used. 

Indication that the equipment is not in the 
encipher/decipher strte. 

Required when BYPASS control is 
implemented 

Indication that DES cryptographic equfpment 
is in l test mode, a3 opposed to an 
operational mode. 

Required on all equipment. 

indicates whether the internal battery is 
operating properly end is capable of 
retaining critic+ storJge. 

Required when J bJttery is used JS 
J backup energy source. 

IndicJtion that Jn error in operation of the 
DES cryptographic equipment his occurred or 
thJt Jttempted tamperins has been detected. 
Ciphertext output mUSt be Jutomoticilly and 
Immediately dIs&Ied when an Jlarm occurs, 
if not in the bypass condition 

R eqU.ired on ~11 equipmenK. 

Same JS ALARM. ODtiCHUl feJtUrC. Not J front DJnCi 

i&kJtOr. A dry CMtJCt-fCfJy .t)‘pe 
Of ht&JCe StUii bc Used J”d should 
be avaIlable on the rear of the 
equipment. 

IndicJtion tht Jn error in pJrity tus occurred 
during DES key VJriJbk entry or during 
internal transfer of the key variable. 
Further internal key variJble transfers shall 
be inhibited until the condition which caused 
the error is corrected Jnd J correct key 
variJble his been entered. 

CONDfTlONS 

Required on 111 eouipment. 

1.9 Retention of CriticJl StorJKe. Critical storage (e.g., key variable final rtorqe location(s), CIWs, Wr, and test 
&tJ) in DES cryptogrJphic equipment sh~I1 be retained during primary power interruptlonr DES CryotoerJphic 
equipment shall hive A means of determining whether critkai storage has been properly malntrlned duriq Interruotion 
Of primary power. -. 

3. JO EMIfiUC Requirements. DES cryptographic equipment shall be designed and constructed to met tk 
Electromagnetic InterierrnceFltctronuI(nctrc Compatibility (EMl/J%Cl requirements of MR-SfD-4618 for CJJSS A-3 
equipment. Good EM1 design prJctkes should be followed in ai1 aspects of the DES cryptwrphk equipment design. 
DES cryptographic equipment slull comply with the test requinmcnts of ML-STD-462 as WJfJed below In JII operJtlng 
moden 
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TEST 

CEO1 

REQUIREMENT 

NJrrowband mCJSUrCmCntS only reqUifed: limits SpCCifkd in f@m 4-1, CUWe 1, for 
Direct Current (DC) end Alternating Current (AC) power IeJdr Jnd control and signal 
lead% 

CEO3 Figure 4-4, curve i, broadband, and figure C-3, curve I, narrowhnd, apply for DC and 
AC power leads end COntfoi end signal leads. 

REOI Figure 4-l l applies with the following modification: The limit from 3 kHz to 50 kHz 
shall be 60 dB above i pT. 

REO2 Figure 4-12, narrowband, end figure 4-I 3, broadband, apply. 

4. Deviations and Changes to FtderaI .%JndJfd 1027. When J Federal Agency considers that this standard d-s not 
provide for its essential needs. a statement citing inadequacies shall be sent in duplicate to the General Services 
Administration (C), Washington, DC 2040% The General Services Administration and the preparing JCliVily. in 
accordance with Federal Property Management Regulations 41 CFR 101-29.3, will determine the appropriate action to 
be taken and wiil notify the agency. Manufacturers end suppliers may contact the preparing activity for information 
regarding preccdures for requesting approval for equivalent methods to be used, to meet the requirements of this 

standard. Supplementary guidance concerning requests for such approval is being provided in J revision to Federal 
Property Management Regulation 41, Code of Federal Regulations IOI-3X3. 

PREPARING ACTIVITY: 

Communications Security Organization 
National Security Agency 
9800 Savage Road 
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755 

MILITARY INTERESTS: 

Military Coordinating Activity 
- 

Review Activities 
hrmv - hD. CR 

r NW+ - hS;OM 
Custodians Air Force - 90 

rmy-- . DCA - DC 
Navy - EC TRI-TAC - TT 
Air Force -- 02 DLA - DH 

. 
User Activities 
fJ-7 - SW MC 

This document is available from the General Services Administration (GSA), acting JS agent for the Superintendent of 
Documents. A Copy for bidding end contractinK purposes Is JVJilJbk from GSA Business Centers. bier Jr= for ule a( 

th& GSA Specification Unit (VFSIS), Room 6039, 7th Jnd D Streets S.W., Washington, n-cl. 20407; telephone (202) 
472-2205. Please call in uiv~ncc IO arrange for pkkup servke. 
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